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-fir I

'N 4Ns.

During the aademic year 1976-77, twelve professors of English
from two-year colleges lived andetuctied at the University' of Mas-
sachusetts in Amherst.- They were engaged in a seminar entitled
-"Reading and 'Writing in the First. College tears," saving been
selected for this purpose in'a nationwide conweiition,The seminar
wasknade possible by a grant from the Fellowships Division of
National Endowment for the fig inanities. -

As director of this seminar,.1 felt constrained to introduce the
Fellows to a' modest critical vocabulary with some readings in
linggistica and style; and to an approach to writing and teaching
familiar to graduates of similai ,enterprises I have donductid re-
cently. But a funny thing happened. Whether it wasbecause of the
relatively long duration of this particulai project or because of tilt',

4
energies et his elite group, tlfey began, 144 before Christmas, to
take 'things into their own capable hands. Each Fellow had arrived
bearing plans for independent research, ranging from,pidagogieal

,interests tr standard literary scholarship. As the autumn wore on,
the individuality of these activities *led 41 the interests of ;a
common concern: the teaching of English in the twdAear college.
WithoUt abantioniqg their various Scholatkenterprises, the Fel.
lows.nevertheless Oegan to see, in constant interchange with one
another, that their shared vommititent to their professiosal obli-
gations offered a common 'subject that' deserved to haire their
toitedlottentionuthere then. .

-During thaffrigid.win r, then, their paperi-were drafted and
-reciFafteckgrouped and, re ouped, discussed and edited. The result

, is 'this 'Collection, addressed to other college teachers of English,
purporting to say what iwe think we know.about the teaching 61
reading and writing to certain ".new" kinds of studefitsriow feta;
al in thetwo-year college and elsewhere.

The traditionally traineded-Protessor in college or university (like .
-me) will find some .of these statements surprising, not to- say alarm-

: ing. To responsibly teach the "new'student" is not to'water down-
a traditional approaches; it is to4 db something different. Take -a

r
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. single example: the study of literature in this instance is not a .
display of works of art, structures of language to be noted and
admiral: As Theresa Enrotli and others point out, content is
paiamcsunt, for their students believe that if you ask them to read

* an authdt, then you believe that what that author says about how
to live should be taken seriously. Distinguishing between art and

. . life, so crucial to our traditional academic concerns with literature,
WS, to be postponed, or alaandoned al gether. .These teachers
repeatedW ask themselves: What might onceivably he Worthwhile. .

ip the twenty-first 'centuiy to the stude t who wiWnot be a reader
of literatureltAne d the opportunity. provided 13f our grant meant
that we e did face some theoretical implicati ns of that question
anL its v ous answers.

We be , then, with the students. Jamei R. bherty offers a
.profile of e new student --tin his instance, one 3Ar scores in the
lowest third on various nItional -tests of ability d aptitude.

, Rejecting a number of approaches that in effect are devices for
keeping such students .shackled in lower-class pOsitions,`Doherty,
talc's high ground. "Rather than loivering our educational goals,

. and the students' aspirations, we should earrange the world to fit
the needs of the students," If this seems an unlikely possibility, the
impulse neveytheless animateA much of the advice that Doherty's
colleagues offer to teachers'orthe-new students.4 -

It 'should be added that the student bodies served by these .
twelve colleges rut anything but monolithic. But some character-
istics are passes,sed more or. less in common. by those we are here
calling new 'students. They form a familiar list. The new students
are poor at taking tests, they lack self-coqidence in classroom
situations, they .expect failure. They are job-Oriented to the point
of being anti-intellectual. Their own economic survival is much on
their iiinds. They don' read vew much. In sum, these are people
who, a generation Igo, would not have found themselves in insti-
tutions called c`011eges. But the teachers who are writing in these
essays, far' from deploring,' or bemoaning the presence of such
students, are determined to provide them with an education in
%Wish that ;is supportive and practicaland based on the best
possible linguistic and pedagogigal principles.

The 'second paper reminds us of the Way*. in which misused
scientific terminology and procedures damage our teaching. James
J. Kinney urges Engliih teachers to find their salvition in them-
selves and not in "scientism!"
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Introduction xi

+ There f6llow.six fairly. practical proposals for attaining such
sidvation. The first two deal mainly with method. Theresa L.
Enroth discusses the various appeals that fiction can provide for
the new student. They are far from the traditicoal,lit-crit appeals
familiar to academe. In a related paper, Susan R. Blau stiggests a
personal approach to literature, emphasizing the .real-life author
and flying in thefove of the intentional-biographical "fallacy."

The next fo pers address themselves to various kinds of
material ppropriate for new-student classrooms. Marsha M. Oliver
defesndshe use of popular "formula fiction" for students, who ate
unprepared for more sophisticated reading. In current Native
American literature, Craig Lesley finds materials that can "invite
the reader as listener to become a participant in the work." Peter
J. Petersen brings the study of folklore directly to the writing
clasloota, proposing that students provide their own .materials
for compbsition in the folk sayings and beliefs that are part of
their culture. Finally, John Scally suggests that whatever one's
choice of reading and wyiting may be, a moral dimension is both
appropriate and desirable. Building on systematic steps in moral
awaren'ess, notunlike the steps in Piaget's views of language growth
in children., Seeligprefers truthfulnesi in student, writing, even
over clarity.

The remaining essays turn to even larger concerns that underlie
th,e ieadrer's activity. Thomas C. Gorzycki calls for, a tiumanistic
response to the gloomy future of writing that Is predicted in the
work of 'Marshall McLuhan and others. David E. Jones cites Piaget
and the recent work7i..( Frank D'Angelo to justify, on solid theo-
retical grounds, the/English teacher's concern for such traditional'
rhetorical modes as classification, diviSion, and enumeration. A
complementary arguiment by Arnold T. Orza shows the crucial
function of metaphor in science, in the humanities, in
course., Meeting the need for a choice between literature ma
composition, Om' calls for a recognition that all metaphorical.
language Can .be a source of power. Finally:Ed Hancock retatet
how the misuses of a:patticular word in high fashion academically
(in..this _ca.o excellence) can deaden the 'reality around it, and
through semantic analysis he shawk hrlw to escape such night-
mares. . . . ' . .

As they completed this task and retUrn ed to their research and
other obligations, the/elloWs kinaly ^permitted me to write an
introduction to their efforts., And,th)s is it. What.we're hefingall

1
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thirteen of usis .4-iat this collection may pro ide. teachers of the
new students with some fresh ways of sizing up their job, and then
doing,it. Indeed, it's our growing fonviction that much of what we
have to say here about "new students," under present conditioits
in higher. education, applies to the teaching of 'old students" as
well. . . .

.
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1 Three Ways of Looking
) an Open Door

JaMes R. Doherty
Onondaga CommunitS, College

..

Our< seminar began with a discussion of the haedn.is, Plato's
.discourse on love and rhetoric. At one point Socrates restates the 11. .

two conditions for artful rhetoric: "First, you must know the truth
aboutitthe subject that you speak or write about ... secondly,
you must have a corresponding discernment of the nature of the
soul, discover the type of speech appropriate to each nature, and
order and arrange yotir discourse_ accordingly,." The same can be
said of the teaching of reading and writing.Arguing in part from
*Marxist point of view, James Doherty-reverses the sequence and
explors °the soul" of 'What sir/I:aye called the "new student."
This explOration leads him to a fense of a humanisteducetion
for students.

tY

We teachers have a tot of names for them, and those poured out-in
fie ulty offices are usually not complimentary, Confirming that open
admisionsstqtlents are seldom like your old classmates. Possessing
varied backgrounds. and ages, they commonly lack the familiarity
with written language and literature expected of college freshmen.
Cross, in Beyond theOpen Door (1971), characterizes this "new
student" as 'scoring in the lowest third among national samples of

. young People on the traditional tests of aca4emic ability. She re-
tains this for her operational definition, but acknowledges the class,

, racial, and sexual bias underlying a seemingly egalitarian merit
system for selecting those t.%, be blessed with higher education.
There is Correlation befween low testing and low socioeco-
nomic status (a lovely euphemism, that); and it's difficult to get

. beyond high school if:you're workingolass, a poor tester, a woman,
or nonwhite. Open adtnissions policy has made it easier for some

. of these peopleat least it has openTd the door, Now, what are we
going to do with then)?

7 4
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2 , . James R Doherty
. , ..

As I seit, there are three mollikof rentediareducation. The first,
...

andl believe the most. common Model, is meritocratic in philoso-
phy and only offers a second chance for. the new student to prove
his.or her fitnesg. The,second is an egalitariannnodel which hopes
to give all members of society the benefits of the traditional college

1 .- educatign;The third model- is vOcaptonal (or career oriented, to
use the new tetminology)o fferitica "New Education for New
Students'," the title of Gross's propose, an Beyond the Open Door
(1971). , ..

rwant to look at all three, o f-these models.otreffiedial education;
to help teachers decide what end they want their teaching to serve.

:After all, it -may be that "every teacher in the community college
irm' is, in reality-, a remedial teacher," as William Moore asserts.. , .

, 4 k { 1 . . '
-* fi

, .: e" t' 1 f

Modell,: Panning the Skit .

, , . ,

Teachers aattpnng to the first model see themselves resifting the.
; wash 04 floydvut a the great gdld -dredging machines of the sec.'

.. ondiry schools. The, theory. here is clearly,meritocratic: through
remedial education, a select few, the flecks of goICIL are saved front.

. the mass and 'placed on. the conyeyor,belts of higher education to
be termed into the stufrof the elite. While his less worthy classmates

, are sent back where they came frail, the contemporary- Horatio `
.

%
Alger is given a helping hand on his upwardly mobile way. Thy
emphasis ii almost ei%lusiVely on access; once he's in, let's see if °
, 1 .4
he ut that same old mustard. - .

This lesahe of a common attitude informing English teach- . '
, rrigin the c munity college results in ,"the open door as revolv-

inu,dobrwith teachers as-the doormen. The concept that "some
' people jie-id "most community college studen ts"1 don't belong in.

college: can often be found lurking behind seemingly benign notions . .isuch as "they're not 'inferior, dust culturally 'disadvantaged," or .t

i ' "suffering from negative self-concept,"' or "Jacking in motivation
to succeed in academic endeivprs." These comfortable excuses for.

. teachers' inability or unwillingness to help these students provide a .
quite practical approach. We operate a system of triage: saving the'
few who can !Ise in the meritwdcy, "doing-little for the critically
wounded beyond adminktering the ,opiatehat their wounds axe. 4

,, lettinfWcted, and recommending a gopd graveyird for the rest..
The few who are saved con make'goosl,lo theeverlasting credit clf

,.. the institution. No one ever hears fromthe others (lost' as we are-
% in the opiate we administered); ind Ae put the least strain orisour

. C .0 r
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. I paltry' resources. I find it repugnant. The battlefield kid jungle,.. -

'metaphors aren't what I want informing my teaching.
, .

4
. 5iodel 2: Molding into a Traditional FOrta . r

' ..

e crusade to give all students a full shaVeln our cultunil,heritag
a, is certainiy able. Why should thote suffering from poor schbolilg

experiences and social inequities'be denied their humanity, as
college can develop it? .0nlybecaus thhy don't behave th

traditionally culturedl Matting the-new student over into the tradi-
tional Student would sera to be ire ultimate goal of all riiiiediel
efforts DT the humanitidarlet'Copen the door of the cultural store-
hoxise for all, not just for the elite of wealth and merit, those inces-
tuous twins: But there& a lotofpitfalls in this model of remedi-
ation, 4

1*

Overcoming SOpiol end Schopi Experiendes . 1

*

First, it's no easy job. In a good analysis of the failings of this model,
Cross (1971) goes so far as to claim that ','new students are not
the same shape as traditional seudents"(p. 158). Two patterns of
social and school experience feed upon themselves, making it ,

impossible forfnany Of these students to succeed in school without a
reorientation to teaming. In an article focused a primary concern '
linguage". developmentDeutsch (1'965) explains how a teacher- .
perceived deficiency in language functioning dtzetonlassprigin
becomes increasingly 'pronounced with each, year in school, This
cumulative it caRses schodl to lose.much of its intended social-
izitig and learning effgct because'language is central to the school
experience, both for abstracting into manipulative stnbols and for
assertingineMbership in a community Of learners.

.
A student's awareness of a personal inability to perform_ the

linguistic tasks expected by the teacher, and of the attention lav-
ished on:the few who can, reinforces aaense -af low status. This A.

leads to a reticence toward communicating across the class line#
that are drawn early and often in the classroom. Out goes functional
Motivation to., perform linguistically in anyth'ing but peer intei-
'action. The,moSt distressing aspect of the cumulative deficit hypo-

e

thesis is that it becomes progressiy,ely more difficult to reverse.
Bruner also emphasizes. the.central importance of language to

formal education in toward a Theory of Instruciion (1966); echo-
. ing two Soviet experiments which found that "language, in short,

, .

1 3
"
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James R. Doherty
, o

provides an internal pchnique for programming our discriminations,
our behaviour, our forms of awaieness."If there-is suitable internal
language, the task can be done" (pp. 1.08-109). So without "suit-
able internal language" the learning activities wild e.ppeat to 'belt
hopeless and very thr,atenifig to a student's integrity, . given the
student competition i'I most classrooms..Tben we have what Bruner
(1966) calls "defending" rte' ther thin `C4ing." "Coping respects

-the requirements of problems' we entolmter while still respectiPg
our integrity.. .. Defending is a strategy whose objectiye is avoid=,
ing or escaping trom. probgrns for which`we believe there is nos'
solution that does not violate our integrity o (functioning" (p. 129). . ,

Bruner sees learning blocks as defenses against the activity of
learning itself. Such activity threatens the students: sense of theni-
selves, so they focus on protecting themselves from the dangerous
situation. Bruner believes schofil depends on denaturing, or delibid-*
inizing learnirig, freeing tht intellectual activity from its affective
links. For the new studenthis may not hap, happened. These new

_studentsworking-class, WOMert, and minorities fot the mospart
, have 'experienced, school As a series of constant attacks on their
worth. School may be'so threatening to their itaegrity that they
(4miss, out on a good deal of what is going on because they have
such an absOrbing inyestment in scanning the world [hate, of the
classroom] for danger"-(titiher;490,p,-142).

So Ave have' he threat-of,tailure syndrome which Holt details
his engaging Hqw Children Fail (1970): w

Until recently it had not occurred to me that poorstudcnts thought
differently about their work than good students; I assumed they
thought the same way, only less skillfully. Now it looks as if the
expectations and fear of failure, if stong enough, may lead children
to act and think in a special way, to adopt strategies different from
those of more confident children. (p. 48)

. -

Of course Holt,
(
Bruner, and Deutsch are discussing preadolescent

childten, but dross deduces this same syndrome from her 'data on
the new student., She found a lack of self-confiddnce in s400l
situations; nervousness and tensibn in class, often paralyzing in their
intensity; and a defeatist attittitle. The expectation of failure is.so
great that many students quickly cease trying, believing you can't

* lose when you haven made any bets. In light of the cumulative
nature of the problem, we college teachers are probably seeing the
wound at a more advanced stage, after years of festering. v"..

Because these 'students react differently to learning activities
does not mean that they cannot bg freed from the t`pre-emptive

11
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.

metaphors," as Bruner, calls them. He maintains that learnitig is
almost involuntary, the human fpecialization. Can we expect intel-

"7-''' le4ual.growth in a newstudent equal to that of the old student,
once the will to learn 1 freed from its :`mind -forg'd manacles"?

41' Mine Shaughnessy...0976), the gum of basic writing, believes so:- In
Bruner's work and

it
in John'Cairoll'stA Model for School Learning"

she fcrds evidence tliat;givers sufficient time and adequate instruc- ,,
. - -

everyo excepting the severely handicapped, can learn any
subj t or sisal fitly skill no matter how. complex or subtle,
althou There may be differences in ways and rate of learning;
aptitude 'is only a measure of time. nii not so sure. Is it possible to
reorient these students to learning, as Bruner and Cross call for,
iivtitthe competitive, class- ridded educational system? Perhaps it's ,.
not/he students Alio need to be reoriented. '

. .
.

Overcoming Anti-intellictualism ..-
4 .

But apparently that's not the only way in which students' differ
from teachers. Cross's research <1971) also convinces her that they

_ .
..- are career-oriented to the point Of being anti-intellectual, and

'4 `pragmaticatic seekers a immediate and tangible rewards ,s, that they.

spend all their leisure watching 'television, fixing cats, or sewing
clothes.; and tha't they are, nonquestioning authoritarians by prin-
ciple and personality- Remember, this is no deficiency conception --
Cross would ,never call !`them" inferior, jsist different. What it
comerdoWn to;'in her analysis, is tliat all the stereotypes are true.
We might have knowrithere's "them" and there's "us." '

In ad 'on, the career goals of the second model are unrealizable.
The monlad, value 'of any college degreeis in direct relation to
its scarcity. When 80 percent of the population have a college degree
it will, be worth no more than the high school degree, significant
only- when missing. The world won't rearrange itself to fit the ex-
pectations of the new,groduate, and that world expects that in 1980
only 20 percent of its jobs will require cogege-trained workers.
Sennett and Cobb (4973), 'referring to Ivor-Berg's Education and
Jobs: The Great Training .13pb1tery, maintain that the real skill

, requirements_ for most jobs Nave not increased in the last three
. decades. Automation and the growth of ,technological industries

. are not replacing low-skill routine job's with more, intellectually
taxing work that demands higher ,levels of edihr ation. One set of
lo -leiel jobs is simply replaced by a diffeient set; or, even worse,
ex vie is concentratbd in fewer workers, causing an overall de-
crease in the demand for skilled= human labor. Qetting through 4

' $ '
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.
college en masse will not help the new studerits vocationally; em-
idoyers will simply raise the educational requjrements Mr mental
work. In a-stratified society the bottom third will still be the hot.'
tom third, although _the means for maintaining rank may change.

Model 3: Educating fox the World Of Worli* . .
The third 'remedial model is now called "career education" (knictwri
as "vocational education" in the goad old days before double4peak
was carried to such heights). Tkis model eems to be waxing as the

. - second' model wanes. Karabef (1972) reported that 30 percent of
coma-amity College students were iNcational courses. Grubb and
Lazerion ;(1975), in their excellent essay on careereducation,

claimed a consensus that the figure was then about 50 percent.
Cominunity college teachers knoW too well the growth of so-

called career programs at the expense of liberal arts courses. The
idea is ,i<o educate people with her fikture place in the world of
work (*Kt, by the way, in the social order) n mind. John Gardner
(1961), that incompetent philosopher, writes that "-An excellent
plumber is infinitely more admirable than an incompetent philoso-
pher."Cross (1971) rejoices that "Colleges can be different and
excellent too" (or is it "separate but equal,'" "equity not equality,"
or. "some of my best friends are new students"?)..This will lead us
to courses in "Writing for Plumbers" and "Pipes and Poems: Plumb-
ing t4 Depths of Literature." Education for the new student will
be aired it "reducing expectations, limiting aspirations, and in-
creasing commitments to the existing social structure"that is,
coolinethern out. ,

Maybe Sidorie cue Beauvoir (1974) can help us here, although.
admittedly in a different context: .-

- ("At most they were willing to grant "equity in difference" to ,the'.;
other sex. That profitable formula is most significant; it is precisely
like the "equal but separate" formula of the Jim Crow lawsvirried

#

at the With American Negroes. As is well known, this so-called
equalitarian segregation has resulted only in the most extreme die:
crimination. The similarity pit noted is in no way due.to chance,
for Whether it is a race, a caste. a class, or a sex that is reducAd to_

. a position of inferiority, the methods of justificatiop are the same,
"the eternal feminine"' corresponds to "the black souls" and to
4"the Jewish character." ... Both are being emancipated today
from a like paternalism, and the former master class wishet to
"keep them in their places"that is. the place chosen for them, In
both cases the former masters lavish more or less siricere,eulogies,

Th
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either op thewirtues of "the good Negro" with his, dormant, child-
ish, .merzy soulthe submissive Negrdor on the merits of the

'woman who is "truly feminine" that is, frivolous, infantile, irre-
sponsiblethe submissive womiin. in-both cases the dominant class
bases its argument on a state of affairs that it has itself created.
As George Bernard Shaw puts it,'in substance, "The American
white relegates the black- to the' AA of shoeshine boy: and he -
conclUdes from this that the black is good for nothing but shining

. shoes." This vicious circle is met, with in -all analogous circum-
stances; whenian individual (or a groirp of individuals) is kept in a
situation of inferiority, the fact is that he is inferior. But the signif-
icance of the verb to be must be rightly undelstood here; it is in
bad faith to give it a static value when it really has the dynamic
Hegelian sense of "to have become." Yes, women on the whole
are-today in ferior to men; that is, theirsituation affords them fewer
possibilities. The question is: should that state of affairs continue?
(pp. xxviixkviii)

Vocationalism has been with us since the 1880s, when was
pushed to increase economic pro duCtivity and limit social decay
byWeradicating poverty-, alienation, social unrest, and dropping out.
Oddly, we still have all those problems. Vocational education didn't

roblerna,_nor_clalt help the students. About all it did
was to reinforce racial, dais, and sexual bias and to make certain
that those new students, immigrants and migrating blacks, knew
they were second-plass. Here we are in the 1970s with the big lie
of American egalitarianism' encouraging everyone to seek a college
education, with already too niany underemployed college graduates,
with high job dissatisfactign and worker unrest, with a literal army
of angry -and. cynical Vietnam veterans,_ and haiing just passed
through a crisis of racial and student unrest. Career education to
the rescue. Grubb and Lazerson (19Th) observe that

vocationalism has been consistently offered as a general solution:
itaLomisAd to integrate working-class and immigrant children into
thr high school and to solve the labor cOnflicts-hrthe late nine-
teenth and pertly twentieth centuries; it promised to solve the prob-
lems of technological unemployment and the lack of opportunity
for minorities during the- 1960's; and career education promises
to solve the problems of over-educated and under-educated youth,
restore the fit between schdoling and work, and reverse the increas-
ing disaffection with the schools.

The advantages May be Inanifold: the value of the elite degrees
won't be undermined; perhaps the mass would be better adjuited,

w.

or to put it another way; would know their place; and it's a lot
easier to teach minimum vocational literacy than full; participation
in humaij culture. That Is, if it worked. Might a century of failive

.
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naiveto hide basic social contradictions be evicted with-a magical name ,

change? That woman who graduated from New Bedford Vocatitlqal -

School in home economics because her. junior high counsel& said
that was where she belonged is going to be so much happier and
more productive with her A.A.S. in child care. Now she can make
the Minimum wage while changing diapers in an. orphanage, rather
than emptying bedpans in a nursing home. Don't listen to the mal-
content wh6 yells from the back row, "It's easy enough for John'
Gardner and K. Patricia. Cross to recommend thattheir kids aren't
going to be new students." Cross even says that we'll overtjlrow
status distinctions just so this plan can work.

Evaluating Our Perceptions of Social Class

Before we go any further, let's ask: What makes "an _excellent
plumber:'? Are people only their jobs? Shouldn't we work for the
day whin every plumber is a humane man Of letteNs, a competent
philosdpher? Are the plumber and the philosopher creatures tor
differenespecies, evolved to fit the division ,of labor? Just how

--z---41ifferentare_the_neastudent's? - : _

r

These question's resemble those underlying Sennett and Cobb'%
The Hidden Injuries of Class (1973). Are there a few elite people
"us"who arenoncerned with matters of.cultural and philosophi-
cal inkport, who desire to rise above simple'materialistic concerns,
while' themasslithem "are'pragniatic, career:oriented hedonists,
teeing heaven lip a Seits catalog? Is it true, and always to be true,
that "culture find the masses, if vat necessarily enemies, have, at
best few intekits in common"? (p. 6) Is "mtrA lives not by bread
alone" a truism °ply tor an elite with an aftitucle.folzure?

What of the itntilirlialleetaalismAliattross-sees as preilentinthe
new student from succeeding in a traditional liberal arts education?
Sennett and Cobb (1173)discovered an astoundi4 reverence for
education and culture among the workers they interviewed in

,Bston., They found a deep-seated.belief "that high culture permits: .

ife in which material need can be transcended hy a" higher form
of self-control" (p. 23). T6h6se-Struggling workers insisted thaf their
children receive more education than they themseiv ' had because r.
they saw education as an "escape from becomi creatures of
circumstance, more- chance to develop the de fen the tools of
personal rational control" (p. 25).

But this is not some simple peasant faith hi tie vi es, of their
masters.1They have seen how education works in practice, besides
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sensing its pOtential."They have seen the educated twist their ad-
Vantage into an opportunity to contribUte less tO,the communal
welfare while appropriating more of its benefits, They have felt

. the power of the institutions.of ichool and work as they insisted
. on their inadequacy, throwing fAeir class in their faces at every

;him. They resent. this 'exploitation and these attacks on their
, integrity, and this hostility combines with a loyalt9 td their corn-

. . making' a complex imbiltincit toward .edlicapor)tryhile,
desiring the virtues that education might bring, thele workers are
unwilling- to,sacrifice their prinoiNes of class loyillty to personal.
distinction. -

The "pragmatic' seekers of immediate and tangible rewards,"
when interviewed at length, reveal that their desire for a car, a house,

and the everescalating ante of consumer goods is not at all a desire
for creattire.comforts; it is the expression of a need to affirm their
pertonal worth and their power to shape their environment. Sennett
and Cobb (1973) describe a Creek immigrant who worked as a
janitor, slaving to buy a home, not for comfort, but .for "a sanceu-
ary,,a living space .. . where he would not find his place in goaty A

thrAiii in his face over the smallest matters" (p. 48). In 1972 he
earned $10,000, owned a 'homeoirove a car, had money in the bank
for his children's education; .yet, he felt 'vulnerable and inade-
quately armed, but what has he done wrong?" (p. 50).

These,are not some alien "them." They need a humanistic Op...
cation fOr the same reasons. we 'do to make sense of-their lives
and if that sense cannot be made, they need to do something about
it. As an Australian visitor to our seminar said, we need to "main-
Lain the'integrity of their stupidity."

Questioning Our Teaching Goals
0 . -

Questions about standards must always be answered in light of
teachers' hopes for their students. If the are only interested in
helping a mechanic write a parts order or read a repair manual,
humanistic consciousness-raising is clearly out of place, But if, free-
ing thwarted students to realize their possibilities is the teacher's

5
, rhetorical norms or standards will 'he of secojdary concern.

e controversy over "the students' right to their own language"
c not be resolved by considering only the linggistic eqUality of
,dialeCts. If the goal is toielp Horatio Alger on his way, fit him out
with a banker's dialect along with the pin-striped suit.

What about the "backtto-basics movement" which seems not so
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-, strangely coincidentall, with the career education push? Doesn'tilie

definition. of basics dependAft.the purPosef tfie edUcation? Doek.
techniCal writing make any sense without,,an endorseMent of career,

-.etfucation? These root questions have to carry over into literature . s

. courses:as well. If yotere going to advocate teaching-popular litera-
tub rathei than 'Shakespeare in the one literature coupe available
t manyany community college students, are you tryirt6toresisrieni ,
your students to the possibilities of literature, or are you only ex-
tending a disguised tracking system, lock ing the student& into place?, '

i- : . S_hrl we continue the college preparatory business, anEl general
education-system that victimized so many ocootestUdents in high

s . school; or shall We try, impossible as the job may be; to Overcome-
the discrimination so inherent in'our educational FA social system?

I don't want to integrate people into an economic and social

p
ordet that wastes their possibilities. If developing their
puts them in traumatic conflict with the expectations of th olit-

".ical economy, so be it. Perhaps we can resolve the conflict in stieb
a way that the full development of every citizen becomes the
raison it'etre for the social order. Rather than lowering our educe-
tonal' goals, and the student? aspirations, we shOuld rearrange the

- -woild to fit the needs of the student& This contradictiim.between
the goals of education and the needs of its master, the political

I
economy, makes futile any hope for -a fourth model, a best o`f all
possible compromises for this best of all possible worlds. As teach-.
ers, we will always come back to the same question:- Are we educa-
ting people, or plumbers; or only prospecting for the rulingHQ class'?

:
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2 "Scientism" and
Teaching of tngh

n

James-J. Kipney
' " Virginia,Common wealth University

. r
- .

- .
.

-The preceding essay make the pclintahat the new students are
- not statistical constructs but human beings. Defining their needs

'implies certain political decisions, ones we teachers might prefer
to avoitl. Sit we do make these decisions,. and the way in which
We decide detirmines whether we dehumanize our studen'ts and,
in so doing, dehumanize ourselvei. In The folloWing essay, Jamet

'Kinney is also concerned with dehumanizing decisions, but shifts
our attention from the students to thesubject taught. lie warns
against choosing "scientism" as a basic' Oproich to teaching ,

English.

p

,Science and humanism are not opposites. We are not forced into an
either/or choice between them. In their highest forins they actually
merge and giVe the world an Einstein or a Schweitzer. But the
twentieth century seems to, have posited science and humanism as
oppositesindustrialization, technological warfare, atomic holo-
caust' on -one hand, art, mak, poetry on the other. We In the
hunianities have ourselves been prone to dividing the world into
"us" and "them.,' but with a curious result.- While believing in the
science/humanisth dichotomy and prodlaiming the superiority of
the' unianitiet, we have belied our claims by flattering science
through imitation. We seem to hav4 bought the idea that not to be
scientific is to be irrational. F9t the last fifty years, for example,

6. literary criticism hat been progresr,ively refining itself into an imita-
tion of scientific method. Npw the tmching of writing seems to
face a9 either/Or choice to puisue eitifiax a scientific approach or
an irrational one. If we are to istakes of the past, *riting
teachers today need reassurancetithatfhe dichotomy, and the choice,'
are false.

a
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. The Real Dichotomy
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I > ,
In oder% pogina and

,
the Rhetoric of Assent (1974), Booth ex-

.

. Oiling the steal dichotomy, which is not betweenscience and ilimen-
Atin, 131.1C between "scpitism"- and "irrationalism." Acdording to
BoOth, this dualism began- with Dgscartes' separation of mind and
Matter.- When empirical science later demonstrated such mastery
Of the material universe, the concept of "scientism" emerg$1,. This
reverence fol. the empirically lierifiable; exemplified by the logical
poSitivistsontrasted with the `.4irrational''.world of human values.

.t ', Value judgments were not subject to empirical analysis and valid-
ation, and hence were ultimately absurd. 'Booth, in his best Aristo-' an mdiiner, isseeltinithe via media, a'balanced view of reason's

i- pRce-tin the,affairs of humanity. But his plea is for the future; the

0
dthotomy Booth rejects is still with us. We are still given to scien- b

... r tismic awe for soielitiflo.apemances..1 believe this scientismic
, attitude has lone. been apparent in Our profession's dominAnt view .

of wiiatliterary critiotsm'should be. As attention shifts froni Mein-
:. ture to writing, that long-neglected.stepchild, I, fear the seine mien-

,.t_. --* fismic attitude may. come to dominate again. ' :
- ---Many-of us_haite_sinsegbilintLoterosion in the humanities and*

blamed it an a dichotomy between science and huthanismiAs
science moved from brie triumph to another in our century, from
Kitty Hayek totlie.moon;,the humanities lost their central.role in .

ieducation and in life. Money and status flowed to the science'S-iis
tfie world and,in academe. But thii apparent triumph or science
Over rival fieltli We not in itself humfid,' because science and

. humanism are complementary, not_ competitive. !lie " could
never defeat `its." Only wb could.'defeat ourselves.

-xAs...e watched the sciences move into new buildings while
English departments' huddled in the .old, we began to *Create our-.
own problems. We wanted to get on the bandwagon..Seon every
discipline strove to be an "-ology" in the reqtridteci sense of "the
science Of." ,Emphasis on empirical procedures, collection of daa, .
and forthulation of "laws't opread into every 'field.. -The result ,,

.,>

wasn't that we became scientists or that we competed with the .

sciences but that we infected our own disciplines with a false ..,
dichotomy between ;cientism and irrationalism. ''

.

"Actually! the new geese of tough-minded objectivity-had many -

positive effects at first, 'draining the swamps in which many had : . :.*
been mired. In psychology, tbr example` john Watson's behaviorism "^
was a beneficial move. out of the long, sterile maunderings of the

N,
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,introspectionists. But psy_tologists, seeing an either/or choice 4)

between scientism and irrationalism, chose scientism and gave the
.. world B. F. Skinner in .all' his glory. English teachers hate been

smugly aware of the piychologists' folly., and smugly aware that col-
leagues in education, sociology, and political science have stooped

, to similar foUyrpursuing scientism into ever deeper quagmires of
data collection. and, jargon. But-English departments, more often ,

e . than not, have, been eqhally guilty- of pursuing scientism; the old ' -

houses we have huddled in'have been mostly made of glass. . ,
,e < *,

...-. . . . ---
* 0 r -7.-....

The Ascent of Modernism
_., Z\ ' ' j°. 1

..

Earlipr in this tenthly the loss of religious faith and.theapparent
. .

II # triumph of science drove humanistsio take shelter in eilitentiilism.
But belief in a humanly ibsiird, 'aatiorial universe created the .

' doctrine of Modernism, which has dominated aesthetic fihoutht . ".

t.

for, decades. In 'brief, the humanist turned away from the chaos'
and absurditi of the universe at 'large,. to find solace in the,reason

. and #rder of mares created universe of art. The Modernist aesthetic
led. to viewing a work of art as an object, as an ordered structure

e

A

Depelopment of New Criticism
. .

In literary criticism, of course, this meant New Criticism. Again,
the first effects were poSitive. New Criticism, as one professor com-
mented, taught many people how to read. But teachers of literature,

1

-no less than those in other fields, became obsessed with objectivity
and scientific precision. They soon cleated away he nineteenth-
century swamp with a' vengeance. Romanticism subjeCtivity ..P

becahie the foulest of dirty weirs; As Ohmann has pointed7out
-

(1976, pp. 242-52), a bifurcated English4lepartment developed.
. Our raison d'obe to the outside world was the service provided by
teaching composition; but our selfvalue lay ill our,"disciplined". "
approach to literature, a nowobjectified "field" to be categorized
and analyzed like any ether. Ai first New\Criticismancl later, for-
analismheld sway only at elitist-schools, But by the 1960s the doc-
trines and terminology were otpresent, andiby 1963, Northrop 4.

Frye;in an essay for new grad', students in ittglish, could assert`
that their lives as scholarly critics wquld be devoted to classifying .
genres and illar ibing literal/structures. Once formilism.became
the' mode Artraiping all literature teachers, the either/or choice'

®

i c
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. ,.. .,
had been made for the English. professidn-'-w4 too,. had chosen 0

. \ . .
; scientism,- . , - v.

I ., - ,
..... With the choice made, certain results seemedito flow inevitably,

especially ,once the'vestiges of opposition were swept away. While;
all grattuate.program4 were being brought into,line, a similar unifi-
cation of approach tvas taking place vertically. Applekee (4974,
pp.'185-215) relates how the Basic ieues*Conference in 1958 led
to the end of "progressivism" in element* and secondayf English
'programs. Emphasis on the subjective needs of the child was-replaced
by the "academic liberal". approach, with, a curriculum logically
organized -according to the structure of the discipline. With the
prckgsion Solidly organized and solidly committed to scientism,
the question became: How scientific can vve be in English? The
answer, of course, was' .ur blossoming love affair with linguiptics.

. . . , .
. , ,

1.1

Recruitment of ,StrWtu al Linguistics

" Structural lingnistics h been around fo'r some time before the
sixties, but our search or the ultimate in a scientific approach to
language and literature ok off just as transforniationalgenerative
grammar (TGG) came n the Kene. No subjective nonsense here!.
The "Waging theorists i GGCame-fronMatekgr-Oulidt in 'phylic-i,7
mathematics, and sym olic logic; the foremost spokesman taught
at Massachusetts hist rite of TechnolOgy. Structural grammar, °
however, did not lose t completely. In a circuitous route similar
to Poe's, influence on magist poetry, structural linguistics had
influenced the work of French anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss,
whose structural .anthropology in turn influenced French literary
critic's such .as ROland Rarthes. Soon French structuralist criticism
was all th rage in American graduate schools. This newest critil
cism, is mach more scientific than the old flew Criticism, which
still involved syntagmaticin effeci, chronologicalanalysis..Now
one could do paradigmatic analysis,. breaking the literary work
down into structural patterns arranged in paradigms. Structural
criticism now includes concepts taken from TGG and ..balready
spreading downward from ,.graduate centers to geheral c assroom
teachersBteinley (1976) points with pride to the accomplishments
of Gerald Prince's "narratology" in reducing narrative art to "phrase
structure rules,'! Such as: . .-- 1

M St -, 1.E + CCL + E + CCL +E

4'
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Effect of Scientism on Humanities'

(p.:313).'

15

I began by implying, that the choice; 'and Pursuit, of scientism has
been a primrose path for our Iiterary colleagues. We have all be-
moaned the drastic reduction in number of English majors in recent
years, despite the fact that there are more students in college today
than ever before. We naire explained that decline repeatedly in
terms of contemporary economic, political, and .Social factors.

. With not a scintilla of supporting data, I submit that, more than
any other factor, our choice of scientism has led ,to our decline.

' Again, it is not that the humanities and sciences are in opposition,
but 'rather that the humanities once offered an alternative way of
learning about and experiencing the worldnot a better way or a /
warse ways just cdifferent way. Students once came to us for that
alternTitiveut-urpursulrig-afornalistipproactr-WteErchins
literature, we achieved Ortega y Gasset's goal of dehumanizing art.
Dehumanized humanities have nothing to offer our humadstudenti.
U they went formulas they can go to physics and get'better, more
productive ones; there the formulas can fake people to the moon
and machines to the stars. Our formulas have done nothing but
deaden the souls of young people who came to us eager to explore
the mysterious universe within.
_The end, in a whimper, of literary studies may yet be averted.

The ?utbreak of irrationalism in the late 'sixties was a powerful
'statement of student dissatisfaction with the scientism that dom.
mated academe, and the results have not been all bad. Interest in
subjective critieltrn is growing, for. ih the work of Barrett
Mandel,Stanley Fish, arid David Blerch. More important, the wide-
spread interest in rhetorical criticism holds much hope because this
Approach emphasizes the human relationship between author and
audience' instead of the 'scientific relationship of obseryer and
Object. But, while the pendulum may have begun to swing back in
literary studies, the recent focus on composition may throw writ-

instruetiOn, after years of benign neglect, directly, into the
tempting embrace of scientism. .

.
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Jusfras the earlier _introduction. of objective preaches had an
salulary effect on psychology, the cu nt excAtement in

rhetoric and composition owes much to the.'sweeping away of,
stagnant. unexainined attitudes. In the 1880s, Barrett Wendell
institutionalised freshman tompOsition as', new course at Halyard
University. Despite the general semantics and "communication ".
fads of the 1940s 'and '50s, there ;it's not ,much changenintil; the
1960s. We know the chaOs that has reignd since their, especially
the battles between the "Uptauglet",and the "hang loose" schools,
as.Ed ward P. J.-Corbett once calledithein. . .

Concurrently, objective knowledge from behaVioral and cognitive
psycli3logy, and from linguistics has been brought'to bear on the

. writing process, stimulating new theories and much discussion of
what had been for most college Professors' a moribund subject. Soo
far, so.goocl;_but the path to a ne'osterilitYthis time hidden behind-
a rich foliage of 'statistical analyses, laboratory experiments, and
jargon would be very easy to follow. AlrektlY, the influence of be-.
havioral psychology has been immense at the community College
level. Marokof us teaekers have resistk.d.behavjorism for two.reasons:-.
first, ,it is openly hostile to the kind.lf yeliies, such as human free-
ddm and dignity, we proclaim, and second, it has been forced on
us from outside -it is the etlucationist's' scientism,: not ours. But
scientism it is, and in4the form of objectives, programmed texts,
and packaged "learning experiences," it has claimed a solid piece
of the writing instruction territory,' particularly in basic kiting

- eourees: No doubgb the back-to-basics movement will give further
impetus to behavioral approaches.

'As humanists, our response to behaviorism ha's Been to increase
the tempo of our own development as "scientists exploring writing
technology," largely by.turning ty the more compatible theories of
cognitive psycq.ology and linguistics. Cognitive psychology, partic-
ularly the work of Vygotsky, Piaget, and Bruner, has provided a
developmental theory' of language acquisitic* beginning, with
innate structuring principles universally present in the human-mind.
Id Teaching the Un4,erse of Discourse (1968), Moffett has, system-
atically applied aspects of. cognitive theory to writing instruction.
D'Angelo's A Conceptual Theory o f Rhetoric (1974) has aroused
considerable interest, and he too relies on cognitive psychology,
suggestinglhat it provides' a scientific base for teaching the tric17
itional modes of organizing exposition, but for teaching then., as

2i
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h ause:these- &ft-anis actually, correspond to innate
structures of the mind.

Not long ago, however, scientism reared its head whehjauer
(1970) gave us Pages of bibliography on psychology and flatly
slated that we cannot have a heuristic for rhetoric without relying
on. the scientisteto 'provide it for us. Berthoff (1971)' responded
with a cogent analysis of the dangers inherentin Lauer's position,
but the cognitive psychology bandwagon has been gatheing speed.

The problem, of course, is not with reaching out to science for
whatever there is that may be of use to us. Rather,i the problem is
the belief that there is a dichotomy, and that we are on the weak
side of it. Cognitive psychology is not ahead of us in providing a.

'heuristic for rhetoric; it is just now beginnig to gather bits and
pieces of empiricatdata to support the heuristics we have long had.
As -D'Angelo indicates, Aristotle .presented us with classification
and divilion, comparison and contrast, as ways of exploring a sub- .
eject. rt is gral,ifyint to learn that-Pialeran'airreVilfterrow Web-

, fishing experimental verification, but let's keep the cart before the
horse. We haire, in fact, in Elbow's Wriling with;:nit Teachers (1973),
a near - perfect discovery piocedure for rhetories: That no psyched.
ogist can yet explain in empirical terminology why or how Elbow's '-
method works is surely no reason-to rejectctitinot unless one has

, rthoroughl, dichotomized the world and cided that truth can
only be found in scientism. Certainly, explorations of other fields
can be useful and simulating, certainly Students of writing instruc- L.

dot) should be intimately familiar with work-sach as Moffett's and
D?Angelo's, or even directly with that of iaget or Bruner; but as
programs to train writing teacher's deve , we must be aware of
the' self-destructive implications represe ted by scientism such as
Lauer's. V

.

.1

The New Grammar and CompoeitiOn

Closely related to our growing interest in cognitive psychology has
been our general, enthusiasm for linguistics. In particidaerthe study
of style has benefited from the objectjve me thOologies provided,
by transformational - generative giammax, as Winterowd asserted in
Rhetoric: A Synthesis (1968, pp. 103-111). Perhaps m ore than any ,

one else, Winterowd has been associated with the applicatioproil
TGG,and more recently of Fillmore's "base grpmmax," to a theory
of composition. He is also directing the nation's first Ph.D. pram

4
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'

/ 'Wily devoted to rhetoric and cdriposition. Winterowd, himself
presents a balanced view of the contribution new grammars may
mike to the teething of writing. He estates in Contemporary
Rhetoric that "we now have 'a useful and productive 'technology'
for teaching sentence structure." Eat then heasks the really impor-
tant question, "Should we or_ishottld we not run students through
a series of exercises desiineCep activate their [syntactic] compe-
tence?" He concludes that' hermetically sealed exercises can have
only "a tangential relationship to the real use of language,:' that
"systematic exercises have no p lWih-dre-crompositioirt1T'ss, 'that
thedeaching of sentence structure should have "all the glorious-
and productive lack of system that characterizes most real language
learning tasks" (p. 254).

This is a marvelously humanistic view and one that Winterowd
maintains, throughout his work. Even so, the insidious lure of
scientism seems to touch him at times. Consider his statement in
"Linguistics and Composition," addressed to composition teachers:
"We 'teed to understand the theory [of TPG] in general, but we
are not obliged to remain at the cutting edge of tke field or to

'follow the detailed arguments of linguists uslifIrgre attempting to
bang their instrument, the grammar, to perfect* rn any of its
parts" (p. 201, italics added). The first half of the statement exem-
plifies the balance Winterowd brings to the subject, but the second
half hints .of scientism, implyiifg that linguists are going to arrive
at gperfection," that we writing teach are following their lead
to some ultimate, empirical truth. Moreover, .TGG is named -an
"instrument," suggesting all the concrete, useful connotations of
Chit term, reifyin% a purely theoretical eonstmNn

Winterowd is well versed'in linguistics anci, iciously seeks a
balanced view of that subject's relationship to composition. How
much more easily those of ,us who are not so knowledgeable it
.linguistics can be tainted with scientism when we look at all those
tree diagrams, phonological matrices, and impressive rewrite rules.

We struggle to teach writing, we operate in darkness and in doubt,
and we are twentieth-century persons imbued with awe for science.

ientists of language seem to hold the last best hope for our selva-
ti n, and we all too willingly succumb to the spell.

Tagmaric Theory of Composition

One cannot discuss scientism and the teaching of writing without
-mentioning another linguistic theorytagrefemicsand the work of.
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Young, Becher, and Pike (1970). Just as TGG gives us some useful
ways of loolihig.itt thi structure of sentences, tagmemic theory
offereiight into the structure of units larger than the sentence,
especially the paragraph. Both TGG and tagmemics are helpful in
postfacto description of writing, and thus have something to offer
at the` late or editorial stages Or the writing proce But.Young,
Becker, and Pike have chosen to. emphasize tagmemic theory as a
heuristic procedure in the initial or discovery stage of the process,
and have borrowed the terms "particle, wave, and field" from

physicsAo describe this heuristic. Their system for varying one's
point of view on a subject obviously haesome merit, but I suspect
we may be falling prey to scientism if accept its elegant design

iiita*FeWifielerminology as proof that it is the heuristic, our own:
answertolcietitifidliiethite:

As rhetoricians, I think we should be more iiiisitive to the per- .
suasive imp*ations of the scientific tennindlogy. Particle,
aria field iiimaliediately bring to in the awe-inspiring successes of
quantum physics --who dares nestion? In any event, while I re-

. spect many orthose who acclaim particle,.wave) aud field as the
heuristic, I submit that we might do better to take it with a ralu
Of salt. I keep remembefing Corder's t omments in an article called
"What I Learned at School" (1975), where he says:. I

We hungered after various4reuristic models for discovery;. w
looked at this, that and the other.thing as particles, waves, and
fields. We eveh tried the TUTO rhythmic method (and I'll be glad,
to answer letters inquiring after the TUTO mysteries). But the sorry
truth is . I was never able to try portions of the essays from
different .perspectiyes ... to take'a possible subject,,hold it In my
hand, look at it this way and that way', and scout its possibilities.
(p. 331)

Corder'S experience matches my own, and I simply wonder how
many of us, or how many of our students, truly find a scientific
heuristic all that productive. In fact, it often seems that the more
scientific and systematized the heuristic, the more it is apt to pro-

- ...duce the .kind of mechanical writing Kenneth Maciorie calls
,"Engfish" and William Coles refers to as "themewriting." Emig

(1964) pointed out that the more "consciOus".thiwriting process,
the more "conscious," i.e., labored, the result, Actually, a heuristic
need not be methodical at all; fundamentally, a heuriitic is any-
thing tilat generates investigation ancl discovery. A simple prop-
osition can be a powerful heuristic if offered as a premi around
which thought:may. be structured. For example, try offering as a

c.
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basic premise the proposition that men are more intelligent than
women at the next faculty discussionof pay increases.

Need for Moderation,in Viewing Sciintistn
.

Warnock (1976a) correctly taittions against being "afraid of
theory," and I want to guard against my being misinterpreted. I
tiny appreciate theoretical advance and enjoyed Wamock's own
such offerings. I am simply suggesting that we not be steamrollered
in our theoretical orientation into a one - dimensional, scientismic
posture. People talk about making a bridge between science and
the humanities, but the traffk seems to be all one tyay. imports

',are brought back from ,forays into the sciences and we shove aside
uch th* is of value in our own heritage. I suspect, for example,

t in our enthusiasm for particle; wave, and field theory, we may
be neglecting the full potential of such nonscientismic heuristics
as Kenneth Burke's pentad of act, agent, agency, scene, and pur-
pose. This heuristic, derives from a study of drama and focuses on

# the human element in a subject rather than on its "thingness."
Another valuable. discovery procedure originates in a concern

with the rOsterious aspects ofhuman creativity, rather than in the
empirically identifiable stages of so-called problem solving. Rohman
and Wleck(Rohman, 1965; Rohman & Wlecke, 1964) have given
us a very humanistic, rational approach to invention in their work
on what. has come to be called pre-writing. Their discussions of
joumal-keeping and meditative techniques have been neglected in
our search for structure and precision in discovery procedures.,,

In sum, we certainly should not be afraid of either. science or
theory. We would do well, however, to be leery of our lack of con-

, fidence which tends to make us feel inferior 'because we are not
scientists ourselves.

Linguistic Theory and Practical Application .

Actual scientists find our attempts to co-opt science rather confus-
ing at times, if not downright amusing. For example, few people
trained purely in linguistics have any interegt in connecting their
Work with writing instruction and don't seem to understand rhet-
orician's" obsessive insistence that there is a connection. Most lin-
guists, except for dialecticians, are quick to explain that they are
only concerned with "competence" (the theoretical construct that
says all human beings come equipped with the capacity to develop

3 C)
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the: whole structure of a language) and not with linguistic "per-
formance" (how people actually use a language). Grammatical
theoryTGG, for examplecan provide phrase structure and trans-
formational rules which accurately -account forethe production of
all English sentences that are grammatical and which generate none
that are not But this fact does not Mean that the mind actually
uses those rules and transformations in either; producing or process-
ing sentences. Linguists are the first to state that there is no neces-
sary connection between their theoretical work aLhe way people

. use language in everyday communication. As Cho sky says in the
classic Language and Mind:

21

We noted at thi outset that performance" and com tence must
be sharply distinguished if either is to studied successfully. We
have now discovered a certain model of competence. 4 would be
tempting, but quite absurd, to regard it as a modes of performance
as well. Thus we might propose that to produce a sentence, the
speaker goes through the successive steps of constructing a base-
derivation, line by line from the initial symbol:5, then inserting
lexical items and applying grammatical transformations to form a
surface, stricture, and finally applying the phonological rules in
their given order, in accordance with the cyclic principle discussed
earlier. There is not the slightest justification for any such assump-
tion. (p. 157). 1:

To better understand what Chomsky means, we might look at
linguistic rules as analogous to the "laws" of physics and at linguists.
as theoretical physicists. Physics applied to the external world can
accomplish marvelous things, but it, can tell us little about the psy-
chomotor behavior of aliuman being, except to describe its effects.
Physical laws can describe and predict the sight of a handball as it
is hit and caroms off walls, ceiling, and floor. But physics cannot
explain what goes on inside the mind of an experienced handball
player:that allows him Or her to know, at the instant the ball is hit,
where to move to meet it. The psychological processes involved

et are unobservable and unrelated to Ohysical laws and mathematical
formulas. The psychological prbcesses involved 'in producing lan-

. gunge are abdut equally unobservable, despite the best efforts of
psycholinguists..to study them. '

Actually, the pure linguist, like the physicist, is not basically
concerned with the processes themselves, but only with creating
fOrmulas adequate for describing the effects. Moreover, neither the
theory of- the physicist nor the tl*ory of the linguist ii"true"; we
know, for example, that Newtonian laws operate only within certain
limits. These theories are mental constructs, nothing more. They

fa.
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are 'convenient ways of describing something that has been observed.
They are sithpry devices, to use Owen Barfield's phrase, for "saving
the appearances." . .

Scientists themselves know these limitations and are refreshingly
honest about them. The best illustration of the limits of linguistics
as a science is art anecdote related to me by ayoung instructor of
linguistics at the University of Massachusetts. He compared the
scientist studying language today with.a nan who studied a Coke
machine: Every day. the man spent hours in obserioing as person
after peison walked up, deposited a quarter, and waited until the
machine coughed forth a shiny red can bf Co e. Intrigued, the
observer puzzled over this phenomenon at great and finally----
constructed a theory to describe how it worked. rushed to his
workshop and soon produced A beautiful work' odel - iliat

s looked just like the Coke machine and duplicated its functiontng.. irght down to the soft "plop" as the can came oat. One day, hew-
.

how-
ever, he suffered a fatal shock. He was again observing the original
machine When, for the first tithe, a Coke truck pulled up. The
driver opened the machine, took out the collected quarters, and
filled the interior racks with shiny red cans of Coke, Our observer,
of course, had built a machine that took in the quarter, flattened
it, rolled it into the size and shape of a can, and painted it bright

- red. .1,

The,Risk in Adopting Scientism .

.
The problem is not in our scientists, it is in' ourselves. We want toil '

f much td believe that there is an answer to all the problems of teach-
ing compositibn, and, wanting that, we are foo'eager, to see science .

... as the redeemer. We might be more objective about our problems.

/
if we saw them as parallel to those faced by our colleagues who are
teaching music and art. Most of us would find it amusing to watch
them scramble all over optical and acoustical physics in-an attempt
to learn how to teach basic drawing, or piano. If we are not careful,
someone will fill our need to believe, but it won't be the scientists;
it will be the scientism& members of our own profession, especially
those in the graduate programs of prestige institutions. The fine

. minds working in our most renowned graduate centers have devoted j.
years to making the study, of literature as scientismic a pursuit as
possible, and we have seen the gosp;6 according to Harvard, Yale,
Berkeley, and Hopkins spread down the academic pyramid.

I
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. . . . ,
So far, thesb worthies have regarded composition and rhetoric

as inferior, methodological rather than substantive subjects. But if,
as seems likely, the academic study of literature diminishes to an
occupational status about on a par with the study of classics, then
other name-brand institutions willfollow the lead of Iowa, Michi-
gan, Southern California, and Ohio State into the writing business.
In that event, as now, the law of academic downward mobility will
govern. The danger is thattscientism may govern with it, for scien-
tism could quickly come to dominate the tetching of composition.
Picture an item in the MLA Job List: "Bggin'ning Assistant Pro-
fessor. Dissertation in,taginemic heuristics, to :teach three comp

---r-ecifaiind. possible upper division classin specialty. Ph.D. required,
publications desirable." Dozens of sweaty-patmed neophytes who
fit that job description will wander hotel hallways, waiting for the
chance to become the "heuristics person" at some tiny college.
And students will wander college hallways, driven from scientismic..
,vritingclasses just as they were driVen from literature. .
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3 VVhai Am I Teaching?

. 2

*Theresa L. Enroth
American River College

Sod community college students do not resemble those described
by James Doherty. Their parents have gone to college, and they
too have Always expected to go. However, they have had little
interest In English in school and have learned nothing about the '
humanities. Distracted by television these students are impatient
with books. At the California cquununity college where Theresa
'Enroth teaches,-second-semester freshman English provides an I
introduction to drama, poetry, and fiction. Since it is not required
for the Associate in Arts degree nor for transfer to most universi-
ties, the course is elected by only the fairly capable studentswho

r

have known some academic success. Bu,t even They have little .
...,, experience of literature and are puzzled, perhaps- even anxious, -

, when they confront it in the classroom. ' 1*
ATX

! if
J

.

I am a tough-minded, no-nonsense teacher of literature 4.0/com-
positionof the timeless works of the imagination and of'cleart
logical exposition. I am an open-minded liberal: I would never
indoctrinate my students. I would defend to their deaphs their
right` t6 resist, challenge, ind disagree (in logical, clear/prose). I
believe the world can be set to'rights with language. iiam also a
sensitive soul whl, knows that deep in the hearts of even the most
inarticulate student lies poetry. I teach my students about the°
beauty and symmetry of the pre-Copernican universe. I impress
them with the absurdity and indifference of the world. I slip from,
the chain of being one week into existentialism the next, displaying'
utter conviction. In short, I MI asciiizoid`, a phony, and a liar,

I am also given to overstatement. 'But my students, too, are
extrimlsts, They believe thit I believe the.substance of.whatever
literature teach. No disclaimer will rescue rune froip their convic-
tion ,that the content of our literature represeats fig views. For

,them response to ideas and themes in what we ieV isammediate

\ .
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and honest. They assume it is the same for me, and whether or not
I mean to proselytize, I do. .

Knowing this, I must confront' the possibility that implicit in
every choice of poet, essay, or story is an effort to influence the
students' views. Even while I try to center discussion on structure
or device, I am-promoting a world view. I am inculcating what I

. conceive to be :civilization. Like the statues in B.. E.. CumMings's
,park, my choices of specific examples loom solidly as delinations

* ,of my own values and convictions. 1

. -

Content as a Factor J
. .

A .

I do not believe I am alone in my- failure to confr ht the implica-
tions of content. Many English teachers, preoccupied with genre
and style, avoid these troublesome implications, And we miss, at
the same time-, the simplest and strongest method of interesting
our students in reading. In our own bloodlesi world of twin, every-
thing, as Arnlielm (1966) says, seems to count except the subject

. of the work. But for students, form is only a hazy concept; their
. primary interest is in the subject, and their secondary interest often
is in the teacher's attitude toward the subject. They haven't learned
to command the critical stance that enables us to escape the "come
pelling call of art." Students associate literature with real life,
directly and unselfconsciously. At verifies and explains their
experiences without their being aware of technique. .

We its teachers, choote a particular novel not just because we
think it will be "teachable," but because we like it: It engtosses us
sufficiently-so-that we are willing to read and reread it. The pleasure
we feel-tran intricate mixture of interest in subject and theme and
an appreciation of styleform, and tAxture; much of our enjoYmenf
is personal and unexamined. Each of us has a range of interest and
satisfaction: above it, the reading is too difficult to yield pleasure
easily; below it, the subject or its handling is offensive or did'. In
choosing to teach a book we like, we may be placing enjoymeitt
beyond the reach of many of our student's. Though Thojeau advises

fk standing on tiptoe to read, most of us can endure only ,a liinited .
number of "improving" books at any one time. For our students,

I most books are "improving" books, difficult partly because they
must be read on schedule. But even with the implicit coercion of
class requiremenis; students usually niake some effort to find plea-
sure in assigned fiction. We need to encourage their enjbyment by
selecting books within their range of interest and pleasure.

J
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What Am I Teaching?

Interest in the Classics

Chooking literatuie within the students' range need not mean pan-
dering to fads or doubtful' taste; nor need it mean stepping out of
our own range. Most of us are not half as aesthetic as we think we
are. We like books that satisfy our curiosity as well as books that

, make us feel well read. Booth (1961) ctultends that reading satisfies
a basic.need to learn1 This is borne out, I believe, in my students'
interest in Greek tragedy and mythology.(They think they Ought
to know fundamental material even when the content is incompat-

* ible wtth their own beliefs and observations. They wish to know
somethftl t and classic; for thirtheyill'aire come to college,
and for such works they are Ingto ho their own v: ues and
convictions temporarily in abeyance. They will usually make the

.

27

same concessions for Shakespeare and more easily because they
often find something romantic-or amusing in his plays.

Before I figured out these things about skidentst interests, I mis- "

_took their respect for ,known classics for an intekst in the seat "
themes in literature, and I chose to teach them front Irving Howe's
collection of Seven Short Novels. I encountered antipathy and bare- ,

dom. I heard depressing comments about "all that death" and the
"dumb chaincters." Short as the seldctioni were, I was unable to
impress my students with the rich variety of masterful styles. After r
took them beyond Sophoclei and Shakespeare, their reverence fox
learning piled. They had not come to college to read Henry James
or even Tolstoy. The subjects and ideas and characters had to be
closer to their own experiences. Considering our society's adoratiori
for youth and. terror of age and death, how could I get them WI

4 empathize with Tolstoy's Gerasim? Unacquainted as they were with ;
humility, how could these freshmen feel anything for Flaubert's old
servant with her stuffed parrot? With their wholesome psyches and
ever-adjustable personalities, could they be anything but irritated by
James's neurotic' pupil and his tutor? Almost nothing in these stor-
ies coincided with their limited experiences. Only, "The Secret
Sharer" touched their imaginations and suspended their disbelief.

My students rejected anguish, despair; and death. Each of us
brings to any work of literature our own associations and faculties
for understanding. In an eery on-taste, Lucas (1657) points put. .

. differences in response: "One can never rationally say (as people°
,persistently do, with that familiar air of mingled sorrow and super-....
iority), `But you otigh4 to like it."? Art, in providing form for our
perceptions and experiences'', 'also conveys and elicits feeling. Our'
&dents are unable to enjoy reading that doesn't involve their

.
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emotions. Their limitations may arouse intolerance in some English
teachers; we axe, nevertihelesi, paid to expand students' minds.

_ tried. I worked hard to teach stories I liked, and I probably implied
'tat my students ought to like them. But they didenot like the
stones; they did not work hardand they did not learn. My alter-
nttive lay, in confronting my own limitations. I nesded to learn
how to engage students' interest in the study of literature.

(Sources of Reading Pleasure

like most English teachers, I have always liked to read; I resRond
- -to art with pleasure. This pleasure, according to Arnheim (190t),'is

"nd m o specific than the purr of a cat." He also compares pleasure
in readi to that in eating, a comparison that does not seem to re-
flect th y and complexity of reading experiences (although
it does s ggest parallels of taste and forced feeding). eadirs pro-
vides enj yment and fulfillment of needs on many levels7Good
readers c 't describe the pleaide, norexplain why it leads to more
diverse an more demanding reading. Feelings, perceptions, and
understandiikall seem to compel readers toward more sehtctivity
and even towaicl active critical appraisal. But we know o students
are not good reldens and are seldom ready to join pur sual game
of examining form and style. If they are to get anyth g out of

reading, they must be ensnared by a tobject they can nderstand
and characters for whom they can feel something. To ave mean:
ing for readers, fiction must objectify and externalize ti eh* human
conflitts. Emotion prbvides the energy of art ; -and e pleasure;
However, we want our students to do more than purr.

Reading pleasure derives in part from the distance nd pattern
the author gives to experience. Despite their empathy readers can

i= retain their perspective did feel safe in the kno*wled e that they
Will see events and characters whole. Readers survive, e most per-
ilous adventures, and devastating losses. The dangers, emands, and
randomness of life seldom permit such satisfaction a fiction pro-
Vides. Fiction allows us to confront aspects of our liv s and images
of our natures. Fiction allows but does not insist.

Three Responsei to Fiction

My students, however, insist whenever possible o confronting
their problems and images. They bring their crises o class. They
seek involvementpersonal and intenseand if sue participation
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is lacking, they complain rather precisely that they "can't relate to
that."

Their behavior exhibits each of the primary responses to fiction
delineated by Lesser in Fiction and the Uncoiscious (1957). He
says every, reader reacts bridentifying, analogizing, and appraising.
In the last twenty years, Jungian theories and mindlbrainjesearch
have modified our definitions of "the unconscious," but the sub-
seance of Lesser's theories remains. We can understand "uncon-
scious'' to encompass the perceptions and feelings not yet willingly
or totally accepeed by the more rational or logical p = o us. r
we can simply term the responses innate, or natural.

.- Identifying
.

Of the responses de bribed by Lesser, identifying seems most fain-
Bier tkus; we have used. it as a means of stimulating class discus-
sions...But identification is more than simply putting ourselves in
another's piaci; it expands our capacities for discernment and com-
p 'on. WeiareccCgnize ourselves in several characters simultaneously,
tha pth and dispersion gf identities varying with our self-knowl-
edgt. ntification relies on both understanding and imagination.
Fiction allews us to see our own complexitytto see ourselves as

. villains and her es, as victims and oppressors. Part of our sat' faction
. lies in reveal ing our all-too-human conditionin knowinrwe are

I
like others, in nowing we are not alone. Those who prefer not to

...
look at their o contradictory natures are allowed to be spectators.
Fiction does riot sist On conscious identification.

. Analogizing
,

'The second response a creative one, and one we are likely to
regard a. peripheral to it rature. Analoeizipg is a bit like daydream-
ing; it may seem totally levant to the teacher who is trying to
attend to".the text. Ace° ing to Lesser; however, we all create
parallgls while we read: Sa, "sfaction may lie in remembering or
inventing a pleasant event or reconstructing and altering a pain -

fiA$fittful one. Some of my students called their ove as they read
"Araby.", The process of analo does not Cletrac m the read-
ing but reflects and ehhances its , eaning. Operating like a photo-
montage,, like counterpoint or hirmony, analogizing makes few
demands on our attention whiii.adding depth to- our reading
pleasure.

3
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Appraising 1

-
. ;

Appraising is the third response, andiit sotuldemucli like something
lye ought to be teaching. It only faintI resembles literary criticism,
however. Appraising is_ a basic, continuous effort to comprehend'
events. We incessantly cpmparuilater, interpret, categorize; we, test
fiction against our own experiences. Students from California
'valley towns, for example, examr ine Steinbeck's views of migrant_____
workers against their own tiacYgrOtincis. This innate tendency to
evaluate ,involves numerous aspects of learning. As teachers, we
can help studentsIo expand and trust this tendency, and to develop
bases and points of reference for their appraiser ,

Each of the three responses to fiction arises from content, the
most accessible aspect of liqrature.:, For the experienced reader;

, e-entent provides only a small, part of the pleasure, but for most of
my students, content is a central conceit. They are innocent of the
effects of style, form, and te4tureand will remain so unless they
can "relate to" the content. To tell them form cannot be divorced
from meaning, to say the charactOrs and lettings and situations
exist .only as the author choodes to present them, is worse than
useless. They have heard it before and still do not understand. -.

The power of content and of the students' needto respond to
stories directly, as if there were no writer, showed clearly in ftly

,...., students' reactions to two stories by Saul Bellow Seize the Day is
1. very short novel with lots of dialogue and little description. It

1oes not even have a difficult vocabulary. Despite these advantages,
very few of my students liked the story at all. They are not espe-
cially tolerant, and the- excesses of Wilkie puzzled and disgusted
them. They could not empathize with him: he is a New Yorker
and a loser, and they are neither. They could, riot see why he was
hanging around the hotel, sucking up to his father, and drinking
Cokes for breakfast. They would have left town, after a healthful
instant breakfast, and pumpeit gas in Fresno rather than flounder ..
like Wilkie. ..

I have no idea why, when I abandoned the bOok in which Seize
the Day was the least popular story/ I chose to teach Bellow's'
Henderson the Rain King. The novel is long and full of strange
people. with -even stranger names. It includes long, descriptive pas-
sages and flashbacks that elude iequence. tai "rily Henderson's .

behavior is bizarre and his aging person is pulsive by all, the
standards one would expect my students to apply. 'But Henderson
is a seeker, a believer, a lover of life and action. My students loved

. .
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himf-They evidently shared Wayne Booth's willingness to "subor-
dinate mind and heart to the book" and to enjoy it to the full.1
Taken by Henderson, they were ready to surrender all resistance!
and to examine the story in every wayto discuss structure, theme's;
motifs, and language. Entree wasachievedibecause of the novel's,
content and the students'poWerfullyinvolved emotions. ,

As English teachers, our greatest limitation is not in how. we
teach but in being unaware of what we teach. In literatuie *e
emphaiize form, style, genre, tanon, and critical modes; in'com-
position we apound on thesis, logic, coherence, apd,commas. We
behave as if our own sophisticated enjoyment were detrived from
an art devoid of feeling and meaning. Any piece of literature seems

. to serve our pregoses: we can remain aloof from content and
emohonfrore the whole: hinge of human response to humane
letters. We can do this But-look where itipts us.

4
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.4 Traditional Literature
for Nimitraditional Studelits

Susan% R..

L Middlesex Comrqunity College

.
- Like those of Theresa Enroths Susan Blau'esuggestionsabout teach.

ing I terature to fint-year college students emphasize the concrete,

lea,

content- oriented approach. She finds that traditional literature is
a proper and rewarding study, but that.traditional methods of
instruction need rethinking. She begins her discussion, with a call '-

for demistificatton ot the reading of littrature. Her specific sug-
gestions about the student - centered approach to literature under
line the importanceof studying the artistt, the boundary-expand.'
ing nature_of creativity, and the students' intense personal involve.

entVitli what they read.

.

Sometimes I get the feeling that the teaching of literature is an
artachronismat least for my students. Are dental hygienists, sec-
retaries, and mechanics going to read or care about McMurphy''
battle with Big Nurse or Holden's breakdown or, even more.renfote-
ly, Ahab's manic search for a whale, wiien they can have totally
absorbing entertainment just by flicking a switch? Haven't we
already been usherej, some bf us kicking and screaming, into
McLuhan's poAliterate society?

The case has been made many trees, of course, for the -power
and importance of literature in defining our humanness: There is
no...need-to-convince:in avid reader of this..Yet how can we show
the mental health technicians that McMurphy, Holden, and Alu,ibhi:.
can speak to their needs and concerns as individuals as well as pad-.
professionals?

If the, problem is that literature seemeinaccessible to our students,
the solution does not lie in ,bowing to the inevitable, onslaught of
the McLuhart age and teaching media in place of reading. It's as silly

40to throw out the literatuie as A is to thromT out the students. The
answer is either to find literature that accessible, as Marsha
Oliver suggests in her approach to,nontraelhional literature for th

4;
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Susan R. Blau

"new student," or to find a way to bring traditional literature to
the nontraditional student.

DemystifyinrLiterattkre

My approire*to teaching literature in the first college years be
with deniptification. Malty of my students have a sense th ead-

ond their
understanding

in the presence of
d Lit. II. We have to de-

mg that one either innately
hend. We go about destroying this

estroying it for ourselves-an unnerving

ing literature is an elite, intellectual activity that is
reach. I would like .to help them see that reading
literature are not arcane rituars prac 'cid o
the high priests and priestesses of Corn
stroy the myth that literature is so
understands or will never co
myth for our students b
`thing for English te ers to do.

There are, course, aspects of li ture that our students will
never be e to understand. I. am no uggesting that all of our
kno dge is accessible to, them.' But I am suggesting that most

ege people are capable of reading'and enjoying literature, and .
on a fairly sophisticated level, if we allow them to become initiate4
into literature from a position of pleasure rather than one of pain-
ful inaccessibility.

Approaching Literature by Studying Writers

In the.preceding essay- Theresa Enroth focuses upon the specific
content of a literaV work. It is, after all, the concrete and not the
abstract-which,Atracts our students. Another concrete and enjoy-
able way to approach literature is Arough a study of the artist.

Intimidated by the fear of committing the intentional or big).
--graphic.aLfailacy_, I have tau t literature as I was taught it in the

waning dhs of New Criticism, as tnougrbmits-appeared-on-the-
....nliterary landscape fully formed and leather .liwound, unsullied by

human hands. Not only doe§...this view separate the artist
work, but, more\seriously, It alio preverits the reader from `w-
ing that writing 'and reading are human activities beset y
and clinexed-sometimes-by triumph, .

Literary criticism, whether it s-6; -the formalistic or any ofthe
aesthetic, edlical, or scientific modes, has beenthe traditional way

which-students are introduced to literature. Yet the very act of
iusing formal criticism as a way to understand a book elevates the
importance of the critical apparatus mut sidestepgheVirect reading
4 :: ; ,
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experience. Eventually criticism becomes.larger than the literature
it is supposed to examine. As Clark (1976) writes, "No longer
sisaply the hand-maiden- of literature, criticism has become more
clearly and more clamorously an intellectual enterprise in its. own
right ...." (p. 224).

It seems to me that many of the traditional approaches totritical
expissition not only overpower but also limit the literature. They
limit because they suggest that the literature (and therefore the
human experience it expresses) can be looked at in one 'way, divorced
from any larger social, political, moral, historical, or artistic reality.
Such specialization may be fine for schplars and perhaps awl...for,
upper-division students; but my students have too much fragmen-

_._.,._tation in their lives already. They are plugged into Psych. at ten,
oc.: at eleven, and Lit. at twelve as if there were no'cotrion

ground among them. Even the abbreviated titles alienate. Students
ate delighted, and ,s_typrised, when a bit of knowledge from Psych.

Joan be applied in Lit.
To me a more interesting approach would be to use the life and

times of the person behind the words to show theihistoridal, polit-
ical; social, and ethical worlds in which the artist lived and worked.
Explore how these worldly conditions, as well as the circumstances
of the artist's life, influenced his or her world view. Show:the
artist in context _wieh the world, the times, and the artistleehvi-
ronment. Out of this grounding in the artist's Personal landscape
the work of art grows and takes on new meaniag.

In an introductdry literature course, seventeenth- or eighteenth- ,
century poets often are rejected in favor of modem poets, who,
we are told, can "Apeak" to the students. Students are already
familiar with at leas some of the nuances of the world and time In

modern poets write. But student's also can relate to poets 4(N.--A
from other time d other places an gain access to areas of
knowledge formerly close em.

Take an extreme example: Puritan
-at all, in the upper-division courses. yet an incredible richnessZOk.
experience is lost by this omission in the first college years. So
much of our modern societyour literature, myths, and ethics is
rooted in the Puritan era. Living in a seventeenth-century th
racy was substantially different.from living in a twentieth - century
democracy, and yet the closeness of our modem society to Puritan
New England is undeniable. Not Qaly have we

tir
inherited the Puritan

iwork etic, but we also can tracmany of o national attitudes
towird sx, religion, ant politicyo our colonial ancestors.

poetry is taught,

4
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There is no reason not to teach traditional colonial literature to .

firstyear students. One could introduce them to-Anne Bradstreet,
a woman who lived on the edge of the American frontier (althat
time Ipswich, Massachusetts), often separated from her husband.

_While raisingeittchildren, she still managed to find time to write
some impressive, very personal poetry. A study of Bradstreet's-
poetry would tie: in with topics such as Puritanism, the role of
women, and the place of poetry iri Puritan life. Considering the con-

, ditions of the pe/lod, the fact that Aime Bradstreet virche'poetry
at all becomes an extraordinary act, a `qiriet kind of rebellion, and
the poems she wrote can be approached with a sense of their con-
text. They no longer seem' pulled out of time and place, but part
of a world that is comprehensible today,. Modem students, with-
out knowledge of the woman and her times, might understand the
wit but hiss the courage in tkAs poetic retort to her critics:

I am obnoxious to each carping_tongue
WhO says rib, hand a needle better fits,
A poet's pen all scorn I should thus wrong,
For such despite they cast on female wits:
I what I do prove well, it won't advance,
T till say It's stolen, or else it was by chance.

ev
I suggest at Anne Brkdstreet can indeed speak to our students.

1.11Sierstandir4 the writer ,in context with the time provides the
student with a way into the literature. Yet the writer Must not
overwhelm the work or,t, and so it is important to make the leap
from the person to the persona, from the real person to the fictional
world. Without this, there is danger that some students may dismiss
SYlvArPlath's poetry ,hecause suici 'iIsimrfroral, or ignore "Howl"
_,because they don't like hom uals. Or; to the other extreme,

"hey become so fascina by Emily Dickinson:s person that
they neglect her persona.

Approaching Studying CreatiaitA

What I have been co ed with up to this p oint is the use of the
artist's retie *in the crnative process as an entrance to the literary
work. The next aspect I would like to examine is the artistic process
itself. What is it? What is it that we do when we write or paint or r,
builddr compose? The complexity of the question makes it almost
unapproachable. However, a few years ago I had an insight into
the nature of creativity, wjrich relates in part to teachinkliterature.

After our family Thanksgiving dinner in Washington, 1): C., I
wandered off for a few hours to a van Gogh exhiffit at the Phillips

. ( 4
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l
Gallery. After viewing two rboms of van Gogh pictures, one partic-,
ular self-portrait, ,which I had seen many 'times in reproductions,
ensnared me. I'm not sure whether. it was the wine-laced meal or
the intensity of my immersion in van Gogh, but it suddenly seemed
clear to me that the }oldness; and theanger of the brush strokes
in the portrait were not ray world translated through an artist's
eyes, but a world I'd never seen and probably never would. It
seemed to me then, and still does, that the artist sees another
dimension of reality, or, in fact, creates a personal reality that is
substantially different from mine. I think of Yeats, Eliot, Faulkner,
Joyce, C. S. Lewis.

If this theory is true, then becomes easier to see the task of.
the literature teacher as one 'text:lading horizons"--a trite
metaphor perhaps, but also a powerful Pre if the horizons are the
outer limits of our defined world. I don't suggest that this is a
mystical or inspired experience, although it may indeed be. After
all, van Gogh's paintings are often described as,extraordinary or .
works of genius. Certainly the artistic expression of his resift), has
touched many and perhaps has even caused some to shift their
focus on the world. However, this experience may also be the
down-to-earth realization that the heroes, of the world-are not
necessarily white, middle-class, or male. This realization, too,
changes forever the way one views life. The student has to learn
to push away the limitations of the known world, just as in the
parlor-game test for creativity the participant can connect the nine
dots with four continuous straight lines only by going beyond the
visually suggested boundaries (see Figure 1).

6 o o

o o

o o Q

Fig, 1. Enlarging one's vision: a test of perception.
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This view of creativity as the expansion bf traditional bound-
aries, along with the artist-centered approach to literature, suggests
a connection between literature and composition. It also suggests a .

reordering of the traditional sequence of composition first, then ,'
literature. If we begin with the artist and the artist's world, the
student will see by example hcIcafreal person gists, experiences a
certain set of circumstances, and then translates this into art. Writ,
ing then moves away from "themewriting," which William E. Cdles,
Jr. (1971) describes as "no more than a kind of transcription, a
known, not a way of knowing, a why of saying something, not
something being said:" Writing becomes the creative-act ofexpress-
ihg subjective reality. It becomes art.

When we examine literature as a personal statement about an
artist's perception of the world, emphasizing that it is an expres-
sion of something important that the artist needs to say, it quickly
becomes a concrete example of what we want our students to do
when they write. As .van Gogh translated his sense of the world
onto canvas, inexperienced writers also must study their worlds,
oute arid inner, and from this examination find something impor-
tant say. In this way literature can serve not only as an example
of w and why to write but also, by opening their world to other
places and other people, may give the students something more to
say. It makes sense, therefore, to begin a freshman English course
with a study of literature and then move to writing.

Susan R. Blau

Approaching Literature through Personal Involvement

My final suggestion about making literature accessible to students
is perhaps the most logical. When an artist has a personal vision
that. is translated into a work of art, this private perception- 2f life
is brought into the public world.. Once "The Love Song of J. Alfred
PrufrobiC' was. published, Eliot's vision of modern man was no
longer his aldne but in the public domain. I-Itgem, a reader can
bring this public statement back to the private, subjective world.
The reader of "Prufrock" in a'sense re-creates the work by.filter-
ing Eliot'is images, words. and .rhythms through peiii:ihal
ences and biases. The-eighteettyeakolcl student reacts to krufrock's
lament "I grow old" with less synipathy, but perhaps more objec-
tivity, than the middle-aged reader. The cbmpletion of the move-
ment from writer to reader allows literature to be a powerful,
intensely personal experience, .And. so" the highly subjective
proach,to literature seems not only togical but appropriate.

I will to lead my students to the point -uttere.,they can use
s
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literature to learn about themselves and the larger world. Kafka
remarked that 44.11 book should serve as the axe for the frozen sea
within us." That same axe can be used to chip away at the percep-
tual rime which limits our view of the external world.

Teachrs of the very personal, very subjective approach to liter-
ature have often been called self-serving and nonacademic. I have
repeatedto,my students the enjoinder to be objective, to look at
pig Nurse as a symbolrather than as a personhoping all the while
that they will come to be deeply offended ,by the' oppression of
the human spirit which she symbolizes for me. I come to literature
because it touches me, ,speaks to me.. My studerits may never have
this experience ill deny them the power of their personal involv;-
ment by demanding objectivity, expecting the humaniitic values
expressed in literature to somehow rub off.

In this personal, subjective approach, literature can be liberating
m an idealistic, humanistic sense as well as in a pragmatic, political,
sense. It can be an,escape from the narrowness of the places in
which we all dwell.

On the personal level, 1 at my students, through their involve-
ment with literature, to begin to understand tolerance, to concede
that other people may have perceptions of reality and live in
worlds that are different from their own, but which are still okay.
I want them to understand that they are not alone but still unique
by seeing the commonness of human problems and the variety of
responses to these problems. I want them to understand that not
all problems can be solved.

Using Literature to Interpret Social Values

In a political sense, I want to help my students extricate them-
selves from the seklimiting definitions of their class-oriented live
_and values, and begin to be aware of a world bigger than th
thoughtand with more options. It is a common experience witlfle
teaching 'vile Unknown Citizen" to realize that many students so
completely accept the values which W. H. Auden is satirizing that,.
they initially fail to detect the irony.. The poem then becomes a
fine tool for exploring commonly accepted assumptions about
material possessions, technology, conformity, and, individuality.
The woods 'are full of writers who can shock readers out of their
complacency, and perhaps help them move from what things are

1111/

to what they might be.
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It seems to me that this is one of the most radical things that
lean belone in any education system, to help students break away
from the self- and culturally-limiting definitions and to touch their
world, with a compassionate and realistic sense of what can be
changed. This is especially radical if we are dismayedat education
today as it creates individuals who fit comfortably into our fast -
moving, progress-ori nted, scientifically based technocracyindi-
viduals who don't ues ion, write poems, or make revolutions. I
see ,literature as a pe ect vehicle to reawaken students to a sense

' of their shay hum ity. Literature is of human creation and as
such reflects an condition in its squalor and in its beauty

If literature .is ntinue to be presented as an area of impor-
tan't human concern, then teachers of literature will have to shake
themselves loose from the traditional assumptions about how it
should be taught. My suggestions about the .need to demystify

. literature, the role of the artist, the creative proceSs, and the *u1
Jective mode are offelednot as a solution, but to provoke thought
about the teaching of literature to the students who arc in our
classrooms now. It is these students who must be touched by liter-
ature, who must find in literature the humanizing forces that we
claim are there.

/
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Popular Fiction: .Remedial
Literature for New Students.

r

I

1 Marsha M. Oliver .

Anoka-Ramsey Coniiiiti nity College

Many. writers in this collection argue,that exposure to humanities
courses is vital for all students. Marsha Oliver makes the practical
observation that new students won't awaken to the humanizing
possibilities of literature if they refuse to. enroll in literature
courses. In her experience, weak readers will sign up for an elec
tive class in popular fiction.,Such a course gives them the chance
to read material that traditional students read before coming to

. college and to raise their level of reading maturity so they can
appreciate and understand serious literature.N

.. . .

Many two-year colleges have shifted their original mission: where
formerly they prepared students for transfer to four-year institu- .
tions, they now offer them a marketableskill. Often these colleges
began with traditional liberal arts requiremerkts, but pressure:from
government funding agencies, state universities, and comihunity
members forced them to limit they transfer courses and expand:
their two-year vocational programs. This situation occurs primarily
in open -door colleges serving low-income communities. Because
economic, survival is the most immediate concern of students at
these schools, they are reluctant to enroll in courses which they
regard as superfluouscourses for whic,h tliey must pay tuition but
which are not directly related to future jobs, P.

instructors in the vocational programs otter; suipoift he stu-
dents by lobbying for feNjer humanities requirements, not wanting
students to "waste" their limited time .nd money.on courses that
have no immediate practical return. The adniinistration usually
accedes to the demands of the vocational lobbyistsrrationalizink
that those who are really interested in humanities classes will select

-them as electives. But this is often not the cite, particularly with
traditional literature courses; in colleges where\ literature is no
longer required for graduation, claskes are often .disoppointingly

\ 41
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small. Because of past experiences with the "highbrow" tastekof
English instructors, students decide not to enroll in elective courses
that deal with serious fiction and poetry. They have sampled the
selected readings hi the required freshman composition course and
have found them too abstract for their interest and reading level.
In one midwestern college, for example, the instructors choie to
teach Melville's Billy Budd in their composition classetoluring the
Vietnam protest years, .thinking students would find the conflict
between institutional authority andpersonal conscience "relevant."
Only the teachers were aroused; the students fell asleep, complain.
mg that the story was boring, difficult, and depressing%As soots
the literature requirement was waived they abandoned this neCes-
sary ekposure to the humanities for more practical, "real world"
courses. Many left school with two-year degree certificates but no
courses in literature, history, or philosophy.

In an attempt to attract more students into literature classes,
some instructors have rearranged the material,oboPing that perhaps
a thematic approach would be more appealing than the traditional
historical grouping. What they failed to realize is thai no matter
how attractively serious or mainstream-literature is Packagedas
"Love Themes in Fictidn,'' or "Tortured Heroes in Diama apd
Poetry," for instanceit still ',requires a level of reading maturity
that many students have not achieved, particularly those called °
"new students" by Cross -(1974 She describes them as people
who have never been successful in school, w o feel intimidated in
the classroom% and who are suspicious of i forfiktion that chat
lenges their values. Few have ever read for easure, and most were
raised in environments where reading w of emphasized. ,Truly
members of the McLuhan generation, y spent thezr formative °
years in front of the television set; now that they arein college,
they often cut noon classes to watch soap operas °Lithe TV in the
student lounge.

Students entering private, four-year colleges, hi contrast, 'hale. °.

had more reading experience than their newstudent peers, although
admittedly they read, less than their pretelevisipn parents. They
enroll in college literature classes, ready at least to begin leiziking at
mainstream fiction because they have experienced the ilornial.,
stages of reading development, commop, to most educated people,
during childhood and adolescence. In the early'Vades jthey read
series books about daring young detectives, athletes, qr orpharis
and then mover to popular or categoryIiction, with oldeiheroes'
and heroines, during jduior high or high tlepa e

yVo,
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time starting on some of the classics. By college their reading slkill
has reached the point where they are comfortable with Ii Crary

devices such as allusions, flashbacks, or digressionsall puzzling to
the new students in the two-year colleges who lack this back ound,
The ability to appreciate and understand serious literatu seems
to come after a person has had a wide exposure to on-filled
plots, strong heroes and heroines, and the other ch iistics of
popular fictions

. /
4. .r..44.* /

Operating from this premise, some two-year college English instruc-
tdrs have considered offering courses in popular fiction to supply
the new students with this missing stage of dolescentieading
developrnt. But when they suggest revising eir curriculum to
include courses whose material follows a pre termined fonnula
such as westerns, mysteries, or adventure sto stheir traditionally
educated colleagues and administrators ofte demur, despite assur-

-.ances that first-rate popular works will studiednot books by
Mickey Spillane or Barbara Cartland. T feel that popular fic-
tion should not be taught at the. colltsgelevel because it is not
intellectually demandihg and is lacking in literary merit. Common
arguments parallel those of Perrine (1959), who states in the intro-
duction to Story and Structure that popular fiction is noltin
appropriate topic tor college study because it offers the reader
pleastire rather than a "keener awareness of what it is to be a
human being. " He criticizes the sympathetic, action -tjlled plots,
the reliance on suspense and gimmicks, and the fact that popular
fiction slips "smoothly through the mind, requirinelittle mental
effort." Worst of all, it gives the ruder "superficial attitudes toward
life" and "false concepts and false expectations of reality." -

These comments should- not deter English instructors from
teaching popular fiction to the new students, for two reasons.
First, Perrine's arguments apply:to students who presumably have
passed through the adolescent stage of literature appreciation; for
them, such a course would not be partkulaft challenging or

"u i
worthwhile. The new students,

they saw thent on television.°
he other hand, didn't learn of

Nancy Drew or the Hardy boys
Finishing a twahundred-page miliery novel is a demanding task
Xor those with eighth-grade reading skills. Second, god popular
fiction is not the pap that Perrine makgs it out to be, although it is

j
Popular Fiction as a Literary Option
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written for a different puiipose than serious literature. A popular
writer tries to provide readers with a pleasurable escape from real-
ity, while a serious writer tries to give insight irkto, reality. The best
examples of both kinds of fiction usually achivre both goals, dif-
fering only in degree of subtlety. The literary merit of a popular
story or novel depends on how imaginatively the writer works with-
in the boundaries of certain conventions rather than on how crea-
tively he or she explores new territory. The best popular writers
transform stock characters, trite plots, and implausible situations
intoisomethiqg new and entertaining. Such writers vary old stereo-
types, invent ingenious twists to familiar plots, and create such a
rich fantasy world that the reader's interest is sustained for long
periods of time. Serious writers work with the same basic material
but they are not limited by the demands of a formulaic convention.

-Stereotyped Characters

Stereotypical characters are an essential part of popular writing,
usually being too good or too bad to resemble real people; in con-
trast, serious writers-1.4.A° present characters who behave the way
humans really .dct in specific situations. Cawelti (1976) explains
that good popular writers vitalize the old sterrrtypes, "often add-

.- ing new elemen'tS, by showing us some new and unexpected facet,

.° o yirelating em Co other stereotypes in a particularly expressive
ashiOn." One eans of achieving this vitalization is to invent con-

ictor; traits for what otherwise appears to be a stereotyped
cter nir example, Sherlock Holmes, although a direct imita-
o oe's C. Auguste Dupin, has such a unique personality that

readers have been fascinated by him for decades. Holmes is a mas-
ter of rational analysis, but he smokes opium, and once, in a burit
of patriotic passion, he uses his pistol to shoot the queen's initials

. in the wall.
An authcL also can give significant touches of human complexity

or frailty to a stereotyped figure, as Georges Simenon does with
Inspector Maigret. In the course of one investigation, Maigret feels
attracted to a forty-one-year-old alcoholic murderess. As he tries;
to understand his conflicting emotions; the readei gains at least

. something of a "keener awareness of what it is to be a human
being," despite the fact that Maigret is cut from the same

-
N.

it
bolt as

Dupin and Holmes. .
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setting

It .is true that picks in popular fiction are predictable; in contrast, '
. choices made by the characters determine the plod of serious liter-

ature, regardless of whether these choices disappoint the readers'
wishes for a resolution or a happy endiiig. Apopular work is writ- 4
ten according to a formula that readers have found pleasing over
the yearsoind its success cannot be judge& by the originality of its
plot. The best; popular writing teases its readers by threatening to
break the formulaic pattern and then reassures them by returning

Q to a f ihar structure. The charm of formulaic literature comes
from t e repetition of a formula,..but in a different way.pthat makes
the der's expected experience more intensewithout funds-,
inen v altering it.

Po writers don't try to heighten their readers' awareness of
reality do the writers of Serious fiction. The best popular authors
presen a slightly rembte, ideal world which the audience can still
accep having some connection with realitysimilar to the "pri-
maryr orld" invented by authors of fantasies. The formula story
crea s its own field, of reference which relates to the readers' pre-
vious familiarity with the formula itself instead of to their actual
experience with life. The result is to make then less inclined to
measure the story in terms of their ordinary standards of plausi-
bility,. If writers establish a sufcessful imaginary' world, they can
' stretch the limits of plausibility and still retain eager reader accep-
tance. At the end of John Buchan's The -Thirty -Nine Steps, the
eadets are so enmeshed in his primary. world that they barely ..
notice how unlikely, is the dtacoigry of the mysterious steps.
Works like the Sherlock HolmeNtories or Gone with the Wiwi do
contain stereotypical characters, unlikely situations; ant obsolete
themes and values; but they give readers pleasure, years after they
were written, because their fantasy world is.so complete and inter-
esting.

The literary merit of popular fiction, then, depends on how
imaginatively writers combine familiar ingredient( to take the
readcr away' from the real world, not on how creatively they in-
vent unusual characters and situations to take the reader more
deeply into reality. Although some may consider 'popular fiction
as fiivoldus, good, popular writing is composed of the same basic
elern9ta at mainstream literature, making it appropriate for intro-
duang weak readers to elementary literary concepts and principles.

r.-
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Benefits of Popular Fiction

Half of the students at the college where I teach are reading at the
eighth-grade level or below, and almost all of them'wold /be drilled
_new students by Cross. We have successfully taught co s in pop:
ular fiction to these students and we find that they pa understand"
coneepts such as conflict, charaqter, plbt, suspense, p int of view,
and style when they discuss them in relation to ap k they can
actually read. They soon realize how much more satisfying a corn-

roio plex characker is than a flat one when they compare the characters'
in Agatha CRtistie's Murder on the Orient Express with thosein
Dorothy Sayers's Gaudy Night. I

In addition to giving the new students a foundation on which
they can eventually build an appreciation of serious literature, a
course in popular fiction .answers many of their personal needs.
Vocationally oriented people who have previously met ivith
academic success usually hesitate to sign up for one of these classes;

-but if we assure them that' they "will be able to do the work, and
tempt them with tidbits from the assigned readings (corpses stuffed
up chimneys, and so on), they agree to try it for a few 4ays. Once
in the classroom, they are surprised that they can reaOr the books
and comment on them intelligently. Their confidence increases as

. they discover that they do have some criticalludgment and that
they can distinguish between hack work aniegood *kiting. When
they read that Lord Peter Wimsey (inMurder MustAdvertise) dives
from the top of a high fountain into a shallow pool and emerges
Unscathed, they are able to discuss the limits of plausibility. They
have no problem in und4rstanding the importance of setting and
its relation to suspense when they read about Grimpen Mire in The
Round of the Baskervilles. They notice the sentirpentality in gothic 44..

..rontlinces. As their confidence grows, their hostility toward "im-
intellectual activities decreases.

Reading and discussing popular fiction also sharpens their
to think critically; a students identify the conventional

4
glistic values often, present in appular ivriting, they learn og-
raze and evaluate their own assumptions. For exampl many

:books provide opportunities for discussing sex role stereotypes.
"I Students can analyze,masculinity as presented in hard-boiled de-

tective novels an then decide whether a "real Man" actutilly is a
hard-drinking, h - fighting, ernotionallt uninvolved loner. Gothic
romances_present an excellent chance to discuss a woman's role in

, society. The gothic convention demand; that the heroine be a
.

4,
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poor, passive, friendless girl whoears sheun't pretty (but she is),
, She has few redeeming features, being ordinary, poorly educated,

and characterlessbut she is good with children. SZtme of our
o mature women students identified with this passive herdine at the

.start of one, mystery course, haying read endless variations of the
; gothic formula in their spare time. But after discussing a gothic

romance in class, they realized how they differed from this chal...
acter, particularly since they lid made -the independent decision
to attend college'and perhaps prepare for a career.

So* students are able to make the leap to serious fiction after.
they understand how it differs from popular writing, if they don't
feel threatened by aesthetic values different from their 'own. At
my school, traditionarclasses in-poetry, short story, and American
literature averaged about six' students each during one spring term
several 'years ago. After we bekan offering courses in popular fib-
tion, enrollment in j.liese classes increased, a:tiering 1977 each
of these subjects drew about twenty-five s nts. Roughly one-
third of those m the so-called traditional courses Rad previously
taken 'a class (if popular fiction. People who formerly would never
have chosen even one literature elective are now taking two.

These malts suggest that ft is unrealistic to expect pragmatic
students.$th weak reading skills jo choose a course that examines

, the works of James, Conrad, or We should take into ac-
f; count their level of reading maturity by providing them with the

chance to experience the adolescent stage of literary appreciation.
We aren't serving the needs of all our students if we limit o liter-
ature offerings to traditional courses that attract only a fe people
each_tetin. Even if these new students have enrolledin liege pri-
marily, to improve their chances in the job Market, We should entice

.them into courses that expose them to a more creative and human-
izing alternative for their leisure hours than watching television.
Popular fiction, posseising its own kind of literar9.merit, is one
way, to introduce inexperienced readers to the pleasures of escape
&hon. Some will gain the confidence and conceptual understand-
ing necessary to advance to mainstream literature and the adult-
level of re4liiig maturity. .

4-s
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6 characteristics of Contemporary
s." Native American Literature

Craig Lesley
Clackamas Community College

*".

Craig Lesley's essay reflects Susan Blau's idea that Ai effective
approach tt literature includes a study of the writer and tile
world in which* he or she lives. This approach is partiCularly per.
tinent to the study of Native American literature. The perceptions.
and values of Native Americans differirom those of Anglos bet
cause of the many differences between the two cultures. There-
fore, a proper investigation of Native American literature neces-
sarily-includes some understanding of the Native Americin's world
view. Lesley also suggests that the process of studying Natixe

-. ` Arnericaihiterature and culture will enable Anglos to gain another
1)erspective from which to evaluate their awn ideas. of the way
things are.

When N. Scott Mornaday was awarded'the Pulitzer Prize 'in 1969
. for House lade. of Dawn', contemporary Native American litera-

ture gained national tecognition. The excellent Indian anthologies
and novels published since Momaday's work demonstiate that
Native American literature continues to be a major literary force.
Nonetheless, many readers in puzzledabout the new Indian
writers bedause their wolf not be explicated fully acgbrding
to familiar literary criteria.

This bewilderment decreases if readers bear in mind that, the
Indian writer's perceptions, values, and culture are different from,
those familiar to Tel -Anglo. Once these difterencei are accounted
for, we can better understand conternpotary Indian writing.

By studying Native American literature we learn that there are
other ways of perceiving, other values operating; m the process,e
increase our Luiderstanding of the Native American's perceptions
and values. We also gain another perspective from which to view
our own idei of thelkayAngs are. . -

49 ..
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Importance oft Land

An investigation of contemporarl_NatiVe Ameijcan writing reveals
the ,close relationship between thi-writeetworl and e land. Na.
tive Americans understand themselves in relatiOn toskhe Ian .

There is reciprocity between the Native American and the'land, a
participation of the Indian in-theJandscape. This strong connec-

. tion is headily apparent in most wool's by .gontemporary Native
American authors. Momaday explains, "Man understands himsflf
in relation to the tree over here and the mountain over here and
the river and naturally operates out' of that environment, operates'
immediately out of it.. . . Man understands that he'is Obligated
insertain ways to the landscape, that he is responsible for it, that
he shares in the spirit of place" ("A Conversation with' N. Scott
Momaday," 1976, p. 19).

. Leslie 'Silk°, a Laguna Pueblo writer, demonttiates an. under-
standing of MomadaY's concept as sh4 explains, "I grew up at La-
guna Pueblo. . . . This place that I am from is everything I am as a
writer and human being." She understands alio Momaday'l discus-
sion of man's relatioirtcra-tree-orii.mountain. In the introduction

--to her book Laguna Woman (1974), Silko describes her great.
grandmother's place at Laguna and the large cottonwood tree

s.tpere. In .her show story "The Man' to Send Rain CrotriaZ§ilko
uses the cottonwood at a focal point: "They found htn under a
big cottonwood tree. His Levi jacket and pants weredaded.a
blue- so that he had been easy to,ft'ftd. The big cottonwood tree
stood apart froth a small groveOf winterbare cottonwoods which
grew in the wide; Andy arroyo" (Rosen, 1974, p. 3).

1

Search for the Center

This close relationship to 'the land enables Native Americans to
have a sense of a "center," a place Where they belong. Frequently,
the center is pictured as a.hoop. In 'The Great Vision" chapter of
Black Elk`Speciks (Iipihaidt19151); the Oglala Sioux holy man re-
Neals the significance of the center wherishe recalls the Voice which
told him in his yAuth, "Behold the circle of the nation's hoop, for
it is holy, being endless, rand tilts all powers shall be one power in
the people without' end's (p. 35). At the conclusion of his work,
after assessing the slaughter-at Aotmded knee, Black E states,
"And I, to whom so great a.vision iiastitO'1lim3r3Vuth u see
me now a pitiful old than who has done nothing, for th ion's
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hoop is broken and sc ed. There is no center any longer, and
the sacred tree is dead'. 2

In spite of Black Elk's disillusio ant, the idea of the center
.......n integral part of Native Ame apperception and a

..-r
.11

, e of their literature. If, as many have mooted. the', -_,
-ce lerature is the search for the seltvd

e Native Arnerioates_sparch_endk at the------. _____
ian ligature attempts to ex-

urage als'covery of the

major c
theme of twe
the country of the se ,
center. Much of contempo
press the reality of the center and to
center.

Silko's novel Ceremony (1977) traces the attempts°
Indian World WarJi veteran, to regain health and mental equilib-

ter his discharge and return to the Southwest. A contempo-
rary m finally counteracts the illness with a ceremony
designed to return ay of the center. The main image
of this ceremony is the hOop. The medicine man ch . 143):

1 will bring you through my hoop,

Return to long life and happiness again.... ,V.
After the ceremony, has beenverformed, T,ayo regains his health,

, ljis awareness of the center, and his. relatipnship to his land: "The
magnetism of the center spread over him smoothly like rainwater
down his neck and shoulders; the vacant cool sensation glided
over the pain like featherdown wings. It was pulling him back,
close to the earth, where the core was cool and silent as mountain

- stone, ..." (p. 201). .

Mom ad (1968) also includes a passage
that expresses the importance dirthe center and its relation-W.0e_
land. His speaker, Abel, remembers: 'And that night your grand=---
father... told you stories in the firelight. And you were little ind
right there in the center of everything, the sacred mountains, the
snow-covered mountains and the hills, the gullies and the flats, the
sundown and the night, everything where you were little, where
you-were and had to be" (p. 157).

Abel's closeness to the ce -his ties with the land.
c °sales& is enhanced by the presence of his grandfather.

Relatives', clan membeirs, adopted famili .1, tribal elders, slid medi
cine men all give the individual a senseofollace in the tribe} sys-

. tam, but the influence of the grandparents or great - grandparents is

4
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frequently the most important. lilko's Z. laticfnship with her
greatiranchnother indicates-this importance:4' mother had to
work, so I spent most of my time with my great-grandrati, follow-
ing, her around her yard while the watered the holly-hocks and
blue-lkorning glories. When I got older I carried the coal,bucket
inside for.her. Her name was Mari" Maya and she was in
Paguate villa .,forth of Old Laguna.... She too care of me and
my sisters and she 'd us about how things re when she was a
little (Silko, 1974, 34-S5).

Relationship to the Pat

The closeness of Native Americans to their granap ts, great -
grandparents, or great-great-grandparents suggests another art of
the Indian's perception that makes the center approachable. like
Indiali writer works out of a concept of time that is cyclidal rather
than linear. This involves a concentric continuity whereby the
speaker becomes closer to the future (and. the past) rattier than
further removed. Momaday. WA Conversation with N. Scott Mom -
aday," 1976) expresses tie Indian's relation to heritage and time
as follows;

1 think the storyteller in Indian tradition understands that he is
dealing in something that is timeless, He has a sense of its proiec
tion into the past. And it's an unlimited kind of projection,. I am
speaking, I am .telling a story, I am doin hing that my
father's father's father's father's fithees f er's father did. That
kind of understanding of the past an of a continuity in the
human voice is a real element in the oral tradition. And it goes
forward In the same way. I am here and what I am doing is back
here and it will be here. (p. 21)

In House Made of Dawn, Momaday uses three distinct narrative
voices to emphasize a sense of continuity andcloseness with th4
past. A mythical voice describes he rituals and the Native Ameri-

. can's relatior to the land. A lc torical v ice records the life of
L," Abel's grandfather. A contempor indicates the protagon-

. fist's (Abel's) perceptions. By interweaving die three voices, Morn-
aday demonstrates' the integral dynatnic relationships. between
Abel andhig heritage tincf tribal history.

Because Native American writers anderstaatl that they are a
part of the past and the past is part of them, they may merge 'their

ices with voices frOm the past. One example occurs w Ch
Bal temporary'Quapaw-Cherokee; takes on the voice of

Mb rJ J.
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1

White Antelope-in his poem 'Sand Creek." White Antelope, a
Cheyenne chief who was slaughtered in the Sand Creek massacre,
reportedly folded his arms and sang his death chant "Nothing lives
rong/Ordy the earth and the mountain" until he was shot down by
the vphchig cavalryi' Ballard /Rosen, .1.975, p. 123) integrates L

. , that chalit with his poem as his voide and the voice of p historical
figure become one: ...
. . .

And OR this day too old to run am I

ItAlLSTAL
me 11"+D 7:22'

1 . ..
4. r

r." 0 CC.FLUCKT

. -

White Antelope is illy name

BEsTBroitzwia

..

The Indian ciilture is based on the larid, the tribe, and the past.
. Each c "butes to the Native American's sense of self and close

relation to i center. Contemporary ;Indian writers'. awareness of
the center an their belief in their culture save them, from the
estrangement and bewilderment that permeate the works of their
Angio.founterpartswhat Theodore Roszak terms "the dispiriting
conviction of cosmic absurdity." While Anglo writers find them-

4_____selYBILLn conflict with their disintegrating julturei where technol-
ogy and shifting values constantly erode the sense of self, Native
American writers embrace their culture and strengthen the self in

_
the process.

*" - e il"t''
. ,

,. Bitterness toward White Culture I 1

. s
Although cOntemporat Native American literature lacks a voice
that expresses alienation 'toward Indian culture, itcont:ains many
voices that expresstan alienation toward the white culture, "the
wOild of stalking white men" according to the unnamed speaker
of Welch's Winter in the Blood. The bitterness, hostility; and
estrangement of many Native American voices indicate that In-
dians feel a morally and epiiitually inferior culture has encroached
Upon their own.

Anita Probst's poem "Manifest Destiny".(Niatiim, 1975, p.. 163)
expresses her anger for the.intruding white culture: . _

° 4
.' .. $

,--,
0 ',./.

.

e Kok... ,

s
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My. mother used to say, Brown child

orram MOVED pts To

)

ESTIACT ION/

and he has yet t6 live.
4

The images of "red sand" and "river flowers" and the actions of
climbing the rooks and smiling at the stars establish the speaker's
close relationship to the natural world. The man who says that
Indians don't know how to save and the allusion to buffalo slaugh-
ter suggest the white lack of sensitivity toward and exploita-
tion of the natural world. A more personal exploitation, probably
a sexual one, can be,inferred from the browiT skin hanging on the
wall and the reference to white men mounting trophies. Although
brief, the poem effectively expresses a principal conflict between
two cultures. The Indian respects and lives in harmony with nature.
The white man.conquels and exploits nature; in anditic7fiTtser---
ploits the Indianin both general and specific situations.

Orie method of exploitation involved introducing Indians to
alcohol, then acquiring their goods. The current effects bf Indian

,alcohd) abuse are all too evident. The poem "Eclipse" (Niatum,
1975, (p. 178) exemplifies Probstts general bitterness toward the
white man's drink. In addition, it illustrates a peponal loss of love

__through the effects of alcohol:

° Black Wolf, naked night.hunter,

f
"flea I 0.1140.7 love.

Once you said it wasin my eyes.

6.c
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Through the effects of alcohol, the once sensitive lover has become
a snarling, crawling beast. James Welch's poem "D -Y Bar" (Niatum,
1975, p. 250) contains similar imagery of man degraded into
animal:

In stunted light, Bear Child tells a gory

NATER/AL BEONED DUE TO COPYPTGET

he balances it nickel on his nose.
r

The Native American writer understands that, too frequently,
overuse of alcohol results in death. The unnamed speaker of
Welch's Winter in the Blood 09741 lives with the nightmare mem-
ory of his father-freezing Lo death after gettinadrunk in a white
man's bar and driving4fr the road. Although thApeaker frequents
bars Jai. his 'father did, eventually he rejects their corrosive influ-
ence: bad had enough of Havre, enough of town, of walking
hime, hung over, beaten up, or 'both. 1 had had enough of the_
people, thq bartenders, the bars A . .11

The titles of A. K., Redwing's poems are sufficient to express his
alienation from anal contempt for the white culture. Some exam-
ples inclUde "Chrome Babies Eating Chocolate Snowmen," "Two
Hookers," "Written in Unbridled Repugnance Near Sioux Falls,
Alabama April 30, 1974," and "A Lost Mohicari Visits Hell's
Kitchen:"

A Vietnam veteran, Redwing frequently points an accusatory
finger at the white politicil-military establishmdrits (Rosen,.1975):

Clarence Shorthorn died.

by a finger from Washingtoll(p. 134)

and 'another example:

A group of touring politicians is shown urpelaborate_ .
.

*"x
ILL COPED

D(.47 TO CO.TMIO.7T RESTRiCTIN*

.1...)tfrom Maine to Se tie . (pp.. 135-136) '

6"Aso
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In deploring racism, Redwing concludes:

Bronze statues of ancient ravish II'
-itrfEBTAG RIT/OVIID BVE. TO COPITIGHT EL CTRIC110111

ACiarniveePs- - - (pp. 131-i38)
.

Belief in the Power of Words

.

Although alienated rand angered by the white culture, Probst,
Welch, Redwing, and other contemporary 'Indian writers are not
content to express criticism of the way thinip are. Their words are
intended to bring about a change, to ii prove the way things are.

iIi confmenting about her.work Ceremony (1977), Silko indicates
the force behind Indian writing: "This novel is essentially about
the powers inherent in the prbeess of storytelling. .. . I:feel the .
power that the stories still have to bring us together, especially
when there is loss and grief." Silko's novel (1977, p. 2) includes a
poem, also entitled "Ceremony, != which further emphasize's the
power of the story: .

- .
1 will tell you something about stories,

/
it..4111V11 IlElfOnr.;

r ;

..,

if you dim% have the stories.

---Icirl'ONS

.
......-"

For the Indian, the word is powerful and sacred. It is powerful
enough to change reality. In the introduction to American Indian
Prose and Poetry, Margot Astrov explains that the word is "the
directing agency that stands powerfully behind every `doing, "'
`the reality above all tangible reality" (p. 15). B. L. Whorl's stu-1,1
dieramong t14 Hopis indicate that these people believe thought
can "determine and direct reality." The corn plant serves to illus- ,
trate: "By concentrating his thoughts on the corn plant, the
Hopi) feels he can influence its growth and maturation" (Astrov,
1972, p. 20). In a similar. fashion, Crazy Horse dreamed and sang
himself intof'what he felt was another state of consciousness, into
anhther reality. Today, the Indian writer intends to direct his
words to effect a change.

%

_
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Because the word is so powerful for Native Americans,they feel q
a strong responsibility to use it properly. An ancient song of the ,

. Navajo priests reveals the priests' belief in a self within -the self, a
'kind of conscienc that*nsures the proper use of language (Astrovsir -

.1972, p. 15):

That standing within me
Which speaks with me
Some of these things'are alwayslooking at me.
I am never out of sight.
Therefore must tell the truth.

' I hold my word tight to my breast.
,This song emphasizes the moral relationship ,which the In A

feels exists between humans and.language. Momaday refers t this
relationship in "A Conversation. with N. Scott Momaday" (-1 76).
1-le maintains that ."magic, and the idea of magic, is very/highly
developed .. . It is eierywheie.. : . (The Native American/writer]
is aware of its polder. Re understands that by exerting the/force of
language on the physical world, he can bring about actual change.
And that:s a marvelous attitude. It insures that people use language
responsibly." (b. 20). '

Henry Rialbird, If Crow from Montana, adds anotherdizneision.
According to him, serious language among the Crows is refepacito
as "real talk." Much of real talk reveals the wisdom of the Great
Spirit, and may come to humans from other humans, dreams,

r-----ghostsr-eranimals4teaLtalk_ia_intensied to lead or instruct met,
and it is never false. If humans hear real talk and ignore it, they
may suffer the consequences since it was intended for their instruc:
tion.. The leaders in the villagethe respected elders, chiefs, and
Inedichr men iare ones who understand and listeh to real talk.

Because Indians know the power of words and because they-feel
an Obligation to use language responsibly, one can infer that Native .
American wnterr would not use language to lie, betray, trick, or
cover up. Mommhy suggests that, the Indian writer is basically
honest when. he explains, !`.You knowwe have a stereotype of the

. Indian who speaks the. truth, the white man who speaks with the
forked tongue.... There* a basis to the assumption that in an
ral culture one deals in the truth. One has a higher regard for

guage; One tends to tare it more seriously. One tends to have a
be ter understanding of#:what can happen to him if he uses it care-
lessly, if he abuses it'(" tA Conversation with N. Scott Momacjay,"
1976, p. 21).

.411111 4
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The. Indian writer's closeness to *'nature and sensitivity for w- .
sponsible use of language result in the use of metaphors derived
from natural bjects, from observations of natural phenomena.
Indian names frequently suggest this closeness and responsibility.
For example, Henry Realbird's relatives were ptirposefully named,
as he explainsfin a composition he wrote for a college class:

My mother's name, CowNecklace, was given to her by a clan
uncle, Bird Horse. Working as a cowboy, Birtl Horse observed that
cows with bells around their necks were more trustworthy and
dependable than the rest of the lot. By givtgginy pother the, -
name, he was wishing she too would be a nice and trustworthy

;person. .

My-father has two names. His first name, HorseCatchingUp,

.-..0
is his childhood ;lame. This is a name given to him by his great,: '
grandfather, Medicine Crow. Medicine Crow had a dream in
which an old mare was talking to her colt and said, "Horge- . -
Catching-Up." The name means that there are colts every year to
the extent that they are all close together agewise. This denotes
the ease and good fortune of the old mare to foal every year with
no ,real problems. Medicine Crow hoped that my father, too,
would leap a life of ease and good fortune.

Then returning frorri World Warta; my father was given the ,
name Bird Shirt, a name of his clan. It is customerfor a male to
change to an adult name after the first participation in a warpar
ty. The parents, along with the clan uncles, are the proper persons
to handle the transfer of a particular name change. Names like
'this one stay-in the clan but they are' transferred front one meni-
ber to another as the need arises. It is not unusual for ah individ-
ual to acquire s'Weral names in his life. In some instances, a per-

- ion's name is changed if he is having difficulty in life. The new
name will help hijcn find himself. ,

/ . ' t
, Henry's explanation indicates the closeness of the Indians to

ffieir names.and to their environment. In addition, it suggests that
i change in name can bring about a change in foitune, attitude, or
perioriality. This echoes the. idea that words can change the way
thi,ngs are and offers another reason why the Native American
chooses to,use words in a responsible manner.

Indian writers frequently use metaphors taken from nature. In
her poem "Red Rock Ceremonies" (Niaturp, 1975, p. 164), Anita
Probst demonstrates an ability to create striking natural metaphors:

With low thunder, with red bushes smooth

Yri0 ILL e"

brushitfc the statasseled-dawn from her lap.

1.
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Here, the natural metaphors include "red bushel smooth as water
stones," "blue-arrowed rain" with its "dark feathers," "obsidian
eyes," and . "star-tasseled dawn." Probst's notable personification
of the desert as a maiden who &rushes "the star-tasseled dawn from
her lap" reinforces the closeness Or the Indian to the natural world.
At times, Indian writers further emphasize that closeness in pas-
sages where the speaker merges personal identity, with an object or
animal from the natural world. Examples ate abundant;but some
are particularly memorable\. In her poem "Indian Song: Survival"
(Rosen, 1975, p. 25), Silko writes:

taste Me,.

.
.1...'.--. : inov..::. ''",i A.-

. r,7',''m
4'.-. - `-''''': 1--: ':ESTR

running on the edge of the rainbow.

Since as a P of Ind 4terature

Silence is the fin acteristic of Native American literature to
scussed this essay. Perhaps this concept is the most intrigu-

ing b au it cannot be demonstrated with concrete examples.
Neverthe ess, it operiates in contemporary Indian writing.

In an oral story,/we' recognize silence as an inherent part of the
story. *Sileke may be used dramatically to build suspense, or it

.__Ine,yrpacide.2,40Tind _of time in w_hickthg,iinagination of the lis-
. lener ,pan work. But in Ei written story br poem, silence and, the

importance of $ at silence are more difficult tolipp . In spite
of that difficu y, Charles Ballaid, in speaking of hi iterature,
encourages readeito listen to the silence and what it is saying.

In part, t e silence indicates the complex and highly personal
relationthip:Iiidian writers have to their heritage and their society.
This relitidnship cannot always be expressed in words. It is to be
felt, sense , intuited.

The si nce of contemporary Native American literature also is
one Ina festation of the awesome silence that reflects the mystery
of the ndian culture, a:Mystery that by its very nature denies ex-
pressi . At times the Indian's approach to this mystery is through
ritual/tn. ceremony; but' the concept itself defies articulat4on. To
m.:k? a comparison with a concept from our own cultur;,w4ynight
reflect on the *vanety and intensity of feelings that are lumped.107
get eras Iove. Often love bestxpressed in nonverbal ways.,

_ .
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1 `, .

In addition, the silence arises frqm the Indian's sense of conti-
nuity and the unity of all things. 'Imagine for a moment a great
moving wheel that is touching the /heavens and the earth. Imagine
further that the wheel contains-the mystery of creation as well as
the ceremony, ritual, and "real talk" necessary to instruct humans
and unify them with all creation. Only a section of tije wheel
touches the earth at a given time;Yet there is a certainty, given
the cyclical movement of the wheel, that ail sections will touch (or
indeed have touched) at some time. We may infer from this that
much is already known or much is to be known. In addition; much
will be expressed through ritual and ceremony. .

l'inally, there is the power of the wbrds themselves, and the In-
dian's desire to use them in a responsible manner. Those with a
prbfound respect for words do not want to use them foolishly or
unnecessarily. Indian writerst&nd to use few words; much of the
intensity of their literature dWves from this economy. liinderlyini-
this economy is the wisdom of knowing which words to use. At
times a few will do when many will not. Underlying it also is the
knowledge that much is already known. As the Papago singer says;
"The song is short because we know so, much." In the silence, it
seems to me, there is. the.certainty that much has gone,before and
much is yet to comethe certainty of unity. Moreover, the silence
affords the poetical imagination and the mythological understand-
ing a chance to operate. Tile silence, in other words, invites the
reader as listener to become a participant in the Indian writer's
works and world. I -

.e-
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7 Folklore .aid- the New Student

Peter J.,Petersen
Shasta 61,lege

Can James Doheity's-ideal of egalitarian education survive in the
mundane context of required conrses, tracking systems, and place-
ment examinations? Pter Petersen suggests that it can. Acknowl-
edging the inherent problems of a so-called remedial English
course, hepreseats an approach to writing that builds upon the
students' strengths. Although the essay deals with an unusual
subject nutter, there are a number of general suggestions that
may be useful for teachers who have no particular interest In
folklore.

In "Three Ways of Looking at an Open Door," James Doherty pro:
poses that the "new student" be educated as a pen rather than
as'a plumber. AlthcTughl agree with the proposal, P

rfigleb

two imme-
-"-dift% colleges and &ie.ill:Writs. Even if community

colleges were willing to give all students the benefits of a liberal
education, many .of the students would be unwilling to accept
them.

The English teacher who-is committed to egalitaritm education
begins with several handicaps. At this time most Community col-

" . leges still require stildents to take basic English courses. The ration-
6 I

ale 'for the requirement is simply that students will avoid English
if they possibly can. Most schools use some kind of test to deter-
mine which English course a student must take. The inevitable
result of the placement ritual is:a group of English classes made up
almost entirely' of the new students. Although school officials give
these coutles titles such as "Fundamentals of Communicatiofl" or
:`Communication Workshop," the students themselves are more
direct. They call the class "Bonehead English," and they resent
being there, . .

The classroom is constructed incorrectly: there are not enough
seats in the back- row. The new students want to sit as far from the

_ '
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.

teacher as. possible, to disappear, to get through the ordeal with a
minimum of pain. They know what happens.in an English class.
Students write papers-about subjects that donh matter, and the
teacher makes red marks _the papers. Whatever the red marks;
say makes little differVifFenebody reads them anyway. But the-
marks- themselves Seem to be a special, coded language which,
loosely translated, says, "You're dumb'As

veterans of English-class wars, these students have elaborate
defenses against the humiliation that English class entails. The sim-
plest form of defense is passive resistance. If you don't do anything
y.qu are in Jade dangerpebeing embarrassed. The teacher may

'ffiake yoll feel lazy, but feeling lazy is preferable to feelingstupid.
Another line of defense, more practical in .that the student'may

pass the course, is to reverse.the humiliation. Instead of allowitig
- the teacher to make a fool of you as a student, you make a fool bf

the teacher. A few daring individuals will clo this overtly, making
ill-timed jokes or asking irrelevant questions. For most students,,
however, the reversal of humiliation is a private matter. Simply
decide that the teacher and the subject are ridiculous; then you
can do the assignments and not be affected y the grades or coin.
ments because you know that the whole th' is an exercise in
idiocy. Figure out what the teacher wants whet r it is sirwerity
or wide marginsand give it to him or her.

"You're not really like an English teacher." .>

Partial success is no men accomplishment. Certainly it is all
that most Institutions expect. One dean of instruction used Lo jus-
tify overloading remedial classes by telling us, "Half of them will
be gone in four weeks anyway."

All the defenses have in common a lack .of involvement. When
students become, involved, they run the risk of being burned, and
these new students have been burned too often.

The situation for the English teacher is not totally hopeless.
Any approach that includes common some and 'common courtesy

slraw some of the Students out from behmd.their protective
barriers.. As the semesterprogressek some students will even pay
the teacher what they conceive to be the ultimate compliment:

Folklore as an Aid to Teaching 4 . vs_.). .

But partial success is hard to live with, and anyone who works
i with the new students soon searches for ways to improve the

.

. 1
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- . -

My present approach is to abandon conventional reading and exer-
cise material and to use folklore as a basis for the class. This ap-
'proack is founded upon one of the truisms.of teaching. I begin
with the students' strength `their abilitylo use speech and use

that ability as a starting point for further work.
Providing a satisfactory definition of folklore isIdifficult. In

ple terms, folklore is traditional material passed from one person'
to another by informal means. One person tells ariother something;
one person shoWs another how to do something. It may be a riddle,
the way to play.,a game;'a song, an elaborate fairy tale, a proverb,
a joke, a way to make something. In the more precisemdrds of
Jan Brknivand, "Folklore is passed on by word of mouth or exam-
ple in traditional forms that are constantly changing within some
group of people who share one 4if more common traits, sucll as
occupation, age, ethnic background-, religion, or place of resi-
dence." The groCips within which folklore is circulated are called
folk groups and are not exclusive. Each pepon is Et member of
many folk groups.

For the students: the most remarkable thingtabout studying
fOlklore iiifiat-they have something to cOntribute&Vach stud
has a personal repertoire of folk materials that is different from all
others. No one else has heard grandfather mutter, "Foresight beats
hindsightjarrdamn sight." No on.e/41se has had to experience
Aunt Ethel's lemonade and honey remedy. Students are conscious
of only a small part of their persorial repertoire, but will recall
many more items while listening to other people's material's.

The Oral Collection Session
.

A collection session is often chaotic, as forgotten materials sud-
denly emerge faster than they can be recorded. One student's
story abput the drunkard who falls into an .openrtrave jars the
memories of the listeners: "I heard that one, but there were two
guys." "I heard one like that, except . ." "1 heard one about
these two kids in a ggisard." Each student's contribution is im-
portant, both as an addition to the collectilm and as a stimulus for
the otheri. .The teacher is only one member of the group, with
contributions no more importa,t than i,bosebf any other member:

Contrast this kind of session" with a class meeting in which the
students are te.) discuss an assigned storror essay. this insionce
the students suspect, probably correctly, that the teacher already
knows more about the piece than they will ever know. No matter

I
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.

what they say about the ,work, the teacher will learn little, and-
each student comment will be treated as a right or wrong answer.

The comparison is unfair and oversimplified, but I am concerned
with student perception rather than absolute accuracy. In ,th4 col--
lection session, no one is beinl judged. The class members are sim-
ply working together to compile materials. Free from any, threat
of humiliation and having something to contribute that no one else
can, the student is in the unfamiliar put very comfortable positioik
of feeling significant in the classroom.

The- class can be student-centered in anotheir ect. It would
be impossible, in one semester, to study all Of the areas included in
the broad field of folklore. Recognizing that there is no obligation '
to cover the entire field, the paper is free to let_the students ex-.
plore whatever interests them. A class may concentrate upon
horror stories or children's gam,es with equally valuable results.

it It is not always y to predict which segments of folklore will
interest a class orw ch will pffer, the richest 'possibilities fbr
cu on. A questionn e, drawn up with the particular region in

d, will often held the class decide upon direction. Because at '

- I-am interested only- in-general trends, I prefer a (Mimi
that calls for one-word responses: none, some, many. The form
might contain such standard items as these:

.

1. Do youjnow any stories about place names in this area?
2; Do you remember hearing of cures (other than .Joirmiercial

medicines) for coldsrheadaches; hiccoughs, ai:thritip.,-or any
other diseases or discomforts? - :

(
3. 'Do you remember any stories about college that earl

in high school? - . --,...._ -,... 1-7
, '' :.. ..i ...--; ":

4. Do you remember any ghost stori or'frigatAin g-tit: Oaf. -P-7-
,were told around campfires, At pa a parts, cirothe "sirbb .

. occasions? -
--- :-; 4 . ,... .....

-*. 4 ..., ..7.--
5. Deri"rou know any parodies (imi Lions that.inake- fuh- of

the original) of nursery ernes r 'copc-neiclais? Igka'niiile:-
"Maly had littlelamb. The dbc ri fainfed.Z ') .4

V 1 \ t
These general questions 'can be upplementeil vitlimore !laid&
questions about lot ,phenome a. Fox exam lejiitir northern.
California area' where I teach, students woul be aike 'to retail
stories about lost mines, Bigfoot, the Lein, mans,' prat tt'.
dicta disasters such as the collapsesof-Shasta Diutr-prA4 ti4ifitiiirt-',
ofMount Lassen. - t ....C. ,:z. ' --' ":::1
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The same information could be gathered. withoat a question-
naire, but the operation would be tine- consuming. Whatever foss
of spontaneity results from the polling system is made up by the
clearer direction the class can take. Also, the quesiions tend to
pique the students' curiosity, and the process often has to be inter-

. rupted long enough, for someone to explain who the Lemurians are.

Develqping Awareness of Differing Value Systems

When the class begins to share materials on a subject, inevitably
there-will be contradictions. The same Mine will be located in two
different mountain ranges; the same feat Will be ascribed to differ -'t
ent men; two entirely different aigLaqually pthusible stories will
account for a town's name. It is crucial that,no judgment be made.
The students are compiling what they hafie heard, and the only
right answer is'a correct account pf what was told.

This fOlkloric 'approach tieatsall groups with 'respect. The pur-
pose is to study what 'exists, not 'to judge or to change. For the
new*students, this approach is valuable. T...ke term culturally de-
Orivell, often applied to these students, is dielningleseto the folk-
lottist except as an example of ethnocentrism. Culturally depriued
simply means a lack of the elements that `exist In the culture of the
one wh9 applies the term.

We are all ethnocentric, of course, and there is some value in
allowing people to recognize their biases. A quicldway to do this is
to encourage a class to talk about Christmas or birthday rituals. As
the Christmas, Eve present-operlers begin' to gang up on those who
whit until Christmas morning, with the compromisers (one present
the night before) leaning back in their' chairs, the students are
learning that there are other equally valid ways of doing and look-
ing at things. They also will be learning that their first reaction to
these other equally-valid ways is often negative. Becoming aware
9f ethnocentrism is the first step toward tolerance. Students begin
to understand btlth their reactions to things that are different and

.other people's reactions-to their different ways,
A more complex form of tolerance develops out of the study of

folidere, As a class studies' iirdividual items (i.e., a -story about an
interfering mothei-in-law or a method for water witching), one
question continually recuis: What value does this item have for
the people who circulate it? Or, more briefly, why, is this told?
Often there is no single clear answer, bUt the question of value will
come up'again, as it should. if an item has ncrvalue to a folk group,
it will be forgotten orcifanged.
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The function of a specific item may be straightforward. A start-
'darelized greeting may confirm one's place"in the group. A proverb
may lend the autho'rity of tradition to an otherwise bland ,state-

- ment. A joke may confirm a shared prejudice or anxiety. A story
may tech a lesson. Like caller types of communication, however,
folklore often works on several levels at once.

When I attended a' rural.community oellege, I heard several.
variants of the following story: ..

.A group of guys put a tomcat throughtbe University ofealifornia
at Berkeley. They enrolled it in big classo and had somebody
who had had the class take the tests. The cat almost gradiared
cum laude. bit a couple of the people taking tests didn't remem-
bet the courses as bell as they thought, and the cat lot some C'i
and D's in upperdivision work.

The story was humorous and detailed enough to seem plausible,
but its function for 'us Was much mere than entertainment. It jus-
tIfied our anxiety about transferring to afthitge university, where
students were so anonymous Mat everi cat could graduate. At
the same timethe successful prank was a victory for the students,
a victory over the system. And any suggestion that the system'
could bye defeated served to ease our fears'.

Looking at specific pieces of folklore, we are led to consider,
the values of the group in which the pieces circulate. Similarly, by
studying the stories that we were told as childrerl, we learn much
about our own value systems and how they were formed.

0

Putting Folklore in Proper Perspective .

It is $robably time to remind you that I am discussing an Fnglis
. course, not a class in folklore or personal adjustment. The elements

I have discussed acre essential to the success of the class, but they
..

'' are not the whole class. --- "
: aFrom th4 beginning the students are exploringthe use of lan-

guage, even though they are working from a different point of.
view.:Many of the basic lessons of successful communication 8re

,helps the students to recognize that communication demand an,
learned indirectly. The concept of the folk group, f6r examle, .

students
audience acid one .for whom certain1kinds of translation mustbe
made.-The story that is immediately understood. by lumber work-

. ers has to be modified when it is told to people' who are unfamiliar
with terms like "green chain" or "splinter picker." As they examine
folklore in context, the students begin to see that the speaker is

-... ..
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performing for an audience. ,_The assumption's that t e speaker
makes about a particular audience determine the selection of both
method and materials. By studying different versions of a story and
discussing the context in which each version was told, the class can
see how certain elements were enlargedor diminished to meet the
particular demands of the group.

As the students discuss the berformances they have obibrved,
often struggle to find Adequate vocabulary: "It was like he

really believed it, but you could tell he did." vWhen she told
this, she was acting tough, like none of.this stuff scared her." At
this point rhetortcaliconcepts such as irony and persona can be
introduced naturally. Studegritopt the terms, not to pass a test,
but because° they are useful in a discussion: ,

FroM Oral Performance to°Written Composition
<

After the class has analyzed a number of oral performances, a loi-
gal step is to examine the differences between*Qrgi and written
material. An effective way to begin is with d live perforrnance)(or
one on videotape) that is then transcribed onto paper. The stu-
dents will immediately recognize that the successful performance
is far less effective when the wads are simply read. As they work
to define what hasbeen lost in the transfer to print, they are deal-
ing with the strengtJs and weaknesses of writing andopeaking.
Theft they are asked to work with the written document, trying to
diseover ways to recoup whatthas been lost:.#

The advantages of this AtYproach to writing may not lire com-
ple(ely obvious. The students are /ooleing at writing in a way that
is not threatening; They are simply trying to'find ways to make
the written piece asfreffective as the oral performance. Writing is
seen, not as a sign of intelligence or status, but es a peculiarly lira-

. iced form of communication that must be handled with special*
,care.

Once writing has been demystified, the students are somewhat'
legs threatened when they are asked to write, By tying writing
assignments to the folklore being studied, the teacher can remove

-the most frightening obstacle of allnot having ahything to say.
Students' fvho are involved with the differences between two ver-
sions of a ghost story may even forget that they are writing an
English paper. The teacher's job, is to helpthem discuss the ghost
stories twithout remindirify them that they.are, in fact, writing an
English paper.

4
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Learning to Del Research /)
The collections and analysis that the claim haspine lead naturally,
toward research projects. I prefer to begin 4ith a group project
.that will serve as a model,. Students ats asked to collect material
on a specific subject selected from 'the earlier collection sessions.
The class members bring in examples, both perso;ial and collected
from others, giving as much information about context as possible.
Once the examples are accumulated they can be sorted according
tocalegories suggested 'by the material. When the examples are
classified, each student writes a summary of the process and con-
clusions about what has been gathered;

This research model, of collection, classification, and interm ta-
don is then used-for individual Projects. Usually these projects
involve an area. well known t job,the studentob,hobby, or family.
Because students are working with their own materials and with'
a familiar model, they are less intimidated by the .idea of, do4ig
research.

If my comments about the writing,assignments imply a straight-
forward sequence, I am overstating my case. Eadh class creates its
own order. In a given semester a strident may do one individual
project or several, ten analytical papers or none. It doesn't matter
what kinds of writing the students do. What matters is that they
do write and that they write something that is important to them.

At the end of a semester it is always hard to tell what has been
accomplished. Sorge of the important facets of the folklore ap-
proach 'defy measurement. I hope that the students' know more
about themselves rodr,their fellosw human beings as a result of their
work. I hope that the experiences of operating.from a position of
strength and participating as'a valuable member of a group leave
improved their images of themselves. But, except for my own
bia'Sed observations; I have no way to determine whether such,.
hopes are realistic. What can be demogatated, however, seeing to
justify the approach. If the class has been successful, the students
should write more confidehdy 'and more effectively, than they did 4,

at the beginning. They should have an elementary laiowledge
folklore, rhetoric, and researcl). Whether they-go on to other classes
or leave schoql for a job, they should be better prepared for what,
they will face. a,

Thee folklore apprdach is not a Cure-all. Italy not be the best'
way to work with an English class made up of the new students,
but it is.the best way I have found §o far. And,if we believe that
every studebt deseives the b net of a liberal education, we have
to start somewhere.

OP*
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8. Composition and
Moral Education

John Scatty
Ferris.State College

r.

John Scally's essay meets head-on the problem of relating com
pbsition to technical-vocational educatio'n How, for example, can
composition become integral part of a mechanic's training?
Scaly finds the answer to this question by looking to Lawrence
Kohlberg's work in moral education. Sally suggests that writing
can be a stimul6- to mortirelevelopment; and, if this is the case,
then teaching writing not only helps students master a useful shit
but also .contributes to the moral maturity of people about to

,enter profession's and vocations that carry with them a high degree
of Floral respotpility. Acaily points out that activities designed
to stimulate moral development resemble the methods writing
teachers use to develop students' writing skins.

.

4

My interest in the relationship betweeh the teaching oleomposi-
Lion and moral education grew from attemptsato justify the useful-
ness of what I was teaching in freshman composition courses. The

,,cold eye that I halm learned to cast on the world around me ap- .

pains With suspicion those who purport to teach "values" and/
courses in "ethics." 1 still maintain that very little moral growth
results from 1 aking a course in ethics that is taught like a course in
biology or algebralor composition. put that same cynicism.created
a moral vacuum in my own classniomsa vacuum forst44n is soon
to enter professions, laden with Moral responsibilities. .

My students are typical oil those in most community colleges
and ur- year institutions vv; h technical-vocitional programs: fu-/
ture welders, secretaries, cosmetologists, food service technologists,

s, tool acid die makers, mechanics; and body and
In the world of work, these students will never

e's mini, and rarely will their writing assert.
an 'pinion (ft ;defirpe a value system. Rather, they are going to be

Moho' icians Whose writingtasksif they have, any at allwill be toy...
69
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assemble facts and data into some readable, organized form. For
years I assumed that if I could teach them how to do that, the
composition class had fulfilled its service and writing could be de-
fended as a skill that is useful for success in the real world. Lately,
however, the nature of the society in which my students will
work, the nature of the work they will do, and the kind of training ,

they, get before going to work have combined to make me see that
,I must give them something more than jutt another "useful" tool.

(

Arriuing at Fresh Insights`

A technical-vocatuaial curriculum is traditionally concerned with
creating marketable skills. It pays little if any attention to devel-
oping the moral maturity of those who wield those skills. I have a
special admiration for good mechanics., A good mechanic has a
close, Ialmost intimate relationship with ailing inachinery, brotight
in for diagnosis and repair. If a mechanic manipulates .nuts' and
bolts merely tk receive a paycheck, his or her skills ,wiJI never
reach the level of craft; for a craftsworker is morally involved with
his or her work, if only to the extent of doing a good job for the

ftdollars earned. .L. ..,

. My class schedules' have allowed me to teact many students in
automotive and heavy equipment programs. Clever analogies be-
tween working on an engine a d, writing a paragraph bgeame my.
special kingdom of relevance. hen, in 1975, the state of Michigan
passed a series of laws tq p tect .cOnsumers from unscrupulous
garage owners Who performed unnecessary or shoddy repairs. The
state government was trying to legislate ethics by imposing a code.
of behavior on a trade that in thousands of documented cases had
indeed shown evidence of corruption.. -

The furor the Michigan legislation caused among the state's gar-
age owners and mechariics reminded me of Clarks warning (in
Educating_ the Expert Society) that the educational system was
bent on producing a narroSof "'technical barbat.ians." And I was a
contributor. I evaluated themes in terms of the strictly objective
criteria of stpucturei syntax, spelling, and usage. I never stultified
or in fluended the devolopmont of personal, value systems and ideas.
To the contrary, I maintained a gracious tolerance for all sorts of
opinoris and ideas ("as long as you can back them up with facts").
After all,. practical, useful, writing demands objectivity; discussions
of abstractions or assertions of unsupported opinion lead to "mere

0
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rhetoric," a Skill irreleiant to the concerns and needs of my stu-
dents. 'My most useful writing exercise iu,bveited the freshman la-
ment can'rthink of anything to say." But, I explained, 'writing
,is like building a chair: you simply glue and nail thepieces together
and pretty soon you have a chair. Here are the pieces. And I would
pass out sheets full of the "facts" and ask the class to assemble
them, applying, principles of unity, order, and transition to create
a functional product. - ,

Teaching people to manipulate facts and data to produce writ-
ing that eliminates personal involvement actively encourages the
degradation of craftsmanship. There are allffiese fadts lying around
like random, pistons, valves, and .sparkplu spread on the garage
Apr. Put them together and the machine will function. I was rein-
forcing the "scientific" notion of a value-free, mechanistic, indif-
ferent universe, to people whom I would rely on to take a moral
interest in fixing my automobile. Booth (1961) makes a pertinent
observation: "When huiron actions are formed to make an art
work, the form that is ma& can never be divorced from thehuman
meanings, including the moral judgments, that are implicit when-
ever human beings act." In teaching literature we are compelled to
talk 'about values and the quality of human actions. Why don't we
do it in the composition class?

Teaching -writingby means of the strategies we, choose, the
.comme-pts we write, and the attitudes we assumeinevitably en-

s tangles us in_rn oral questions. Nothing else in a student's educed&
bears more directly on the development of a:mature moral outlook
than does learning about ilinguage and how,ito use it. Theway a
person uses languageparticularly >the interplay of form and lean-
ing that is characteristic of written language- adumbrates that per-
son's Moral standards. If we.can ferret out the moral perspective
of a writer by looking at what he or she writes, then the possibility
exists that we can stimulatemoral growth through the teaching of
writing.

4

New Possibilities for Rhetoric .
The mst of this essay explores a peripective on w riting and moral
growth that offers English teachers some justifications for their
profession iand opens up new possibilities for teaching rhetoric.
English departments seem convinced that survival means i parasiti-
cal attachment to the thriving, healthier bodies of the practical
disciplines, so courses such as "Pomp. for Mechanics,'" "Poetry for
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Policemen," "Spelling for Secretaries" flourish. (One chairperson
smirked, "It's still the same thing; we-just changed the labels.").
dhniarin (1976) remarks that ". .. even if writing were more use-
ful than it is, utility of this sort seems an odd justification for a
frethrnfin English course." Why bother to teach writing to people
who likely will never have to write anything and who can legiti-
mately assert unassailable truths like "English won't help me
bump out a fender"? Justifying writing in terms of utility is at
best self- defeating and at worst hypocritical a insidious.

Recent research on the procets of moral edtration has important
implications for the teaching of composition. In fact, the work of
Lawrence Kohlberg, based on some fifteen years of research, pro-
vides_a model for a composition curriculum designed to stimulate
moral growth while developing the writingskills of our styderits.
English teachers have maintained for years that writing and read-
ing patently help develop the whole man or woman, but no one
has offered objective empirical evidence to support this claim.
Kohlberg's research does it for us. My essay is intended as a door-
openerit gives only a sketchy summary of Kohlberg's ideas while
emphasizing the importance of his work in justifying and validat-
ing what goes on in a composition class.

kbhlberg's Six Stages

Kohlberg (1971) specifies six stages in moral development accord-
ing to the bases on which moral decisions are made. Stages seems
to me an ill-chosen term because the process of growth is more
like movement along a continuum, with each higher level Incor-
porating the lower-levels and being dependent on them. No matter
how they are defined, the order of these stages is always the same:
"The sequence represents ,a universal inner logical order of moral
concepts, not a universal order found in the educational practices
of all cultures or an order wired into 4ie nervous system" (Kohl-
berg; 1971, p. 48). The sequence and stages of moral development
(adapted from Kohlberg, 1976, pp. 34-35) are described in the
following paragraphs.

Level I. Preconuentionot

Moral decisions grow from cultural rules of good and bad be-
havior. (The dominant forces are avoiding punishments and'
seeking' rewards (usually physical and hedonistic). This level
has two stages:. ,

. .
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Stage 1Heteronomous Morality

73

One avoids breaking rules backed by punishment and is obedt-
ent only for the sake of obedience itself. There is no respect
for any undetlyingmoral order.

Stage 2Individualism, Instrum!ntal Purpose, and Exchange

instrumental relativiit orientation sees right action as
that which satisfies personal needs and. sometimes the needs,'
of others. A pragmatic view of human relationships lqiQs to a
"you scratch my back, I'll scratch yours" attitude: s right
action is one that is fair, an equal exchange, a deal, an agree-

ment. *
ment.

Level II. Conventional

This level is charaCterizecl by unswerving loyalty to family,
.group, or nation and devotion to an existing social order.
This level has two stages:

Stage 3Mutual Interpersonal Eipectations, Relationships,
and Inteiprsonal Conformity

The "gooX6oy-nice girl" orientation results in behavior de-
.

signed to please or help others and receive approval. Thisclevel
is characterized by conformity to stereotyped images of
"normal" behavior.

Stage 4Social System and Conscience

The "law and order" orientation results in behavior governed
. by fixed rules and the maintenance of social order (doing

one's duty and respect for authority). "Laws are to be upheld
except in extreme cases where they conflict with other fixed
social duties. Right is also contribution, to society, the group,.
or institution."

Level III. Postconuentional or Principled

The individual attempts to define moral values anct principles
without relying on external authority or identifying
groups holding thesb values. This level has two st

StagE-rSocial Contract or Utility and Individral Rights

The social contract-legalistic, orientation acceptsconst tion-
ally and democratically agreed upon principles `19the in
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. , .
of impartiality and because they are the social contract." But
ultimately right action is a matter of personal values and
opinions; "some nonrelative values and rights like life and
liberty . . . must be upheld in any society and regardless of
majority opinion."

Stage 6-7-Universal Ethical Principles

The universal ethical principle orientation defines nght action
in is of self-chosen ethical principles. "When laws violate
the princiykes, one acts in accordance with the principle.
Principles are universal principles of justice: the equality of
human rights and respect for the dignity of human beings as
individual persons."

Kohlberg and his associates use a dilemma-and-probe method to
gather data o,n their subjects. The dilemma is posed as a concrete
though hypothetical situation demanding moral judgment. For
example, does a man have a right to steal food or a drug to save his
wife's life if he has exhausted every other legal means of obtaining
it? Responses to such questions are analyzed in terms of the moral
categories on which the judgment is based. Probe questions and dis-
cussion with others, some of whom may be at a higher moraldevel,
stimulate and open up the individual's potential for movement to
the next level On theideveloilment scale. People in a classroom will
Se on many different levels, so the interaction among the students
themselves provides stimulus for growth: "moral stages represenT
the interaction between the child's structuring tendencies and the\ structural features of the environment" (Kohlberg,'1971, p. 42).
The stimulus to change stages grows from conflict, and the ciass-
room can provide the conflict. Essays, stbries, poems become the
vehicles for moral dileaama, and student judgment and interaction
form the basis for moral growth. Writing is a way of communicat-
ing judgments and a means of revealing growth in moraf awareness
by interacting with the world of experierpe. -

Use of Rhetorical Mode

Compbsition has the same relationship to moral development that
D'AngSlo (1975) finds between rhetorical forms and innate con-
ceptualizing processes. D'Angelo validates the structure of what

r we teach; Kohlberg, gives us a way of determirling and evaluating
the substance, thf content, of student/writing. The rhetorical forms
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are sv bolic repro ntations of the innate conceptualizing pro-
lietse used naturally .y the individual to recognize and understand
the /World of eziperien e; in the same way, each person, regardless
of Social or cultural en ironment, move's through a natural process
of/moral growth that h close links to those same innate - cognitive
piocesses. The activities in a composition class can stimulate this
iiatural process of moral velopment. If a student's writing reveals
his or her dominant rnor standards, we can help those standards

ft develo and grow along wi writing proficiency. The composition
r', re ment takes on a ne purpose: we are not only teaching a

useful skill, we are conbribu "ng to the moral maturity of persons
who.are trainin for professio s vital to our society.

That is a larg claim. Is it po ;ble to read someone's writing as a
police officer ads a thumbp 'qv (Is writing an ethical thumb-
print?) But if we can adkurate 'identify a student's moral etti-
tudes through his oilier whiting, en the possibility exists that we
can develoR writing programs desi: ed to influence those attitudess
All I am doing is following hints dropped by some of odr foremost
rhetoricians. An ekample pibson, 1 66):

A moral justifitation.for the study o rhetoric liesright here. We
improve ourselves by improving the wo ds we write. )Ve make our
performances it.ss monstrous, by actin like launian beings. Just
what comprises a satisfactory hikman pe orniance is every man's
complicated decision. But, at least, by yoking at rhetoric, we
may begin to know more about who tt is e are making believe
we.are. And then, perhaps, we can do \sornet mg about it.

If we can demonstrate that writing .ippo is moral growth, the
teaching of writing needs no further justifi ation for its social,
political, and educational usefulness. The Eng 'sh teicher's work,
in or out of the classroom, then takes on an xpansive purpose
commensurate with personal and social needs in4ead of shrinking . ,

-to teaching secretaves how to spell. Writing teachers add to their ..
tools a heuristic that can promulgate craftsmanship and encourage
moral maturity. . - ; .

To justifykthe teaching of writing in terms of moral education
we must abandon the relativist,. modernist position that reduces
human action to meaningless gestures: everyone has a set of per- '
son) standards and can do whatever feels good. We cannot view
social values as irretrievably fragmented and amenable only to
some externally imposed order. The obvious question, then/ Is:
What constrn9. can provide a universal basis for our judgments and
some patterrefor the moral 'development we are encourging? Ha-

.
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manists as well as English teachers are compelled to seek 'out uni-
versal principles of unity that reduce the antagonism between
humanism and technology (or, if you ,'will, between composition
and usefulness). One 'starting point is to accept th4bremise tititt
there are universal principles of right action, appili'ble tgVnait:
.1st and technician alike. This position is supported by igoothi,
(1974) convincing arguments: ,

The philosophy of purl reason lets
thosejlotral human values that other philosophieraild religions
have beached by other routes: of tolerance, of justice or fairness,
of ("democratic" equality of vote in all matters that concern all
mein equally. Kant once remarked that the result of all his.philos-
ophizing was to establish a rational basis for the pious...bales of
his ancestors: the golden rule reappears for him as the bategorical
imperative; and it reappears in our rhetorical view as the concern
to pay as much attention to your opponent's reasons as.you ex
pect him to pay to yours..

D 'Angelo has suggested that teaching rhetoric develops the logi-
cal, cognitive powers of our students. KohlbOrgs research shows as
that, while -nurturing cognitive development, we can also stin'iulate
moral growth by attending to the substance of student writing.
And what could be of morralue and more service to the profes-
sions or to society than to encourage the deVelopmenf of morally
mature individuals?, In this way, the English teacher becomes truly
interdisciplinary and cp.n validate the form and content ofithe com-
position class with reference to 'a sophisticated body of research.
Composition becomes much more than a useful survival skill, justi-

, fied in terms of economic success: If becomes, rather, a necessary
part of every educational and training program that prepares people
to live and work in society.

Kohlberg (f971), following De wey.and Piaget, rejects the notion
of 'ethicial relativity. His research establishes that people in every
society he has studied share the same methods of thinking about
moral issues and the same pattern of 'moral development,,,This is a
"natural" deyelopment of 'the capacity for moral judgment that
occurs every individual. Itither thaji imposing sante external

-code of behavior or set of moral rules or "bag of virtues," the gdal
. of um education is to stimulate the natural -development already

..occu rig in the individual. The teacher does riot become a moralist
or a dogmatist. All the teacher need-do is provide the opportunity,
appropriate materials, and a suitable environment to stimulate the
,growth -in moral maturity already natural to the yeople in the .

"t
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classroom. "Thi:Ittractiveness of defining the goal of moral educa-
tion as the stimulation of development rather than as the teaching
of fixed rules stems froi thelact that it involves aiding the child
to take the next sstep in adirection towards which he is already
tending, rather than imposing an alien pattern upon him" (Kohl-
berg, 1971, p..71). What better_place to stimulate moral growth
than in a setting devoted to the iorganizatiOn and development of
ideas through writing?

-One idea. occurs again and again in discussions of moral educa-
tion and Moral deielopirient. Kohlberg particularly emphasizes
that 'the individual's moral growth comes about through Moral'

. conflict and "the precondition for a moraLkonfligt is man's capa-
city for roletaking" fp. 51). The ability to see others as like our- .
selves is, a necessary condition for moral development (a simple
example is the difference between an objective examination of
capital punishment and something written from the viewpoint of
the man or wprrian On death- row). Teaching a student how to..
Change Voice or create a persona thus servs a pl*Fpose far beyond
that of manipulating or entertaining a giveffaudience. "Essentially

V each of Our stages defines (or is defined by) a new cognitive-
/ structural mode of role-taking in conflict situations!' (Kohlberg,

.p. 31). The consciou§ manipulation of the mask or persona in a
piece of 'writifig is, then, part of developing -moral maturity in
deepening empathy for others, anki cohtnbutingto an understand-
mg of the universal moral. principles of justice: "the only 'true'
(stage 6) moral principle is justice" (Kohlberg, pp. 6243). The
impottante of play-acting and roleplaying in teaching writing is a
commonplace to the English teacher (one examploarnong ;pally is
Dixon's Growth through English); but encouraging language play
becomes far more significant When it is seen as an important cob*

. dition for the natural process Of moral giowd*
Each of Kohlberg's stages, as he -repeatedly;isserts, represents

increased differentiation and' 'integration. What we try to do in
teaching writing also involves d,ifferentiation and integration. Put
simply. -we try to get students to see details and specifics, to-dif-
ferentiate one_ niece of experience from another, then we ask them
to integrate these specifics into a whole. It is possible, bythe way,
to.ispeculate that if, as D'AngefO -suggests, the al 4ietorical
modes are rooted m innate cognitive *structures, th n the stage of
moral development linke4 to these same innate 5tru tures logically
manifests aelf in a specific rhetorical mode: St es 1 and 2 (pre-
conventional.) orrespfind to the descriptive mode. seeing the world

'.
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. - .
from the per;pectiveof the.self. Stages 2 and 3 (conventional)
introduce elenients of cause and effect and comparison: the self is
seen in:relation to other people and to a system of law and order.
Stages 5 and 6 (postconventional) employ analysis nd perhaps
argumentthe ability to reach personal conclusions and rise to a
sense '9.f universal principles. As the procejes of differentiation
and integr*ion become more soilhisticap/d, metaphorshould be-_

come more-prevalent in a person's writing. ,

This has been a rather hasty tour through a complex landscape,
but I think it shows some reasons for my belief that English teach-
ers can both prdvide a "useful" service and carry on a 1411111tion of
humanistic education. I'have seen composition linked to capitalism,
Marxism, Buddhism, existentialism, and v7pationalismwith-much
less basis ttian I see for linking it to the natural human tendency
("scientifically" validated) to accept art on universal moral

.e principles ofilustice. . .
_
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9 Marshall McLuhan and
the Humanistic Justification
for Teaching English

Thomas C. Gorzycki
San Jacinto College

-a,
This essayi like thei one by James Kinney, concentrates on the
dehumanization of the teaching of Erkglisb. Gorzycki shares Kin-
ney's belief that current popular scientific thinking has had ah
unnecessarily halrmful effect in shaping the degply'internalized.

Tildes and attitudes we live by. The following' essay calls for En-
teachers to consider iricLuhan's Gutenberg Galaxy as a basis

for recovering the humanistic justification for their Orofession.

.

Students
owh o say they can .see ne.celationship

.

between studying
, English aad their own interests or needs are amittar to most En-
'glish teach &.k A high school Atglieht once asked me how studying
Chaucer could help him rive 'a. truck, and one of my college-level
nursing students evaluate iy !lass by waiting, "Me taught me a

it lbt about, how to write rh oricibut I don't s how thatcan help 's,
the iti my chosen field, .nursing." Both CQMM nts were lacking in
sophistitation, but each was wotth more Const eration than I gave

. them at the time.. '. - . / .
.:

English teachers have4eadditionalli: given FIN° ailswers to such
studehts, Mit, English has,Yeen delingd as oneof the humanities.

'Future truck dnvert and, other peopre study Chaucer, history, phi-
osophy, and the other humanities because their experience of
what other human beirigs have written, done, and junderst'ood as i
their purpose 'or meaning helps them understand what it means to

_. be a. humambeing. It "hrigadens".em. The second traditional jus-
tification

..).
for English e that it Oyes students, a criticallyoneided-1

skillthe ability to conuyiiiiiiratetideas clearly, on paper. -
'he comments of my uxisOphisiticated stVents were worth more

consideration than J., first believed VivatAthey wereuniritelation-
- ally attuned to a general change In eRnsciousriesseicli might

r
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eventually aupplibit these two traditional justi do 's for teach=
ing English. At thepurely practical level, ino s comntunit-
cation have come to realize that ever since th r s ye advances
in communication through electronic media, ....g effectively
simply is not the essential skill it once was. Most people can handle
their jobs and-personal lives without. the ability o write effectively.,
But a cha,nge in consciousness whtch alters the urnanistic justih;
cation. for. teaa obably ,much more significant to -

our profession than an "77 him of messential
Scie'htists suchias Conant 1962) and Blidgman (1959) may well

have been the precursors of a change in ale general consciousness
that would have Ixactly that effect. Both conclude 'from their re-.

1, , search that human beings have no sensory or mental apparatus-
. that can approach an understanding of the essential-nature of the

unixerse. We can never 'scape out human reference, point well.
enough to know whether our senses report an objective reality, /
and Ike have found contradictions in our scientific assumptions
which make them all appear to' be absurd. Bridgman concludes

t that human beings 'Shut up." As 1 understandit,.this
-, eliminates,. the huManis justification for teaching English, as well

es all other human endeavor. Since 'Bridgman concludes that's a
human being he can neier ultimately know -anything except, his

, own consciousness, his decision Co shut up would nullify the goals
of any writert artist, historian, or philosopher: If accepted, his Iogi

r. cal extension of egoceericity leaves no room for anyone who ven-
tures Co represent or interpret human expenince. .

An End of Linear Conscibusness

Marshall NIcLuharfs'"piObliks" into cultural change-have given us
the tools to see that,such solipsitm is the probable consequence or
the logical end of a linear consciousness. Most neople think of

u fv.icLuhan as a media expert or popular sociologist. But perhaps hi§
mostost credible writing is the groundwork he attempts to build ie

the Gutinberg-Galeify (1962) for his later prophesies of cultural
change. Galaxy explains how our perception of ourselves and, our
world changes as our technology changes, so at is a particidirlygood

- source to rook at when we think about how twentieth-century
. scientists have infliienced 'the way English eachers look at them-

ielves and the world.
'NicLuhan makes ,the fundamental assumption that we do tiave

the apilitytci experince objective reality ith our senses. In an
ideal state, each senle organ assists the otoh s to give an accurate

..,
tv
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+ account of what actually exists. He refers to the best functioning ,,

Of the senses as a balanced "sense ratio." The. combined result of . .

all five senses working together is, greater than the total of all the ,

individual coittributiOns.considered separately beicause we have the
. power to "translate each of our senses into one another" (4.4cLuban,

1962, p. 5). This endless translation is an essential cross- reference
which enables the brain to vey experience from its different
sources. . . . ' - .

r .
Unfortunately, we do not exist in an ideal state that permits a

balanced Dsense ratio." McLuhan analyzes our predicament by
using Hall's theory (1859) that each technological advance is actu-
ally en extension of our bodies. For example, weapons are exten

s sions of our fists and teetWand clothing is an extension of body
temperature controls. In spite of the obvious benefits of these ex-

-; tencions,,tiey create a far less obvious set of problems for hu7nan ,
.. peiceptiori.VcLuhan explains that "the. pnce we pay fob- special

. technological' tools, whether the wheel or the alphabet or radio,is .' ,
that these massive extensions of sense constitute closed systems.
Oui.private,senses are not closed systems but are endlessly trans-

, fated into each tither in that experience we call consciousness.
... Our extended *senses, tools, technologies, through the ages, have

been closed systems incapable of interplay or collective aware-
-ress5(McLuhan, 1962, p. 5). The effect of shutting off the cross-

) referencirig Or translating'ability of our senses is blindness. Without
the interchange among our extended senses, we perceive a distor"
Lion of reality.pcLphan believes that the twentieth- century mind
ii particularly 'blinded by an unbalanced sense ratio caused by, its

. extensions. He says that "our extended faculties and sensestow
constitute e/ single field of experience which demands t t they
beconie collectively conscious" (NIcLuhari,, p. 5). The b ndness ..,.
-*hich111cLuhan describes is a linear coiousness *hose probable
consequence or logical end is the solipsism of Conant and Bridgman.

. A .1 .
. , -,

Oral to Literate Tradition tt
-......

' .
.

-,...
, .

,

"Irt, jitf Gutenberg Galax Sktuhan tnes to slio*.ilow tlie iiiove
from stn oraltritditieh to a literate tradition vas a move from one .
kind. of. blinilnessi,to nother. with a transition period of tremen-
dous insight and understancjing:tht callife Renaissance. The
PegeReion of eral humps was so minated,by sound that thly,,v,p0,
could not experiences the'constant interplay orsenses that Mclithan , ,_

.... .considers normal., Today, on t other hand, we cannot experience, ,.,,...
. this interplay because our experie of ouiselvesind. out world

I 1
. . s( 1

. .
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has been do ated by sight ever since the invention Qf the -alpha
bet and hanical printing. During the transition, sight and hear-
ing re ed an equiliikium Which enabled the explosion of ipsights
elu g the Renaissaiice.

.

he move: from the oral tradition to a !aerate one produced a
big change' the fay hUmans perceived theInselves in relationship
tb, their woad. McLuhan quotes J. C. Carothers' article "Cui ure,
Psychiatry, and, he Written Word" from a195 sae Of Psyc tatry
to describe t)ie most significant characteri c "of the p terate;
oral hutnan. A modern preliterate Afric "comes to regard him-
self as a rather insignificant part of much larger organismthe
family an tlite clanand not as independent, self-reliant unit;
personal initiktiveind ambitio are permitted little outlet; and a
meaningfulintegratimPof perience on individual,fpersonal
lines is achieved" (Mcpu 962, p. 18). The absorption of the
oral human't ego into a ger organism is not a complete anni-
hiration of the self o ,n-s Carothers believes that a world domi-
nated by,sound a much more dynamic, spontaneous world, and/ is such it is loaded with direct, personal, significance for the
hearer .. McLuhan, 0..18). ; .

Literate humans reverse this attitudet toward the self in relation-
ship to t e worki. When we developed,a written language, we also

. , ac the,:at;ility to freeze our sensory experiences into a static
. This static representation of our experiences gave us the

r: . ility,49. look at- them more "objectively," But such representa-
tions were %Iso far less dynamic and personal than the_direct sense
impressions which totally absorbed pur distant ancestors in the
pfesentOnstant. When we le Co freeze a perception or an ex-
penencodi written languat_ tum,to h at leisure, we acquired

.. .the abikty to separate o rselves froth direct experience in a way
. that was 'hoe possible ~before. Rather than being absorbed in the -
°dynamic immediacy of experience, we became a detached observer

a of it. Iri the words of Alexis de TOcqueville, literate man "shuts
himself tighpy up within timselL and lisists upon judging the
world from there" (McLuhan, p, 7), j'he logical end of this inward
movergent is complete solipsism.

t. .. . , .
, .

Uncertainty of Objective Reality , 0

. , .
1-untikrstand Mcluhan's model df how human btngs perceive the

. 'self allirelation ka the world to be a continuum. M one 'end are
- . ,. preliterate humans. so confident of the existence of an outer real-e

.., - ity that they lOse- themselves in it! 4,- the other end is the llkical
_

* .
,

,.... - -
.
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e'xIension of Iitprate humans,'' so unsure, of anything outside the
.... existence...qt....their Own consciousness that they become egocen-

tric -- eventually 'oven 'solipsistic. McLuhan believes that humans
'suffer from different kinds of blindness at either end of the con-
tinuum. ' .

However Mc Lubin evaluates his continuum,' English teachers
- .

must finc-ra place for themselves somewhere along it before they
can come to a philoiophical basis for their teaching. Walker Gibson
builds his philosophy from the linear -consciousness of_timentieth.-
century scientists such as Cotant and Bridgman. Rather than
&csgpting the bleak consequerNS, Or having to "dila \wk.') he
pushes beyond their conclusion _to ask what kind ofvresponse, is
possible to their findings. The Limits of Language (1962) is a col-

. lection of essayt which cibson selected because they "present a
' partictilkr sAt of qualities and diffictilities in modern expression."

Conant's essay in that book, entitled "The Changing Scientific
&brie, 19080-1950," must have greatly influenced Gibson because
he .refers to .it extensively. in his Ownsessay: "Play'and the Teaching
of Writing" (1971): Conant says that scientists in the eighteenth
and nineteenth ,Centuries inisunderstood the relationship of the.

. individual consciousness to nature at a fundamesiks1 level. Hs be-r lieves that a -faulty metaphor reflects that misunderstanding. In
. conapt's words, ,"_Those who they were investigating the

structure of the universe imaged themsehies as the equivalent
of early explorers and map- ers" {Gibson, 1962, p. 24). But
Conant believes that dev. elopments in modern physicshave forced"'
scientists.to see .th'e absurdity of this'metaphor. More specifically,
the results.of many experiments demand that physicists accept the
idea that, although corpusctfiar and wave theories of light should
be mutually eXclusive, light is,' nevertheless, both corpuktdir and

..., wave. , - .

. Conant explains the problem this logical contradiction creates ,
4 , for the ;nap - making metaphor thus: "It almost seems as though

iwhither the coldred area seen from a distance were r cks or treg,,
he- modem physicist were like` an explorer ;Atha, un ertain as to

.found on looking they well! bath!" (Gibson, 1962, p. 7). Such ex=
plorers must conclude that something has gone terribly wropg with
their sensory apkiaratus or that they have stumbled into territory so
foreign that they can never hope tq understand ,it, much14firrnap
it. Alexis de Tocqueville's lineal. man, mentioned previqusly,74Shuts
hiMself tightly up withm.hirriself and .insists on judgin4 the wprkl,
from there."...Conarit carries his 4inearity much further. Hi shuts'

0 .
.
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-

himself at tightly within himself and sag's that if an objective real-
ity Oes exist,..man has no s iory or mental equipment that can
m sure it. Cgagit agrees w h Bridgman that contemporary'scien-
tists who accept this view o human limitation can only `rthut,up."

Education and Self-Creation

accents t hunians can never know whether their
senses report an objee,tive reality. Speaking to English.teachers or
°Aber caretul,reattai, Gibson (1971) says "everythifig we criticize
an the names of 'precision,' exactness,' and other such virtues, we
di) in rerponse to an image of the writer as an explorer and map-,
per of a universe spread out before him for examination" (p. 281).
Then he rejects the applicability of the map-making metaphor be-
atise he cones to believe, as Conant did, that the universe id not

jpread out before us for examination. On the contrary, final
iknowledge about itl,objective reality is cdmpletely beyond our
ability. )

.1n his attempt to push beydndthe restraints suggested by
C, oirant and Bridgman, Gibson replaces the map-maker with"a

.

metaphor more appropriate to his philosophy. He believes the rela-,
irtronship of the self to the world- is better described in terms of a

potter before a lump of clay, Naterial in an English class should be
taught and judged from the lief that humans create rather than
discover their world. This ads Gibson to attribute an imporfapce
to the lf which The tenberg Galaxy describes as the logicg--1

/ end of th 'linear consciousness. The purpose of education becolVes
selcreation: andMosn'T[§7YriiigieltrialOriet nre'rrla in

/ functions ofAn ish teachers is to offer opportunity for the stu-
dent "to t a version of himself and his possibilities without
committing himself permanently" (p. 285). -

.

Although Conant bets that future cultures will adopt a much
more relativistic attitude toward science, he does sag that other
scientists might be correct in taheir guess that "the idea of science
as an inqinry into the structur8Sof the universe [nay once again be-
come firmly established in peopre.'s minds" (Gibson, 1962, p. 28).
Some Englis teachers never -adapted their !tilos°. phy to the scien-
tific attitud s, represented in Conant's article, _Kit they frequently.
express disc mfort at being outside the mainstream. of current

activity. Aar example,. in 1969 Benjamin EteMott pub-
, lished Supergrow. a collection of his own essays contacting: a
.

. speech -he had delivered at Nnvention of the Modern Language
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Association, entitled "Reading, Writing, Reality, and. Unreality."
It presented his own philosophical justification for teaching college
English) as a divergence from what he.undeistAncLito be.the general

'philosophy\ of the profession. Although Dellislott Abotiotaghly con-
demns Marthall McLuhan in oneot his essays, this speech's use of
metaphors_ ofdiscovery to describe the individual mina's relation
to the universe aligns much more closely to McLuhan's philoiophy
thaii' to Conant's and Bridgman's. DeMott (1969) says th t the
function of, English in the c lu "is to provide an area in
which the separate man, th single o, can strive at once to know
the world through art, t now wh if anything he uniquely is
and what some brothers uniquely/are" 143).

t . G-

Etitcation and External Realty

DeMott's statement contains' several ndarnental%assumptions
whkh are evident throtighout his. beok. One 'assumption is thqt
art does not exist for (ts own sake, but rather to teach people
about an external reality. This also" assumes that individual ego
cari.know of existences beyond the self. In fact, one of the essay's
major justifications for teaching English is that once one makes
these two assuinptions, the old hums is tradition for teaching
English remains valid. DeMott (1969 ys that English teacher's
and theirietudents are elevated by "the extraordinary experience
of raptness, selfless joy, [and) trancedinvolvemen in the move-
ment of a poem or ',tory% ... They are momenta!: j'prelleged to.
care for something beyond thernselves, they se king to actual-

.. ize (I apologize for the cvit worn) the range of h anness which
flow4 from the Capacity of men to investigate th own delights
and to, arrive at the mode 'cif consciousness that giy s birth to stan-
dards" (p. 139). , -

In his essay entitled "Exactly What One Means" DeMott con-
demns the zeal that poets have for ;`accuracy" of egpressiod, par-
ticularly when they want to emphasize their own uniqueness by
their prieision.. Gibson objects to the practice of judging student

ing oh the basis of -accuracy because he has rejected the idea
language can reflect reality, accurately. DeMott's condeinna-

ion different basis. He says (1969) that ;people who'insist
on saying 'exactly-what-the3f-mean' are insisting on their sown
human importance, claiming a uniqtieness of being, asserting their
pride"fp. 133)., In McLuhan's terms, these highly literate persons
have Moved far toward the logical end of linear consciousness.

1
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°

TI;e5l'hake become what DeMott (1969) calls "songbirds preoCcu- ,

pied with the one right word who lose touch with the NotNe,
with the world at/large, a place never more exciting than now
never richer. fOr seeinglearning, wondering" (p. 130).

I- Conant's bet is that in the future scientific minds will move even
closer' toward relativism. and will concentrate upon the mind's
ability to create rather than discover. In light of twentieth-century
scientific evidenceohe says that those who believe that what their
senses report has some relationship to an objective reality must
bear the heavy burden of proof. Clearly, that kind of proof is
not' available. In its absence, however, I believe English teachers., .
will be much better off accepting McLuhan's explanation of howv`

solipsism came to be so widely accepted,
If, as' McLtitia4 suggests, solipsism .results OM a Wm ess in-

herent in the extremes of print orientation, "retribalized" cul-
1 Lure moved back toward the middle of McLuh 's continuume-

electro media will eliminate that blihdne Conant- wi,l1 have
'lost beti people will again feel conifortab evi a belief in an

external reility. and English. teachers can rediscover an older, hu-
manistic justification for their profession. Dkott scorns McLuhan
for predicting easy solutions-for. co lex twentieth-century prob-

. lems. But even in his scorn, he retains his emphasis on the "not:
'me." As far as I anf concerned, the great daiter of twentieth-
'century sub psism is that it will produce English teachers who, like

, Hamlet, are, paralyzed by an endless and unproductive introspec7
tion. Whether we choose to simply ignore the objections to the II

belief in an external reality, as DeMott doh, o, look for reasons
to believe in it, & McLuhan does, is much less important than
accepting its existence and getting on with the ancient business
of offering English as part of a hpmanistic education.
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10 Evidence for a Conceptual_
,

Theory of Rhetoric
-s

David E. Jones
Los Angeles Valley College

7.

T is essay might bistjte considered a new apology for teaching
rmal patterns of expolitiott. Although most English departments

mplicitly require that Such patterns be taught and most essay
examinations througliout the -colleges .are structured on Ahem,
students ftequently resist a formal study of 'what appear to be
mechanical, static molds into which they must press their animate
thoughts and feelings. Evidence from the work of Piaget, and cog-
nitive psycholoolts indicates, however,.that the formal patterns
of expositioQ are symbolicconstrikts of human beings' natural
and uriiversally developeodes of understanding and ordering
expekence. Aware of this, students and teachers alike can study
composition as an organihumillistic,activitynot a mechanical
one. And it is hoped that this paper exemplifies the constructive
use of science, not scientism, in the humanities. (A slightly differ -

Ant version of this article appeared in College[Composttion and
Communtc 'on, Dec.1977 , 28, 333-337.)

r .(

t

In, A Conceptual -Theory of Rhetoric, Frank D'Angelo maintains
that.the rhetorical categories of definition, partition, cla0ification,
enumeration, exemplificatioh, cause' and effect, and cainpariSon
and contrast are "dynamic organdational processes, symbolic 1

manifestations of. undetlying mental processe , and not inerel5C-
conventionk, staratternt" (), 57). Thi's th ry is a timely one-

--.... , in my experienc , well-rec ived. But for its value, it does, as
he sayls, raise pore qu stions than it ans ers. Thus, D'Angelo
concludes by stating the need for basic research 'focused on a .
suggested list of twenty-one points, the first of which is.:the study
of the tefics of 44/ention and their relationship to underlying
logical thought.,procelses" (p.).§3). L.

.

What is still needed, to paraphrase Jciyce,is that -441 scholar
Wei. with an ll insomnia who can fulTycorrelate this th4ory of rhet-

oric to studies in biology, cognitivelpsychology, psychoneurology,
. .- .
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and plychiligguistics on the nature of thought processes. Il'Angelo
has offered a firm theory, but until *gkch research and synthesis
are provided, those teachers of comftaition who might imagine
themselves as one of Ronald Berman's 'intellectual ingertebrates"
may find support in the knowledge that there is considerable

/evidence behind D-tAngelo's theory.
My purpose,..th en, is not to relate the psychological and rhetori-

cal structures as he asks (a task ciarly beyond, the scope of this
essay), but to show that support from. numerous studies does
indeed exist, demonstrating the essential continuity of develop-

, ment from basic_ biological and mental processesto the formation
of formal rhetoncal structures. The actual evidence, in the form of
countless specific observetioni and experiments, is detailed in the
primary sources to which I refer. For the skeptical and he curious,
the observations themselves can readily be checked; for busy in-
structors of composition, the conclusions and summaries provided

here should be of help.
To me, the primary value of knowing there is support for the

conceptual theory is that in teaching the formal patterns of ex-
position one need not apologizefor forcing what often appear
to be static, mechanical modes of organization upon the minds
of students simply because convention and the essay examina-
tion require them, or even' .because they have been 'shown to be
effective. Instead, the instructo can now have some increased
measure of confidence that teaching the form and use of these
patterns is education in the basic sense of the word drawing out
andu,p to higher levels of consciousness the, most fundamental,
universal, modes of organization which constitute human intellec.
tual activity,.

The Work of Jean Piaget 4

Evidence from the work of Piaget and his collaborators .tan be
found in many' sources covering thousands of observations over
the past forty years. Before relating their work 'to D'Angelo's,
however, it is necessary to discuss some differences in, terminology
that otherwise could prove confusing. In A Conceptual Theory,
D'Angelo refers to `,,inriate prganizing principles" and "innate
structural patterns" (p. 26). This ,s eems "to 'distinguish between
pnnc,iples and structural pitterns, yet attributes innateness to
both. With this Piaget differs, but in a way that shopld not be

(4

.
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important for rhetoricians, because his is a fine epistemological
' distinction between what, is iiluate on the one hand and what is

universally anc,l, naturally acquited on *the other. In brief, for 'IP
Piaget, cognitive structures peyse are not innate; but they dot

. develop 'universally as a result Sf one's interaction with the envi-
ronment, controlled by those "inn organizing principles" that
D'Angela,assurnes. a ... .

Thus, classificatiqn and division, comparison and contrast, ent)-
meration, and so f6rth are, for Piaget, "structures" resulting (tom
higKly complex developmental processes, not innate constructs.
Nonetheless, these structures originate in basic organizational
mechanisms., common to both physiological andlsychologicd1
behavioral activities (Piaget,' 1952, p. 14). This distinction arises
from Piaget's4tinetic" or developmental epistemology and can
be understood only in yiew of the very b-asis of his system.

Piaget (1952, p. 1) begins his analysis of $he origins of MOM-
gene by 'stating ilia a continuity exists between the purely -
biological process of adaptation and formal mental processes.
These processes begin with innate reflexes, proceed through habits
and associations, sensorimotor intelligence, to verbal or cognytive
intelligence. This continuity is established by a mode of function- : -

ing; a hereditaryactkr,ify,/which he callsrinvaxiant functions," to
be distinguished from "variable structures" (Piaget, 1952, p. 4).
Because intelligence is fOr Piaget a particular instance of.biological
adaptation in general, intelligence "is essentially an organization,
and . .. its function is to structure the universe' jUst as the Wigan-
ism strusturesits immediate en*ronmerit'! (p. 4). ...

. .

. ' '64. ,
. ,

The Matter of Structure '

. . ...
..

-....
..

Organization and structure are the key terms for rhetoricians. The
process of organizing the environmtent'is'the "invariant function;
of all orgarlami: f`Variabte structures" ate 'the result of this orga-

, ..

nixing a*tiiit:14Pkaget, 1952): .

. ,
,;:;:, ..,_ -, The/wistake-has sometimes been made of redarding the ajiriori as

congisting in sthiciures existing ready-madi from the beiinning of
development, whereas if the funetional invarilinGa(thought is at. .

work in the most primitive stages, it is only little bylittle that it
impresses itself on consciousness due to the elaboration of struc-

4 .
tun* which are increasingly adapted to the (Unction .itself. This ,

a priori only appears in'the form of essentialstructuretat the end
of the evolution of conapts and\n$ at' their begiritung, (p: 3,

4. ,
italics added.} . i . .T.

. , , .
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Structures are variable because they are developed through experi-
ence. From undifferenpated global generalizations, they become
more precise as experience forces recognition of what should and
should not be inciudecUn each pacticUlar structure.

If at this point we chisregard D'Angelo's idea of innate stluctural
patterns, and emphasize his col-wept of the formal modes as being
symbolic, manifestations of innate, "dynamic organizational pro-
cesses," D'Angelo and Piaget air reconciledi %%hat remains is to
discover the. specific origin's of kite formal modes of discourse in
Piaget's invariant functions.

Invariant functions oneperations exist within the framework
of "the two most general tio ol ogic al functions: organization and
adaptation " Although both of these -funOtions are two comple-
mental", processes of a single mechanism, adaptation an itself is
defined as "an equilibrium between assimilation and accommo-
dation" tPiaget, 1952, pp. 5-7). Assimilation .is the process. of
changing the environment to the needs Qf the organism; accom-
inodation is the pr,ocess whereby the organism changes itself in
relation to theenvironment. On the biological level, for example,
food is assimilated when the organism transforms the structure trc
food by chewing, Following this, chemical transformations'occur
in digestion. At the same time, the organism changes itself to
absorb the nutrients, and the Chemistry of the body is changed

1961)..

,- The Process of Assimilation

This same, process applies to intelligence as well. And here; though
not immediatily eviclens, is the -origin of the elementary processes
of Unalysis, comparison and contrast, classification and division,
and illustration. Assimilation is itself a mode of organization:
something in the environment must be ,incorporated, embodied,
into some other specific thing in the 'organism. This presupposes,
on whatever level, an analysis, a 'recognition, a comparison, and
classification of what can and cannot be assimilated in any specific
process. Notice in Piaget's general summary that assimilation
Applies at all levels from "sensorimotor intelligence" I from birth
to about age two) to formal `:thought" (Piaget, 1952):

Intelligence is assimilation to the extent that it incorporates all
the given data of experience within its framework. Wittther it is
a queition of thought which, due to judgment, bringsthe-new
into the known and thus reduces the universe to its own [terms

%or
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or whether it is a question of sensorimotor intelligence which also
structures things perceived by bnnging them into its schemata, .
in every case intellectual adaptation involves an element of assimi-
lation, that is to say, of structuring through incorporation of
external reality into forms due to the subject's activity. (p. 6)

Piaget's terms incorporates, structures, and schematq suggest the.
. extent to which he sees the organizational function of .assimila-

r tion. How can there be an inorporation, a structuring, a building
tip of schemata, if not by analysis, recognition, comparison and,
contrast, and classificaticin? Classification,. in fact, is inherentan
the definition of a schema as "a eognitive structure which has
reference to a class of similar action sequences of necessity being
strong, bounded totalities in which the constituent behavioral
elements are tightly interrelated" (Flavell, 1963, p. 53).

The significance of this organizational process of schdfna forma-
tion for D'Angelo's theory is that the-erganizing function is innate
and the schemata begin developing in the ftrst days of life. Because.
the recognition of an object is basic to all organization, Piaget's
d,iscussibn of this topic is important.

Initially,According to Piaget, the recognition aspect of assimila-
tion is certainlyvnot conscious; but it is evidedt that from birth
the child, acting from innate reflex mechanisms (such as push-
ing, sucking, and grasping); begins f9rming basio.scliemata (what
Jerome Bruner calls "enactive modes of representation") which

. are elaborated and refined with experience. These spnsorimotor
schemata "are not yet concept, since they cannot be handled in
thought and only come into play at.the moment of their practicil
and material utilization" (Piaget, 1972, p. 25). Nonetheless, the
functional-similarity of schemata- form ation and concept-formation
is such that Piaget also states that "the concept of assimilation
froth the very first embodies in the mechanism of repetition the
essential element which distinguishes activity from passive habit:
the coordination of the new with the olZ1>rhich foretells pte
process of judgment" (p. 43, italics added);

Throufpout. Piaget's work one finds .such terms as foretells,
origins, pre-concept, and pre-relations which indicate the essential
continuity of intelligent functions from. birth through, those ma-
ture stages of behavior that indicate the use of formally defined
concepts, relational thinking, infererwe; and so on. Allowing for
his cautious use of terms, the griiiffs and contiguity of formal
thought processes are seen in his discussion of differentiation,
which requires comparison and contrast of rime sort, not initially
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of one abject to another but of the obj ct to the schema. As with
all development, the piocess is from stimulus generalization to
increasingly 'refined stimulus differentiation. Piaget (102) state
that from birth the infant begins with, among other schemata
mentioned earlier, an undifferentiated sucking schema. "according
to chance contacts -the child, from the first two weeks 9f life,
sucks his fingers, the fingers extended to him, his pillow, quilt, .

bedclothes, and so on, carsequently he assimilates these objects
to the activity or the reflex" (p. 34). During thisesarne tune, how-

, exer,."the Winning of differentiation" (p. 36) is inferred from
the infant's rejection of 4 these objects in its "search and selic-
may" of the nipple when it 19 very hungry. During periods of
satiety the blasket suffices.

, % Piaget (1952) concludes-tens observation by notilthat though
there is 110 formal recognition of an object at this.level, there is a

_practical recognitory assimilation which "constitutes the beginning
of knowledge" (p. 37). He sees the beginning of knowledge, the
beginning of psychic organization, in this reflex mechanism be-

, cause of the "fact, thasooner or later this act reveals a meaning,
and the fact that it is accompimed by directed searching" (p. 38).

Fundamental Functions

Obv4sly Ptagett does not discuss thesp functions in terms of
rhetorical principles, but it is easy to infer iflat he recognizes the
operations of analysis, comparison and contrast, and classification
xi these innate mechanisms (102):

The great psychological lesson of these beginnings of behavior- is
that the experimental trial of a reflex mechanism already
entails the most complicated accommodations, assimilations and
individual organizations. . . (and] if these behavidr patterns
transcend pure physiology only to the very slight extent .
they nevertheless,seem to us to be of essential importance to the
rest of mental development. In effect, th'e functions of accommo-
dation, of assimilation, and of organization which we have lust
descnbed qn connection with the use of a reflex mechanism will,
be found once more in thy course of subsequent stages and will
acquire Increasing importance. in a certain sense, we shall even
see that the more complicate and refined, intellectual structures
become, the more this lune-ill:mai:nucleus. will ,constitute the
essence of these very structures. (pp. 1- 4 2 )

Ck'
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As teachers of composition'm search of "underlying mental pro-
cesses," it ratters little if we consider these fundamental organiza-
tional functions the result of "practical" intelligence, what matters
is that they are natural, not conveptional--developed from birth.

Twelve years after Origins of Intelligence, Piaget comes even
closer to the concept of comparison and contrast when, in The
Early Growth of Logic in the Child (Inhelder & Piaget,.1964),
a study of over 2,000 children,,.he says that "evenaiat the sensori-
motor level there is assimilation by similarity; it derives both from
the perception of common qualities and from an elementary kind
of abstraction Atch'is intimately bound up with functional ends".
(p..283). Because this book is a study of classification and sena-.
tion, it is here5too, that we find Piaget's most pertinent st'atem6nts
ort classifi9tion, division, and enumeration (Inhelder & Piaget,
1964): d

The origins of classification and senation are tobe found in senso
rimotor schemata as a whole twhIgh include perceptual schemata .
as integral parts

,Between the ages of 6-8 and 18-24' months, w)fich is well he-
s foie the acquisition of language, we find a number of behaviour

patterns which are suggestive both of classifipp2n and' of sena.
Lion. A child may be given a familiar objept,4mmediately he
recognizes its possible uses, the object is assimilated to the ha:
bitual schemata of rocking, shaking, striking, throwing to the
ground, etc If the object is completely new to him he may apply
a number of familiar schemata in succession, as if he is trying
to understand the nature of the strange object by determining

. whether it is for rocking, or for rattling, or rubbing, etc. We have
here. sort of practical classification% (p.13)

Evidence from Other Studies

Piaget is by no means alone in studying the biological origins of
thought processes. A r examining evidence from every con-
ceivable field, Lennebarg 1967) concludes that the biological
basis of categorization is so damental that "all vertebrates are
muipped to superimpose categories of functional equivalence
upon stimulus configurations" (p. 331) and that concepts "are not
so much the product of man's cogniMon, but conceptualization is
the cognitive process itself" (p. 333). ,

Ricouti (1965) has observech'In a study of categorizing behav-
ior in preschool children, that those-who had failed to respond to

".1
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oral instructions for grouping certain objects would spontaneously
gYoup the same objects quite/-systematicplly while at play. Further
experiments with children 'aged twelve to twenfy:four months led
Iticciuti to conclude "thit these behaviors d. their associated
cognitive components represent, in some sen e, precanguage pre-
cursors of the more highly devetoped, lan age- and concept -
related categorizing blhayior of older children."

Mare recently, Nelson (1973) has studied twelve- to twenty-
four-month-old children, who not only demonstrated rule-Based
cognitive organization, but for whom 2`fi.inction'or use of objects'
Is a salient prinCiple'of categorizing behavior" (p. 28).

At the Harvard Center for Cognitive Studies, firiirier and othe;rs
*(1966) have duplicated and Modified riihny of Piaget'sexperi-
ments. From their study 'of "recognition," for example, they
maintam(that this type, of discrimination begins at birth, and thy,,
it "ik equivalent, ink the; - formal sense;to the act of categorizing'
(p. 1Q3). .T

ih psycholingutsttcs, the recent work of Brown (19'73),'Slobin
11.976), and others has established evidence from thirty, languages
showine.invanant universal' 5.haracteristics of language develop-
ment in,ittsRectio both structure and meaning.

A close stuay of these and related works 'will provide adequate
material for establishitig the, precis relationship between the
formal modes of discourse and their Underlying thought processes.
We have a bibliography. We have the insomnia. Do we have',-the

iA

ideal scholar?
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ii ow.ard , Biology
pf*lietorie-

Arnpld T. Orza
Uniiersity'of,COnnecticut at Hartford

r
Arnold 1'. Orzis essay ,shares the n04\401311 of the preceding
writer that ihfre a demonstrable cdneih ity between natural
process and reitorical or verb structure. But Orzais not con-
winced that this cohtftluity, isimaaily logiol. As its title indi
cates,,his essay suggests an alternative term to describe the nature
of the link, but makes clear that Nolokical must soonbe filled
out by terms' like morphologic# or,evokliOnary and, primarily,
metaphorical. Michael Polanyi's word poFtcritinalprobably the
`best Contemporary termaccpunti for the largrole his thought
plays in the course of the essay. In any event, the main argument
has less to do with the pronlim of terms than with the thesis that
all "tiketaphor, 'in science, literature, and all forms of ditcourfe,
functions as a source of;real power over the world of things and
thyself. '.

't

. .

All of the National .Endowment for the Humanities Fellows in e
seminar that produe4d these essays share a concern about stud t
writing, coupled with a weary but good-humored skepticism ab ut
the latest surefire "anjwer to all your problems." But- we seem,
nonetheless, to 'be stuck with a defensive' position, with trenches
and barricades being the dominant metaphors in our discussions.
This, position neede to be replaced by a renewal of confidence ist
tile teaching, of both composition and literature, and in language
itself. .

By. that last phrase, I mean simply the belief that' ords are a
form of power, useful not just to make a living but to ml#kg things
live. The very students we seek to reach may be the last to pant
us oUr conviction of the sakalled interanimation of words and
thine, but that reluctance is the proper challenge to our poweo pf
persuasion, i.e., our rhetoric. Sttidents do-not wahhold this faith
(which is what I take confidence to mean) from the languages of

4
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chemistry or physics, or,.even of sopiblo :This. m ns, for one
thing, that neither these disciplines nor .their langu ges face the
task of persuasion that we face. More important, qiis confidence
in the reality of the languaies of sciences is a measture of the gulf
between literature and science, a gulf that makes Aurrecovery all
the more urgent. . -

the politics of

J
l

.

rlierida without confront'
hmann (1976) cannot . disco veryss for ve '10 the politicsitics of

reaching English in A
..

the relation of science to English in America. Niajor sections Of his 4 .

book are therefore devoted to that issue. Foil the same reason, I'
Lannot talk for v,cry lolg in this essay about. composition without .

talking about metaphor and scierice,. even at the risk ofseeming
Velessly remote frorn the practical and ultractable problems of '
the classpoom and the corrected estay.. ; ,-

i

Language Models

The recent crisis in the teaphmg of co positi n is a crisis not inCo

bas0 but in the relation -of scientific o poetic metaphor., and the
answer 'lei mit in grammar but in p on: That is the argument of
this essaythat, arid th contention at as long as we define the

,;elvaice before, us a oice betwe n composition and lityature
(or worse, betwee enrollments an literary criticism), no resolu-
tion of our crisis c he a lasting o e. Not that it should be a funC-

(,. tio'n of introductory English co ..ses to develop lithary critics.
Rather, a student's sense of the Ossibilities of his or her ownlan-
guage is best eGoked by models derhonstAtipg what other writers

i
have made the language achibve. This may seem urdhshionable, or
even a bit silly. since it assumes c:ForItuautty between the English
of Shakespeare and the English of today's ri.ew student. -But at.
least it is democratic. it argues that alai*. Ian belongslo.all of its .

users. The alternative to this view dears with the condescension
implicit in the Oft that, while the poets may be proper foodl for
those of us trained in more-halcyon times, wehafe to begin today,

/with where the students are "at." And we all' know. they aren't..-..
at boOks. '6' . . ,

..
1-11-ave-successfulreand unsuccessfullytaught begitining students

for more-than fifteen years andhave just about given up trying to
determine Wleiv they'rea"at" when I first see them. I envy_those
who claim.they do know, but, maliciously wonder if the expertise
of the technicians who prescribe the cures for our new nonliterary
studentis not similar to the elaborate rituals of academic.critic,,ism
fur which the cures are anupposed,antidote. Both agree, if;for dif- .
...., .14 s.,;.
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Barfield does so byttaking a specific metaphoike ruin and tracing,. r
as it were, its natural history. In doing so, he shows'how the meta-.
phoi'rexpansion promotes an expanded acquisition of real*. The -
key to Barfield's thought is that he regards metaphornot as a prim-
itive stage' of thOught to be discarded for a more rigorous and.
sophisticated logical phase, but rather, as itself the more advanced
aiesophisticated phase._Theffiost provocative passages in Barfield's
Writings are those hi whicifte demonstrates liocreven supposedly
abstract scientific' terms like eabse, stimulus,-pn&F;ferenee repre- !
sent accretions of this process. Thus Barfield, like Polanyi and
Coleridge (whom they_11.oth.:acknowledge-);refuses-the-split-he=

1
f

tween abstract and concrete, logic and image, subject and object, - (
I

thought and thing (ie.,speech and nature) by founding their es-.
sential unity ,On the metaphorical power that supports them both. $

Bott the foet and the scientist ate engaged in expressing the meta- \ .
phoric (as. opposed to mechanomorRhic) emergence of organic
growth and form. This includes, for Polanyi, the emergence of.

'.. - consciousness itself. And metaphor is the-language of that account; ',-,

-the hunlan "indweller" is at once the means and the eud of the .
.

. 'process which lie articulates. "Man'," says the poet Dylan IthOmae,
.

. "be my metaphor" .
..,4 . i

'
. . b

.
i

.

Need for More Humanistic Science .
-

In. his essays-and in his massive, multivolukae Science and civilize-
tion in China, Needham har?..defined the mecganigtic separation of, .
natural pkocess And% conaciouiness that has dominated Western
science fdr three hundred years, Avoiding the error of the vitalist'
position, he has nonetheless shown that only,a comsnitment_ Wu_ _

more "organismic"" will enable science-especially chemistry 4.<

'and. biology-to render an adequate. account of the nature -and
. , ''significatice of living folins, their interrelations, and ,their 'cOnnec-

tions with human consciousness andlanguage. In his scholarly work
on China, Needham repeatedly* limns the ironic implications for
us in tile West. His argunient is that tlie Chinese have an -idea f-
the indierse as aliving net ,within which humans are inextricably ` ,t
enmeshed, not jilat as observers but as participiting organisms, an
idea that frustratedasientifit growth in China even though all the
necessary elements were present_

- In. contrast, Western technological superiOtity derives precisely
from the concept that humans are Much remote and detached. .

a
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ieritaxk here that pie call, of pur,111gI-1 seminar to the.twin'concems
of love and ibetoKic animates my search to replace Chis model.) I
hope. that at 'lea*:: fetoit other teachers:will find the relation of
nietaptior'tonature, both humanand biological, as exciting and
challenging ai.14-,-ao.' I think it has profound 4ritplications for the

eteaching of literaturinnd composition. together, which I assess in
4he last section of' this essay. Ateast it provides the intellecttial

. AtifipoK, for megting the rhetorical challenge from our new and our
old s'N'clizkts,:ih4 the gtrms of entneslign, and the (duns of thing
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words is Thinking ini.
9w, far' frthe word "ariii--"

-..0 arts and .gviiiinatfons
theirlevotafT 4opietliihg

esiroy:throld antittietis of
f ; . `Words find Things; eletatIng, as it re,.Pords ktolliings and

. < tko. (Coleridtela a letter to Godwin).
F .31

The htlniose this' sect on., is tocthink.abontAanitiage -in an
evolutionary ancl.mctratidlo
.of verbarforrnetts fittics*

.1Burnshaw, 1970; Pl. i7.0);;411;

. 7

al_clejkisgt, assess the,relation
tO(.11-The human organism

-etrOitait,4ikkririe. This view efitails
a ``natural" as opposed tp all4t .(ikColeridge's sense Of the

..

term):interdependerice 414 'FontitOtY Ikt.vvePn names and.ihings..
Langtnigeembodieethe effatt*(Mtast writers in the references cited .,
1 this article walla:calf icklie,!1,tiesirel!)-of iiatural forms to utter

er-illelVes in and. lb-Oita the ilimari- voice. Failing 'this: iliei:
would. be condemned to silence ilrid.e,ollapie: An example'ort)is

lvie.v is fo*Und in the poet itilke's powertul images trf tree brAi4hes
.11. :,;_bendinOtto- i lyie, or in the uttepnce "whit stands priritedin

roots arid long diffiCult stems." A 0

, IVigfaphot.ihus serves an teolutionary function while account -''
-" pig 'fOr the process. It- does not merely handle krmsrtas does

Yogic, Xt makes them itlartield, I.95, p. 70). In'describing -"the
entingleroent of sunjec,t and object, of psychology and natural,
history .. , of word and thing" lathe language of the sacred Vedas:.
Barfield .epfains.th,at languageantedates a ilrocess of separatidn

, .. :."Notterehy the thing is separated from its name" and paints instead
. to condition of "participation:: "livtlie measure that man par-

: ficifiatesiin his phenomena, in that measure the name is the form,.

' ' it t ' 1. 4, . , ,
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. .
and e form is the name." Or again: "The phenomenon. itself. "
only ac 'ieves reality in the moment of being, named by man, that
is when hat in nature which it represents is united with that in.man whit the- name represents:" The "that" in the prge.tding
quotation 'mains for Barfield and others.(Whyte, Needham, Sewell)
the unfolding dire of organic forms for a fully articulated con-
sciousness realized in human beings and by human beings in.their

. language. In this context, metaphor is not a ,retense of identity
which logic's principle of noncontradictiori (that A cannot be A
and not -A simultaneously) continually undermines. Rather, met- .
aphor is le medium of k-evelation and affirmation (in Polanyi,
"indwelling' and "commitment") of the unity of nature and con-
sciousness. ': 3

---- This unity is not simply o,r passively recorded, but promoted by
. ' th metaphor-making 'prelepsa ikelf._The-word,-to-use-the-langaage--

of Coleridge again, is neither "that which affirms nor that which is
.4 affiniiid," but the "living identity and copula of both." The last,

tbrii -is used by Coleridge deliberately, I think, to suggest the
sexual as well as the grimmatidal character of the model he. has
in rhi for the iraerpenetratiori of subject and object, word and

' thing' In one of the most neg,lectkl iiaragrapheof his "Pleface" to
I tyr al.aallads, Wordswoitia, too, for all his differences with Cole-

-I
.,hedge, seems Co to have detebted in the wilage of inteipen4trated

1 opposites a model for c nnectingthe "direction. of the sexual
appetite" with the ve PI fe of our ordinary conversations." Such

. ark idea oflangulage,, ho ever, runs counter to the view prevalent
in structural linguistics tha language. 14 an algebraic code, and the
1'481 explanatory in-pdel,is numerical. (Barfield calls this a sensa-
tion-pigs-enumeration model.) .-

The pr,oblems and "nonsense" attached to seeing a logical prin-
cipie as tenefative of gramillitt9cal and phonological forms would

. seem to have been pretty clearly spelled out by the mathematiciair
: wh9 wrote Alice in Wondefland-atd Through the Looking Glass.

- But tile dream persists. We may assume that 'certain features of
Fords, since they share the property of ouahtity with ,othes4F-

.

%al structures, can indeed be arithmetically transformed. (Sew
,Field of !Anse:Ise is' a speotacular analysis tif vest how far *writer
like Mallarine can take sah an assumption..) AoprojeCt of more
valid ol7ies, however,Wpuld have to keep these features integrated
within a more organic and 'creative structurse Or "field" from *filch
they drive thlir sense and which is itself reachable only through-

.

. .
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the-creation of metaphor. "That Which is.creative must create it:
self," wrote Keats, and hisaradox applies here. What we are look-
ing for is what we are looking tvgththe 'sources of verbal power
are contacted and 'released in and by their metaphorical exercise.
As I hope to show later, and as I think Ed Hancock's etsay in this
volume C_Q_nfigmi, this premise leads the act of composition ines-,
caplibly and inseparably in the direction of poetry.,

Such Al attempt to bypass the divisive split into the language of
science or 'logic (veridical) and the language of poetry (emotive)
finds its counterpart in science itself. There is a continuing effort
within biology to overcome the split between mechanism and
vitalism as alternative ways of explaining the giowth and structure
of living forms, by moving to an organismic view proposed by
scientists like Whyte, Needham, Arber, and Polanyi With even its
attempt at a basic -taxonomy in disarray, biology is an appropna
discipline in which to observe the increasing demand fora more
holistic mode of discourse and explanation. Like poetic or lingilis-
tic inquiry, it must deal with forms in process, i.e., transforms-.

. tiona. This. accounts for the sense of connection between poetry
and natural history in writers like Sewell andBarfields'where-meta-

- phor is considered the language of metamorphosis itself..(Arr added
dividend for teachers of langoge and poetry is the degree, to which
hpth.the critics and- biologists in the 'references cited in this essay
iticate their.common ancestry. in Coleridge and Goethe.) _

So a writer like Barfield ean astonish us with the suggestion that
the-,pbjects bi inquiry of the writer (speech) and the biologist
(nature) appear on thy, horizon of being inextricliblYt entangled.
t'Sieechi did not ariSe as the attem 'pt of man to imitate, to master, -

or to.explain 'nature% for speech and nature came into b$Ing (Ong
with oneanotivr.," The difficulty is that if biology can no longer
rely exclusively on mathematics for the analysis of-transforma,
tions, it is left with metaphorical oemyt4ological or"post-critical",
accounts (Polanyi). Metaphor-making bridges this gip and %lilies .
pOetic and scientific composition, In both science and poetry, we .

..... seize the true and whdle forms of things in the names we-compose
for them: All of the writers mentioned repeat this theme over and
over again, arid this essay could easily become a'citation of their
most eloquent passages. But threeNwill have to stand for thernall:
Michael.Rolanyi3Owen Barfield, and Joseph Needham.

Polanyi (1974) attempts to show that the operations of science
, depend on a set of unassertable (i.e., unspecifiable by a process of

definition) beliefs. This brings science and poetry clokr together
N.,

11 1(J .
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.
in the sense,that metaphor represents the identical "commitment "'
or act of Faith what Polanyi also calls a manner of disposing our-
selveito the interdeperidence and "interanimation" (Coleridge's
term) of forms and names,,ot nature andtconsciousness.

We are faced here with.the general principle by which our beliefs t
-are 'anchored in ourselves.... The curious thing is that we have
no clear knowledge of what our presuppositions are rind when we
try' to foimulate them they appear quite unconvincing. I have
illustrated in my chapter on probability how ambiguous and

.,

questionbegging are all statementsof the scientific method, 1 .
suggest now that the supposed pre-suppOsitions of science are so

$. futile because the actual. foundations of our scientific: beliefs. .
....,

, - cannot be asserted at all. When we accept a, certain set of pre.
suppositions and use them as our interpretative, framework, we -.

.may. be said to dwell in them as we do in out own body. Their .
411 AcriticaLacceplance_for_tbe_timebeing.eonsists-in a pqacess of .---

'by which we identify ourselves with them. 7. , The
tracing of pertonat knowledge to its.roots in the subsidiary aware
nest, of our body as merged in' the focal awareness of external.

..

P objects, reveals not only the logical structure of personal knowl
do

-, - edge so its dynamic sources...,.. An external thing is given
.. .: meaning b eing made to form an' extension, of ourselves: ... .

These beliefs,_ transpoied into-more active intentions which
---draw--onottrwholviicrbon,... tike th-e-misiTtli s lwAribTtYe Om-

bol can be ,conceived as such only in the eyes of 'the person who
- relies on them to ,achieve or signify snmething.This reliance is a ....., ..

persona! commitment which is involved in all acts of Intelligences
.,

by. which we 'integrate some things subsidiarily to the cepter of
I'our focal attention. Every act of personal assimilation bi which

, we make a thing-form an extension of ourselves ... is a comtnii ..

ment of ourselves, a manner of dispOsinfourseives: .
it

.
We can know only what we 'already-are, but what we IC110018;

we know external things 'otii as we know our own- body, by . .4

dwelling in t.lieiri, They take on her living laratkor, as does even .

i the living' organism of own-body, in our Imaginative appreh en-.
..-.. -

sion of them. They and the botly are seized metaphorically, in th
sense that -I've send our imaginations to dwell itLtherni-and,-objec- .4
tively, in the sensettat-things become the-revelEition of their own .

living nature. It is remarkable to watch the thoughts of men like .
Polanyi and Barfield work their way thtough the "m.echanomor.
phk" (Barfield) phase of Western models for reality. Such models
are outmoded noif since they cin no-longer desdibe the emergence
.of superior orgamsms (Polfityi, '1967), Le., they elm no longer
form the basis r a .science of traniformationa, ihozdex to veto,'
to an almost dieval view of the unity of names and things "For

-,. - -f. 0..
.
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the knowledge of the things that are, is the thine' (Scotus Erigena
as quoted in Barfield). Sid from this perspectivd, we might ask
what role medieval conceptisps of rhetoric might play in the shap-
ing of ,a contemporary 'science of transformation. The possibility
of a link between the two has already been faintly sketc eckLti
Sewell'' The Orphic Voice.

The test lot the validq of any method offering to reconcile 40
rhetorical forms and natural process (as contemporary biology de-
fines it) would bet tht extent to which 'That method retains the
values, of Concreteness and of the body, respectively. Polanyi's
notion of indwelling does affirm these values. It seems im ossible
to me to divell, though, in abstraCtion, although I accept that a
certain intensity of-passionate indwelling Could'inake otherwise
remote abstraslions-come alive. I would simply argue that they
then me concrete, i.e., .they take on a body. Yeats said it
b r: "We cannot know reality: we can only embody it." So, any
view of the essential continuity of organiyaith rhetorical forms
willimobably also involie an of fort to write a biology of:rhetorical

. °forms; How might such forms be systims,of bodily activity, of
the 'organisites attempt to aiticulatesits inmost 'nature? Such a
possibility is held out by ttie inspiring language of the preface to
D'Angelo's A Conceptual Theory orithetorie.with its talk of
bossnic consciousness and the neW rhetoric required for itiexpres- .
sita, However, I think it fair to say that the book does not deliver

. its promise. But here might be way. to think about phonemes . .
,that could include, yet not be reduced to, the hope-Ili-Of the rela:

4..
tion of soOnd to sense that are prevalent-in modernslinguisties.,

, Those (who look into the unity of sound and sense)tnay find in
.,.* the consonantal element in language., vestiges of those forces which

,rf4 ',brought into being themxternakstructure of nature, including the
* body of man; and in the originthowel.sounds, the expregiou of ..-

that inner life of feeling and memory which constitutes his soul.
. It is. he two together which have made possible, by first physi -.... ,

rally and then verbally embodying it, his personal intelligence.,

41 ' . .. .
$

, Its not difficult to realize that these gestures (of the speech organs)
tfere once gesturel, made with the whole body'- -dl cewhen the

, 'body itself was not detached from the rest of nature after the solid
manngr of today, when the body itself was spoken even while it..

. is spealcing:-- *
. - ... _....:.

. Barfield's writings are filled with passages like these, but ithis one
IV. -tiving to assert such a vision and another to work out the assertions.

. . ..
s '
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Barfield does so byttaking a specific metaphoike ruin and tracing,. '
as it were, its natural history. In doing so, he showhow the meta-.
phoi'rexpansion promotes an expanded acquisitionpf reality. The -

key to Barfield's thought is that he regards rnetaphOrnot as a prim-
itive stages of thought to be discarded for a more rigorous and,,
sophisticated logieal phase, but rather as itself the more advanced '
and'sophisticated phase.l'he,most proiocativepassaws in Barfield's
writings are those in whicifle demonstrates iloveven supposedly
abstract scientificterms like cause, stimulus,-pd-4ference tore-
sent accretions of this process. Thus Barfield; like Polanyi and
Cbleridge (whom they. both:_ackapa4e4lge),-rfuses--the-split be-
tween abstract and concrete, logic and image, subject and object,
thought and thing (i.e., speech and nature) by founding their es-.
sential unity .on the metaphorical power that supports them both.
Both thesfoet anti the scientist ate engaged in expressing the meta-
phoric (as . opposed to mechanomorghic) emergence of organic
growth and form. This includes, for Polanyi, the emergence of.

:_ . consciousness itself. And metaphor is the-language of that account;
the human "indweller" is at once the means and the end of the
process which he articulates. "Man," says the poet Dylan Ihomas,.

. . "be my metaphor." .
I ,

..
- ' .

"/
0 (

Need for More Humanistic Science
.. a : s,

In

. .

,

In. his essays-and in his .massive, multivolume Science and qiyiliza-
. ti in China, Needham has, defined the mechanistic separation of,

datum! process ,andcori§cloginess that has dominated Western
science fir three hundred years. Avoiding the error of the vitalist"
poiition, he has nonetheless shown that only a cowmitment_to_a__.
More-"orgaiiiiiiiie,""'irisibri-iiiill enable scienceespecially chemistry lir
"and_ biology-to reader an adequate_ account of the nature ,and

7". 'significance of living tarns, their interrelations, and .their 'connec-
. ti with human consciousness ancilangu" age. In his scholarly work

on China, Needham repeatedly* limns' the ironic implicakona for
us in ilie West. His argument is that the Chinese have an- idea of-
the uni erse as a -living net within which humans are inextricably '
enmealted, not Alit as olneriers" but as participating organisms, an
idea that fnistrated,g9ientifid growth in China even though all the
necessary elements were present'. -

contrast, Western tochnolbsical superiOrIty derives precisely
from. the concept that humans .are luch remote and detached

* ..0
.
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obtervers. of the universe till they are actually able to manipulate
it. Because w`? Westerners hafre now beeni,,biought face to face with °

oncintechnOlOgical questions about the forms and processes of
.-"realit'Y and iheir significance, we must once again tegard the Chinese
, version that we abandoned. In,otheywords, noit, that our techno-

logicaLadvanc0 in biology, chemistry, and p,hysics have brought us
to-moral qi..ietcons, we need to examine our science aoew. Need-
ham believes that China can help us ;because it has kept the idea of
the universe as a living tissue of relationships arid, not, funcramen-

yen -esdiegfilnit2 -view -of ----
the methods And .1 ges of science, i.e., df the human reasons .
why we "do" scien possible. '; .

4, k
Arnold T. Orza

e;:is
Like Needham,. I mean to identify scientific and poetic and,

humanistic- concerns, not to place' them in opposition with one
another. As one, ,of my tea hers Used to say, poetry is a science,
axid science is a human -aitivity, too. Aside from his marvelotis.

.sreNee.dhaufe-cloes-riot,-specify--die-relationship between the
guage of a reirnagrned Western science_ and. the language, of
etry. Significantly, Needham shares with Barfield a passion for

British Romantic poetry. From that.,perspectivehe writes about
how-our rhetaphereinvite our recovery of the sense that +we may
participate in the, litring reality. (Incidentaily,Neesiham's book on
China dismisses, Blake almost as much as it deals with
China., One can 'guess. why: Blake also had that view of the uni-
verse as a living organism wherg a mere "robin redbreast, in a cage/

.'Iluts all heaven in a rage.") And so we come full circle back to tt
.figurp like Coleridge, who knows science and poetry and language
and can conceive of the universe as a detached colleetion of dead
Objects. It was Coleridge who gave us Viristemervtir alternative,
complete with the'sanle e+lutionarrimplicati at inform the
writings of Needham and Polanyi,

But man is truly altered by the coexisteilte of other men; his
faculties cannot be develOped in Himself alone, and only; by him-

. Hepce with a certain degree of satisfaction *to my own

. as we are permitted to kticew, the firsi,and,lowetithat class,
mind I can define the hufnan Sold to be thatclass OfOng, as fie

which is endued with a reflex eensskoisness of its own continuous-
ness, and the gteat end andsurpdse of all Its energies and suffer-.
ings is the growth of that rRleic consciousness: that class of Being,
too, in_which_thelndividiiapkcapable.ofhpiegikillf rontemplated-v
as a Species of itself, namely by its conscious continudtisness
moving on.in an unbroken liirmhile at the same tim4 the`whole.
SpeCies is capable of being iligarded as one Individual. (Coleridge
in a letter to Thomas Clarkson)

I
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Application to Teaching English . i
, ..." .,

..
WhatAnis any of this to do with th teaching of composition and
literature on an introductory level?* t it makes our concerns
less pirbchial by connecting them to the general effort 'of our col- ,
leagues in the scientific disciplines to face The issue of the relation-
ship of models (a term I take to be virtually synonymous with
composition) to truth. At the least, this might mean that we should
be in less of a hitrry to abandon the inteklisciplinary aiSpro'ach to
teaching writing. This abandonment experienced a recentyogue t
now seemsto be in disfavor as departmenti of English face incre
ing new pressures to fulfill their "service" Pole.

Most important, it gives & radicaknew dimension to our invitation
to students to read and write their language. We are not siihply ask-

' ingsthem to engage in an act of self-developmerit, crucial as that-
may be. More than that; We are involved in the transmission of
forms of power to which vital areas of reality, indeed living organ-
isms themselves, respondand correspond. This vision of words"
and thinQ,answering back and forth within an act of puman imag-
ination and expression, this living exchinge of which metaphor is
at once the record and the matrix, surely displaces the facile split
of iithatvoZteasiLinto subjective and objeciive modes of knowledge
or for& of discourse: The universe disclosed_ to scientific insPirY..
is as invepted as the ifiVenTOni of thewriter are real. The donble
helix and the myth of Apollo axe, as Blakewould have it, identified.

Froth this confidence, °as I called it earlier inthis'essay, we can
answer the protest of our students that the longUage and its liter-
ature "have nothing to do with reality." On the contrary, it has

s. everything to do wag reality. Indeed the very life of the real seems
to depend on our passionate utterance of it. Apart from such a_
confidence, I would not ask a-student to take the slightest pains...to
compose experience into an expressed shape onlybecause the Tut*,
ing revelation of reality could justify its rigors. And by extension,
I would not ask a student to bother at all with the bcpre4sion of
others unless I could show that their ghaphigs were. a source of real
power too. Our students, and rightly so, want to .be where the
action isancl. that is where, poetry,, like science, finally is. The
Value anj power of...assuming an expressed shape, insist the writers
who are discussed in this essay, are exactly the same; in both poetic
and scientific composition. As theissug of _desire, the vision of
natural and verbal forms of reality wait's uponthe formulation Of
our rhetoric.

A
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ii.- . . .
In this context the basicsond the movement to get ba to,th

. take qn. their appropriate, diminished value. They re sen he- ..
grammatical equivalent of the mechanistic aspects of I vin onts
"which can never add up to, the fuller life of the to rganism.
Although thoie who urge the return to the basics spe frequently
of a "decline," as if they also considered languag o be a living
organism, their view really entails a very stati id al, fixed find
located forever behind us, in which correct ss the iummum
bohum. They really do not see language as ynamic, living organ.
ism which can suffer "setbacks" even w en being .emplbyed cok.
roctly and efficiently:1 say this becaus- do not Want to get myself
in the position of beirg against corr= tneit (1 dtin't know any,One
who is), 1 probably will continue spend a grffUt deal of time (as

, do most teachers of writing) in elpinK students straighten out the
-**----grainmar and syntax of their ompositions. 1!lit I will do so with

nollusions; i Zinc' il,har believethat anyone who his taught
writing for very. long see the main Problem as poor spelling and
punctuation. if it were, e could solve it Overnightwhich probably
accounts' for why it is ffered to us as-tge.go 'of teaching,writini.
We could quickly successful with resul that ,could be shown
and measured. B would divert 'us, fro the greater problem;
which is less air able to quick success: .

l

'0! That proble is what. we should be ab ut. Ho'wOanwe achieve
writing that i concrete, intassioned, sh o s some independelice, is

... _ attentive, tes abstraction and generali ,-shbws commitment or,
as Polany' would say, indwelling? I despair less of making my stu-
dents' passiOned,fragrriei+ts "correct "/than I do of making their
most rrect sentences less meaningles and empty. Too often the

. mod for so-called correct writing anonymous, bureaucratic,
' de hed, abstract, and demetapholizedyet seemingly perfect
ap in full command of the basics. Ana we are probably implicated

. i'r the guilt'of haiing built ui, and promoted such a model. I am
tinucir interested in'who the culprits are, but I do want to know

t°hat happens, when' we ask what's wrong with it, I do not know
f a single issue, in the teaching of writingthat is more "basic"

than the question of what will inspire and nurture the student's
-passion to write. I think the language itself can do thati.e., the
instrumtnewill produce`the passion fbr the subject and even give
.us an idea of what there is to care about, into what to pour our
passions. But this language will be the one described .earlier, one
in which our characters .,(even if occasionally misspelledfor,there

?.
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'must be comedy, too).are united to a living-character of the things
themselves. .

,
,. -

I think if is a profound error to separate the teaching of com-
position from the teaching of literature. Simply, %yen baldly, put,
literature alone gives language its full content. Apart from this
metaphoric natural any act of composition, including the simplest
expository phrase, loses, its meaningfulness. I remelt') unpersUaded,
despite all the alternatives proposed, that a iense of what it means
to Wit_ theianguage concretely and impassionedly can be acquired
without recourse to the poetic sources of the languages power to
make nfaning at, all. Poetry shows us language in the act of making
things real and alive, and writers like Barfield and Polanyi identify
for us that power with the desire of all things to renew themselves. 4,

In this respect, I am greatly indebted to the next essay, by Ed
Haycock, for it is a brjliiant count of how the effort to rescue

takes him continually and evitably .ita poetry and literature. He
the word and idea of "exce ,ence" from abitraction and jargon

dal spot ..tlie phoniness of the phrase becauseth.constantly. chal-
lenges it *ith the passionate care and concreteness with which

-writers alike meaning of termswith, that is, thejiving imaie that
. v

informs all realrmeaning. .4_
.

.'When I can, I try to end my composition courses with William
Butler Yeats's "Among School Children" because it is so totally
`our' situationthe classroom, the students, books; reading and
'writing, the poet; and the terrible desire to make meaning in the'
ve ; lacry e of the futility 'and the inoe.kery of it all. What I have been
try' g to say is probably reducible to the last four lines of that .

great poem. As he identifies:the total organic* form ,of a chestitut '-
tree with the tree's act of crkating itself, Yeats. aft the incar-
nate chaiicter of idea and Mtge, of word and thing; F r, of course,
we cannot know the danyerfrom the dance; only the acfof
tieing daliceckby the human body and by the fmligkiati oes the
dance come hii, being at all' I guess we urge our studen xples-
sion. becau we finally beliem_that in speaking thmselve
will .create themselves. But rarso, believe that they 4an.notdb this
if they are too 'Ong separated from the general and living human.
body that iEraginations just like theirs. have danced into being?

4 chesty4,tree,"great-rooted blossomer,
Are you the leaf, the blokom or the bole?
0 body swayed to music, 0 brightening glance,
Row can we know the dancer from the dance?

:
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12 Meanhigleis Forces

Ed Hancock
Western-Nevada Community Col lege

t
In this concluding essay Ed Hancock gives a personal account of
one of the word-forces active in education today. He showsus the
impact of one piece of educational jargon on our cognitivt pro-
cessesand thus on our behavior surd on the- my quality or our -
lives. In this way Hancock's essay illustrates the centre) dienie of
this collection: the inseparable- relationship between word and ,

education.-
. t .1. .

.
. ,....

... .

When Joseph Califano was appointea,Secretary. of Health, Educa-
tion, gild Welfare, television sholied him on the steps of the White , `,,,

*House, microphones thrust before him, and broueit his voice-and,.
"excellence" into our living ,rooms: "I want to bring a ineasureof
excellente back to our educational system." A few years earlier, in
the 1960s, ethicators throughout the country were reading Excel-
lence by John Gardner; another Secretary of Health, Education,
and 'welfare who served in that office for Sive years. What Gardner
said was that our major problem today is the need t achieve "some
measure of excellence in this society." Still earli r, in September .
195; the Educational Coffunittee of the NatiOnal Academy ..of
Sciences gathered thirty-five top educators at Woods Hole on Cape
Cod, and the chairman of that conference, .Jerome Bruner, wrote
in his report, "We may take as perhaps the most general

lc t.
objective

of educationzthat it cultivate excellence." - . .

--. Well, Q.K. I'm a teacher and I've been hearing excellence for the
last ten years and probably will for the ten years to come. But I
don't know what the (cord means. Our leaders' calls for excellence
remind me of that old military metaphor of generals, ensconced in
underground bunkers behind' the lines, telephoning through a bad
connection their strategy tcethe.troops in the trenches. But What's
the strategy? Whit, dbes,excellence mean to the generals; to-th

4.
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dingtroops on the front lines? What are the troops with the word, t
: . and what is it doing with them?- , 4.. 4

- rA strange experience I had with exiellenci On the front lines
gave me a glimpse into several basic problema/of language and has
helped me arrive at tentative answers to a kouplg. of questions:
,How noxious is the noxious misuse of langUage? What can we-do
to free ourselves from destructive word-forces alive in our society
today? .. A

Howl Went Up That Riser .

. .

As, Marlow, that sometimes reluctant narrator of Conrad's stories, .

said of one of his inconclusive experiences, "I.don't want to bother
. ' you much with what happened to me personally ... yet to under-

stand the effect of it on me you 9ught to know how I got out
there, what I saw, how I went--4 that riyer."'Lilte Marlow, I'm
going to have to bother you some with what happenedto me per.41

: soh*.
ra been teaching for som ears and had headexcellence4tten,

yet had ,paid little ,attenti te, it. Education was riddled .with
w o r d s ' that w e r e u s e d with lit e. or no meaning, perforated with'
relevant input, meaningful outpul innovative tit ughput, back-to-.
basics, excellence. .

Excellence came in.an educational Council : "The minimum$

of punishment is tye maximum of excellence." e Chronicle of
Higher Education reported that, the first agenda item for 'Ernest
Boyer,, -U.S.. ommIssioner of Education, was the "preservaticOr

..
. and Kg on of `educational excellence in. terms of,basic educe- 1,

, tion.'" en, to a state educational seminar with department chair-
and deans. of the' college to hear an-executive achninistrator,

.
from IhrasliInr gton say,, "We strongly support John Gardner's con34

smitnient, to excellence in higher) .education: 'We must .learn to
honor excellence, indeed deraand it. ... Slovenliness has attacked
like dry rot, eating away. the 'solid timber of our national life',
We flew hack: The deans called a meeting% "We demand excellence,'
the dean of humanities said, "frO.U3 faculty, counselors, Learning.,
Resources, secretaries, and students." I left the meeting and went
on with my work as usual. Excellence was a nice, harmless, mean.

Ingless %Ilford. I ignored *Ii , ..
Some months later-I 'Sicked up a newspaper at a local tobacco

'store and read\that John R. Silber, president of Boston University,
.. was calling for i "compulsion for. excellence" and in a "towering

S 114
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rage" through a stream,(Cti prorinitieq" had told tire. dealn. of -
theology to 'get rid of .tkie ?Woodnamely about half ... 1.ttle,
tenured facdIty.'Th,e_liftti; idicLthat Silbeadeursult,of exdell '.
lenchad caused'"d 0..5"Of dents tcoveeg. : 7; And ten there .

are faculty Who wee 3. iiievite iSiasiclents wrlo tveeir-in_rage
sonietimeiin sacni. Others?' ., . . ' ; : - ",

..x"Well," I thought myself "eieellende his come to niean what
. `glory' meant for H mpty Dunipty`a ruc.elsnock-down,argumenV

but it is, n6t*so h ess if people rq ifeeshng and being fired over
it." Still .iFelt qu e nleised with Ay4lfif6r pot having *Such gooil
eyes:as to'...See. no ing at such a.clist4irce..., , :

But then the e;1 staneensxrdwekOne day ext:elleitce Walkedinto
. .' my classroom the tc;irtof inis4uctoi,evaluation forms carried ,

4

/ ' toe a coukelot. I sat'baWk,19retondinglp"tead Breakfast of Cham- ,
pions-while al.S udentdiiAilibuted t1e fortis to tee class. I Wasi3eing
rated. Excekle -.:1, AbOve Average -'',..., Average _:_.. , or Be-
low Avera* igaMong other`things, ."inlerest in and enthii...
siasm for teaching the course." . . ;,,

... ? Gardner was.rigfit, 't was being chtmanded everywhere...But this, 1,irasn'te4otir wigonal ife," it was fay job. If I had been dding.the
rating, I would. have 'yen myself a somewhat better than fair:to-

I kaditcnpivn,exce nt, teachers, six or seven I had hadfrom gram-
ill'middling scores but of an excellent one. Not a lousy one either.

....-.

..
'. ritfir4brOiegif graduate school. And I bad. heard about 'excellent 4

.`°.

t ,

tea` ie,tii Howett, Agatiz, Kittredge, James Harvey *Robinson. ,,,_

' ..ficof could that kind of excellence be demandect.of me? Not even
.

Aunipty Dumpty, who could mane a word mean anything ht .
--,..,Avanted it to, had that kind of authority.b 1

,,:,. : The student collected and seale the evaluations, preventing any
'duplicity on my part, and took t ff to theadEninistration.
Some weeks later the results came b k, sealed and stamped. I
averaged out somewhere between abov4.average and excellent, as
did' many .of my colleagues,. The dean called a Meeting frid said

iv Jthat 'fie wanted to "asiure"us that We were all "excellent, exceed-__

4

ingly excellent instructors."
I felt relieved, seestre, confused, and a little crafty. Their excel-

. lence wasn't mine. Bt't I'd accept theirs. I didn't know what it
meant and I didn't think they did either. But that didn't seem' to
matter. They could demand_ it; I could achieve it Even lousy teach-
ers could. Students, teachers, administratorswe all lowered our
standards, patted each other's backs, and went on our-way.

Yet, withoutsaying it to myself, I felt uneasy partly, I think,

. .*
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because .1 tad played the gate and used the excellence that\was
floating about in education and par,tly4ecituse I Was half-constious

` of living with all the other tneaningless words that decorated edulea- .

tionnotviords,. ghosts :with no hands or feet, no body, no Sub- -. ,
i stance. With Wbrils that sat mptiodless on, paper or drifted ,off in .

sound With 'nothing aboie pr below them: s ' - .,

But that is the way with words and people. 'they slip, shift,
'slide, change directions, reverse themselves, and lose meaning. Life ...

- is like that. Sc dealt with excellence as I did with my thoughts
'aboilt cancerous' food additives and inflation. I shoved it CO a alien

. t orner of nay mina and ignored it. .. .' ';'.
, ;, .

.
. . saw it pop. Commencement was the catalyst that prompted me

.'`into open conflict with the word. .

As the excellent faculty, filed into the hot, craw ed audi-
toritub, I wasn'un'a good place in myselfthat day, l'cTiat hroughs

"two lesig eid-of-the-year meetings abut the end of the year, had. .

.
T Dark Side of ExcellenCe . ...... ,- I. ...

The commencement exercises came and my understan ding of ,tht
word anged. At commencement I no.t only heard excelience;1

-0

missed breakfast, lunch, and dinner, and now. reallied that, once .

again I was here at' nother Commencement living someope,,etse's
dying metaphor. With a hod* from officialdom we were seated,' .
tassels and caps row on row, solemn birds of a feather perc,hedon
leafleis folding chairs, , . : .,

.
1

Then the commencement speaker,,with what is corpF,pnly con-
sidered am honest' face, a cowboy tie laced beneath' it spoke on ..
excellence in ellueatipp. The wor,dgained, force through its inter '

% animation with the other-wordS plated around it and the dignity
of the speakers seated on ithe platforr behind it..1,trpard only,

.- i
.-.1 .

piedes andparts of what he was saying: "''
-- -,,

*.Anct.tet me remind you thee excellence is a commencepent, is is. - '. .1
4 this commencement. It is a beginnirig and always a beginnitig; -.

never an ejnding.... This institution has encountered anqpitrstuoi ,
excellence in study, in teaching, in administration, in ,c4enship,
in life. . . . Efiellence is the watchwoit of the last quieter of this
century.... The fate of our.democratic educational system rests
on it. The fine edge 9f moral* and conviction of a whole nation .-. '.

.., ..
grows out of excellence, viable andvibrant within At4. . (A

.1nder my cap I wasn't thinking but surfeit% a firof brainleverN .. .....
I wasn't prepared 'it) sit, draped in a blaclt robe, motionless.on a

. - - . .. .,'
....

..-
1 . .1
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-.''' ":,-ehaiir, 'and theai,:exteIfence from above Jai an hour. I remembered'
. ...1 ' 1 eatra thislact0':Da,ri,101:tr Leitirpsiiiho thotight as he sat watching

..... A pilorly acted st4eplay gnetight: -4.. . .
' .: S : 1J . < .1C, ;,,* 3Vh at woultitspOe. 0 'p i were to take off my boots, and fling one

4 1 Mi..:.:".';;Coii,l4:15gh:e.'my future life such' settled purpdse that 4
= e acV w.'Sulif 04)4, place, not among whims, but among forms .. - -.

of iritelisityl.,,x.?you have not the courage," I said, speaking in
. , . , 4 tow yssiegl'Itlikve,: I said, and began unlacing my boots, e
'V!:, .T.. .'. ., '''-';....

. -'Maybe O. La.iftyy hen the courage; I didn't."Such an act'would only /
. sirve t drop my,rwailexcellent rating to disMissal, a form of inten-
4 '; sity livv,as not iSirepired for. And who, I asked myself, do you think

.... you are toindlilge yourself in suclisuperior Conceits, the mocking-
'11#1, 'the tnakbate, the malcontent, the sad, bad guest whacannot.

:sand to take;part in a harmless commencement?, .

My fever increasing, I tried putting a few positive thoyghts up
i 'against the negative, ones: Ddesn't the inititution, the state who

-,: pays me, have the simple tight to require me, as Thorstein Vehleri
obierveit, "to expend time and means in 'such polite observances,
specta4es and quasi- learned exhibitions as are pres med to enhance
the prestige of the university "? .

. And w4 am I getting so precious abnut,exce ce?, I know -
what it means. We all know Whabiletneansdo a good jab, thejiest
and better; excels suipats: Arid don't we nwd.malue concepts'foi
which we can sacrifice ourselves: progress, euality,iliberty,fmter;
nityi Why not. excellence? :

The speaker's voice was flat. The noises he made didn't carry
any meaning far me. He was reading the lectern:-

.

4 0,,ur way of life depends ondiii-unswerving allegiance to excel.
, lences, We must savor, not smother, excellence an continue-to

plepare ourselves foi the cohtinuink edmmeneemeeofmir attain
-,11- men( of it. '... As I have said, excellence means. many different.

things 4 ; different -kyle, and our democratic system of :
J. educati. finds itself at the crossroads of excellence and .

degebeit. . This is the danger that is,the petit now threatening
' - out; civilization.
5 , .

4.. .
- f With one hand he made a sweeping gestufe over the heads of the
: qiudience, then quickly tightened the kndtan his tie. .- .

,, ....,_ The auditorium was stifling. My nerves were frayed. My attempts
t4, . at allopathY weren't working. Reacting to the speaker, then xeact-

ing to my reaction, then to that reaction -t4 was feeling sick of
something other 'than excellence and the,Commencement exercise.
The word'seerned to have worked its way inpitie my brain case. I,

., - = ..=,
. _ ;-.

.
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n. looked at the faces below the caps, along tlirrow I was sitting in.
They. looked bored. No, they looked imbo ble. I was coming to
th'e limits of my feelings. .

fobe excellent id to act. This is the global truth. "What's he
,-talking about?" I asked myself. But then he begnii sayingsome

words [knew:

mountain ridges ... climbing , snovi-Capped pure mountain
air ... aeries ... tossed out of the vesi ... eagles ... flying above
'the mountain.... .

Head dovyn, reading from his notes, he was pointing his finger to
the speckled ceiling of the auditorium abbile us.

Excellence, not complacency. Ex nee, .not: rhetoric you,cell( *.
accomplishment. You envisioned excellen.ice. You pushed it. You
achieved it.

At about thii rime something happened that.I didn't understand
until some Months later. -M the time it wasn't clear to the what

4k; .
had happineci7not clear at nil. All I knew then was the excellence
popped- - popped in the perceiving part of my brain.

I had slipped back the sleeve of my gown to look.a.t the hard
facts of the hands of my watch. When I looked up at the lectern
again, I saw excellence from the other side of the hedge, from the
other psychological side of it, or more exactly; I:suppose; from
this side of it. Maybe you have seen that .visual puzzle, the Necker
cube? When yowfirst look at the cube, the comer markedeC appears
to be on the front side. But if you conlinue to stare atVe cube,
something pops in the perceiVing part etyour brain and the ,X side
jumpsor rather, you abruptly. discover that our eye had jumped'
the X side, from the froht of the cube to the back of the cube,-nnd

.from the back of, the cu e to the front, inside your brainoivithbut
your having seen it.
,. 'Excellence popped and instently.pictures from literature passed
befOr4 my eyes. As ,colielatives for my vague 'feelings, I suppose..

-No, not as correlativei, but as ;something implied, as something
ihrustion the find through some unseen association..

J. hadn't read Heart of Darkness for years. Blit now I heard voices-
and saw Kurtz, an emissary of prbgress, taking his :splendid mono-
logues on love and justice into a distant outpost in the heart of
Africa,, and there committing monstrous atrocities against Ike
natives, I saw him with his burning, noble words, with his moving
AppealS to every altruistic sentiment and with the heads of natives
dryingon stakes Wider his window.

,
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41.*.
And here at the lectem7his finger still pointing to the ceiling,.

without action, withoV Kurtt's paSiion, without candor, without
conviction, without tremity, without a glimpse of truth, full of
pronouncemints, like a dying vibration of one imMenpejaber, silly,
sordid; or simply mean, withbut any kind of sense a voice..A voice.

And then I got a glimpse of Henry James's John Marcher, wad-
ing through the beaten grass, where no life stirred,loOking for what
he didn't know, the Beast of his own egotism. Am.,' not seeing it
because he looked out for it through the very eyeholes of the Beast.

Other images passed rapidly before me. One of them: birds fall-
ing dead after preying on unburied' human bodies at the plague of
Athens. Another: liOyce's Gabriel hearing the snow falling on the
treeless hills, softly falling on the lonely churchyard, on the barren
thorns, the snow falling faintly through the universe and faintly
falling, upon Willie living and the dead.

From ;his it maykseem that I'm overly fanciful. But I have seen
no visions in niy life. l'anearly always in agreement with my col-

gues on what is taken for real and 'what Onleems to be. Vrn
n t unknown citizen, thOugh I dO buy a piper every day, am
fully insured, have the right number of children for a parent bf my
generation, and am able to satisfy my-employer. Too steadily, I
suppose, I recognize my limits. But with atm s4ep;-105 foOd,-nd:-
thingness 'from above and efforts. to resist k frond within-fOr aver
an hour, and. with two solid semesters of basics, comma splices,
fragments, subject/verb agreement still with Me, I saw pictures.

The speaker had stopped. We werefiling doWn the aisle. ..
I got asanidwich at a restaurant and then walked aimlessly thrbugh

the streets wondering about excellence and the images I had seen:
burning, noble words and ittrocities. A man unable to,see what he .

. it looking fir because he is seeing with the verb thing hes foOking
for. Birds Ofisrey, dying. And then the snow falling, faintly falling

; on us all. I was puzzled. What had happened?
After breakfast the next morning, I knew one thing for sure

imagipattion feeds on-hunger. And another thing not sp surethati
had Seen .something. Excellince had popped.. But from what to
what?

The Silent Scream in Ous,Jargon
-

L.

One tiling was now 'certakin.to me: I was 'in. conflict with exc ence.
I had never been in conflict with a 'ford before. Especiall a mean-
ingless one. But excellence had beconle more than a half - conscious

'I
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irritation-1 coulfl simply Bush into the baCkground. Though I.,did
try doingjlis,Atit: excellence nee up :from my brakfast- news-

.paper, camel .e on memos, corAnted me in the halltvayore-
sented Rae) 0'4-department meetings. I looked the other way,

upretended bg hard of hearing, walked around it, ,turned my
back on i et sometimes would hear "demoCracy" or "free-
dom.," ality,"- "prosperity," `progresi," "love," "peace,".
"justice,' back-to-basicsl: ."accouptaktility," "criteria perfor-
mance," d Some pictureittouldaise up bpfore me.

"Bac 6-basics," the dean said, and a birdwet its beak in the
plague, - ck, clack, and died.

.
The tcome was that during office hours, feet propped up on

my d I. found r"1self reading bsooks about' words "lid their
ways, r:- anted an explanation for thelimages Pd seen. In graduate
school`;;/ : "irea':, had been nineteenth-century -prose fiction. Se-

ts
limp, 4f as a field as foreign to me as neurophysiology. So 1 began
by'si :)!-37 trying to pin4a name on excellence. I Wanted to call -it
som g. What kind' of misuse wasit? What did the,peoplewho
stud

,, I '

polla
word
verb
slud
lacy,t
pseuci
codeNt

ords call tkit sort of thing?
-

"dicovered that we have a lot of words for Meaningless
jargon, euphemism, doilblespeak, fp_aldgrdosti, linguis4

ngobbledygooki unlanguage, duckspiuk, nb speak, spongl
coxoombries, the fallacy of reification. the B.S.,factor,Cant,
card- stacking, public lying dishonest language, linguistic
twaddle,-"the language of self-deception; the emphatic fat-
mantic distortion, marshmallow Prosa Nostra,

niomunication, .phatic communion, re sters, gibberish,
'itching, .Z!eglerrttci, baffle-gab, verbiageration, counter-

attitiglinal advocacy. The words seemed about as tragig and mean-
44

inglqfp al the words, they described:
sereeke had been a plethora Of such words within' just the last few

y "Why?" 1asked. .

S of language have observe& that when dtha. a cu ur ee
arises a language deielops Words to fill that need. The Polynesians *
heti many woods to describe the different stages 01 development

goconuts. Eskimos have terms for Alying snow, falling snow,
ilu4i snow, hard snow. aparly, I reasona,theYolynesians have a

coconuts, the,Bskinios much snow, and we an abundance of
misused language. But it-seemed our many, terms for the-misuse of
language had not helped muth.:Ikdisuse cohtirliies awl the words
deicribing Wit activity multiply. -

4 .:,:i. .. .
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At t-appearance-ipseemed-that -the-
t erminology. "But say," I thought to myself, "that someone did
give precise definitions of the many terms we have for the various
,misuses of latiguage. Wouldn't such an effort perhaps create a still
deeper fog bank.of verbal abstractions? Wouldn't the upshot of
it' perhaps be tat we would fee/ more secure with misuielbecause

, someone had managed to set down precise=names for them?"
NeVertheless, I found a definition that worked for me. Iyor..

Brown had pbtect that jargon came to us from France as a"pleas-
ing warblingof birdS,7 that the, idea of "a warble wilted" and jar.-
gon became a "tuneless twittering, the sparrows [taking] over
from the songster," that "Oxford gives. the date 1643 to
pearance of jargon as -`it barbarous, rude or debased variety of ----

A.

speech,'" arid' that later "as a term of contempt it was applied to
the langtiage of scholars, the terminology of e science or ... pro-
fession."' a
. I looked at ''hat other writers said .about jargon words. For

Raoul de Roussy de Sales, love is a word that Americans, want to.,
get."al much enjoyment, comfort, safety and general sense ofsatis-
$action from, as one gets out of a well balanced diet or a good
plumbing installation." A jargon expert like Donald Hall might say
the word isrtriCky false m its enthusiasm .. a black ink squiiting
cuttlefish:" 'Walker Gibson-Would say that it wasn't the cuttlefish

;but .the voice behind it that was bothering me because I felt an
0,4insuppOrtable gap between myself and the person I was being
asked tci be." Richarcl Ohmann might see. in excellence and the
words accompanying it the "use of syntax to posit certiaqty where
ndne exists by a simple act of Ekcellence was'nq
a person or thing. It could. not. be demanded as could a corpus

-defied or a glass of milk; even if we were all acting as if it could.
Though I now knew more about jargon than had, none of this

helped, me much in understanding, they pictures I had seen at com-
mencement. What wanted to know twbs, where is jargoned?
Didn't the pictures I had seen siring from a reaction, or insight I
had had into the psychology of the commencement speaker?

I triecrunderstanding the" piettifeafrom the -point of view of the
logical semanticists. Words are embedded in stateme9p and4tate-
manta are usgd primarily in two ways: to refer to a thing -or an
Idea, or to.expres,s or arouse feelings. Language may be either 'kef-
erential" or "emotive," it may be used either to designate some
Object or thbught, or to exprIss feeling. When our dean said, "You

I -4. 12-3- t- t,
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are all excellent teachers," I wasn't hearing a verifiable statement,
only feelings. ;the dean was emoting; The cords were purephafic-

/ communion: their meaning lay only in the emotion of their noise.
.4 When the commencement speaker said to us, 'you envisioned

"excellence. You, pursued it You achieved it," he was saying, "I
am a good Retrson. My thoUghts and feelings soar to high things
in the clear air above snow - capped mountain peaks. I think you're,/
great. Think of me as I do of you. Vote for me:next fall." He was
simply expressing his wishes, hopes, desires, or perhaps fears, under
the guise of what appeared to be verifiable statement.

So here was a politician, campaignintAvith ,Lt commencement .
speech on excellence. What had 3 expecteVCiold watches?.Objec-
tive truth? 'All I needed was a little peasant wit to knock that he
was saying': "I like you, please think well of me."

'Bur how did his attitude, if this was it, call up in my mindl eye
',. Heads drying on stakes, birds of prey feeding on the dead bodies of

plague victims, the snow falling on all the living and the dead? I
once again consid,,ersglAbe.p.0_13iigity-ilitteat commencement I had
simply gbne somewhat temporarily mad and li,c1;itot actually seen.
anything. But that wasn't right.. i!.t..7

I decided to keep diggirig. I turned to a stietittific semanticist, to
psychQlinguists and cognitive psychologists. I was hot on theitrail.

At Harvard Medical School,..Eric Lenneberg, attempting to deter -
-,mine the psychological basis of purpose and consciousness, con-

cluded, after studying netlions and supportive cells within the §sain
case,' that'4worls taithe process linihiciithe species deals cogni-
tively witeits environment."

4Excellence 'tagged a cognitive process!
I rushed to the library late one night to read theitussian cognitive

psychologist Le4 Vygotsky, who had discovered basic elements in
A, interaction of cognition and language: thought; meaning,
speech (silent inner -talk to oneself), and external, verbalized sp
These elements interanimated in one dynamic, living acti

. but only when Up mind functioned properly. Vygotsky also noted
that the transition from thought to speech is no easy matter. B19ck-( age May. occur at any point in this living activity. With blockage,
no thought. And iword devoid of thought is "a-dead thing."

If, wken the commencement speaker, said excellence, the cogni-
tive process had been blOtked somewhere in the process, of inter-
action of thought and speech, then the word he spoke was a dead.

. _thing. It folloWed thad'his cognition was also a dead thing. And,
'also, because word affects thOught, those dead noises he made

: - e
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whets he said excellence might then set tip dead eognitiv rocesses
in anyotte who heard them. Was it possiblelfor a comment (pent
speaker to dry heads on stakes?

, Perhaps 1 am doing some forcing to make the commencement
pictures fit the ideas 1 was now discoveringbut not much, 1 think. 4.

At commencement 1 had seen something similar to what the
semanticists were now telling mf..Dead woids were falling like
snow,diintly falling through the auditorium,' through our world,
faintly falling on all the living and the dead. *e looked out at
dead words through our eyeholes, not seeing the emptiness com
ing in and going out as easily as our breath. . a

Now 1 .understoisd what excellence had popped from on the ,-
front side of the Necker cube and what it had popped to on the
back side. Excellence on the front side was an irritating yet easen-'
daily harmless misuse of the language`; or, les,s haimless; it was a
piece of jargon that might eause students'and filculty toweep and -

60 ,
. V

people to,lose their jobs. ,

ButxCellence on the back side was much more than this. Here" --y

was the destructive element RI human emotions and the dead thing
blocking consciousness in the brain. Here was an essential element
in the niakeup of human beings;the seed of destxuction within us.

*Thedroni side of excellence 1 understood '1.fith the verbalintel-
lectual part of my mind. The back sidel saw with the simultaneous, .

intuitive; part of my mind. And what 1 saw with the intuitive part, .-

. becaule i couldn't explain that part using the verbal part, prompted %

me to metaphor, to grasping for equivalerkes in pictures from
.:. literature. The pictures changed the direction of the whole current

of my thinking about excellenceand, all other charismatic words
like it. On the back side of any of the big, nieanthgless words on
might see the *rror of the situation. N .

Like the Modem physicist's atom; words ar,;not._things, ut , -
symbols, concepts, notional models created by the human. The '
structure of mind and matter and theory are not very different
one. another. And wordsund mind and thought do not differ gre ly. .

c.

The obierver is the observed. We are very much like our word-
sym boll:. . -- .
,- So if 'One wet one's beak in dead words, then, like a bird feeding i

- -dh the plague, one might go clack, clack and Pie life in one's brain /
case might die. MO education, was feeding on excellence from. /
Coast to coast. Feeklingm back-tobasics, on releuance and many
Moreall words that were used-most of the time with little or no
thought behind* diem. And new dead words were coming along

.
,. , _,
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every day. The snow was falling everywhere: I now understockl
what I had seen at commencement.

Consciousness- raising: The Way to Combat Powerful Words
,

ut months later I found myself still thinking about excellence. I
had received a oneyear National Endowment for the Humanities
Fellowship and gone off across the country to Amherst, Massachu-
setts. There I picked.up the Boston Globe in a local tobacco store
and read about students and vice presidents weeping over excellence
at Boston University, and there I happened across the Necker cube
andisaw in it an analogy for my experience with excellence.

"Can't something be donee" I asked myself. :`Are we helpless .

before our words?"
"Well," I said, still talking with Myself, "couldn't a lot of damag-

ing words be stopped at their source ?"
Back -in 1959, whin Bruner and those thirty-five top educators

-met at Woods Hole and said that the: object of education- is to
"cultivate excellence," whaa did they mean?. In the,chairman's
report. of th %t conference, excellence peant "educate each student

. to his optimunrintellectual developrient . emphasize the stn..tc-
'cure of a subject'.. . devise 'rnaterifis- that will challenge super&
students while not. destroying the/confidence and will-to-learn of
those who are less fbrtunate . . ./magelds teaching, the film or
television." , lE

-I think it is too bad th t the Woods HOletonference used such a
vague, powerful word as Ince to stith'd for these ideas. Some-
one at tlid conference mtgli have stopped excellence at that point.
'Lis possible, howorer, fOr., 'ftuentiar 'people in high positions to
double aleck their words, ni king st,ie they use potentially poWer.
ful words only when they a given cleat? defined referents. But,
it is difficult for people ,to be fluintaal without using vague, influ-

.ential words. I
What had Gardner meant 14961 when he said he wanted to

achieve "a measure of exgellen el'? He meant""toning pp a whole
sopiety, bringing a whole peop Ct.° that fine edge of Morale and
conviction and zest that makes f greatness."

Yes, but is there anything m:re in these large, pesitive 'words
than feelings in ed to arouse eelings? And isnt it so; that to
the extent to wh ch idealism is ill sory, to the extent tliat it flies
Off to being "a w ole people to the fine edge of morale?" off above

4e1
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snow - capped mountain' peaks high above hunian limitatiOnsto
that extent it will very likely turn into its opposite?

But say dome people in high places do throttle sorne.of the dan-
. gerous words at, their source. What about the ones that get through?

Couldn't I, couldn't we, do something about them once they
come to us? Couldn't we re-create the words, giving them persoftel
meanirig by experiencing them on the personal level? As Richard
Weaver has sand`, "Perhaps the best that any of us can do is to hold
a dialectic with himself to see what the wider circumferences,of his
terms of persuasion are. The process . : . prevent his becoming
a creature of evil public forces and a victim of Isis own thoughtless
rhetoric." A sure solution, but dialectics with oneself aren't for
everyone.

Why no' put the educational system to work, educating people
- to the potential violence in rword-forces? Vaccinate all students

withrequired courses in semantics. Or better yet, inoculate them.
with frequent injections of good poetry and good literature until
the vivid, concrete detail of words with meaning moves through
their veins, makirig them immune to meaningless jargon.

But is this pbssible? Tife country is in the grip of a back-to-basics
movement, and whatever that means, it.does not mean good liter-
ature.

Perhaps we could 'orgaNia# a team of trained wordzwatchers who,
like bird-watchers, Would ncit observe stuffed specimens in the lab-
oratory but would go into the field equipped with binoculars and
sketch pads and, through painstaking observitibn of words in
flight, compile a short, clear Field Guide to' Contemporary Word-
Forces? Would not such 'a guide, in the hands of people directly

z and. indirectly affected' by the use of particular words, do a lot of
1 good?

I'm' convikced that if public officials, adminiitrators, deans,
teachers, and students througOtout the country had such a field

ide in, their hands,' and excellence were one of the words in it
with its history, meaning, and lack of meaning clearly set down,
I am convinced that this alone wbidd knock the legs from undti.

- the destructive, force in the word.
The several suggestions I'ye just made all depend in one way or

another on increasing our consciousness of the words we use every
day. Increasing consciousness isn't; I realize, a small matter. but I
think it is the ansvirerNiolerit word-forces grow in dark places, wilt

- in the light of consciousness.

I.
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l
. Whatever. Since the back side bt excellence popped to the front

side for meletting me see, reall see, the violdnce in itI've known
" that we do not see words with ur eyes only or hear them with

our ears only. We see them wi our
f-.
total nervous systems, with

....."1.

st.
A- * the whole of our beings. Because a word is amicrocosm of human

1", consciousness, dead words, all words without meaning, reflect and
4 f-impinge upon qur consciousness. Meaningless words float down
-- and into usas the. quiet, unseen fallout of the deadly radioactive

isotope, strontium 90, faintly falls into the river that feetis the
plankton that feeds the fish that poisons the people who eat them.
So, if our words are meaningless, our education will be meaning-

- less, our ecimomic policies will be meaningless, our love, life, and
death 'Will bemeaninglessall dead thirigl -

Our woods, then, are something like atoms in more than,one
way: we not only use them as symbols for our conceptswe give
them the power to explode us into one large, empty mushroom,
into a total system of collectiVe meaninglessness. And if such is
the case, it is important that we find' better ways than we now
have for increasing our consciousness of the empty yet powerful

-4, words we inhaland exhale
.)
every day.
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